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Shooting Loses a Friend
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• Spring-loaded ejector • • •
expels all 9 cartridges at
one finger-tip stroke, returns
instantly to reload position

• DOUBLE-AND-SINGLE
ACTION, fires nine .22
Shorts, Longs 'and LR car·
tridges, Hi-Speed or Regular

• Brilliant onyx-black finish •••
medallion set into frame
(2 models available in
glistening all-nickel finish)

• Wide, target-grooved trigger
• Rebounding hammer with

automatic safety-block 
non glare hammer spur

• NEW 2-piece grips, diamond·
checkered Walnut split-and·
warp-proof

• Missile-alloy frame,
one-piece, designed to put
centerline of barrel closest to
natural "point-line" of
forefinger

• High-tensile steel barrel and
swing-out cylinder

• Serrated long-ramp Front
Sight; wide, square-notched,
movable Rear Sight ._

9-shot
..22 revolver

A HI-STANDARD .22 OLYMPIC Pistol
brought in the 33rd Gold Medal for the
United States in the 1960 Rome Olympic
Games •••

, I
l:.t::I:d.S.:llJ.Daac.W

Dept. B-8

THE HIGH STANDARD. MFG. CORPORATION
"AM.-" 14,·CQN""CI.CU'

Onyx-Black

$49.95
Nickel •.• $54.95

FINEST
FROM ANY
ANGLE
Good Looks: Any way you look at it - the new Sentinel
IMPERIAL is the top gun in its class. Here's style, the
"lawman look" in 4" and 6" models in polished onyx·black,
also two gleaming 4" and 6" models in all nickel finish.
Here's quality, exemplified by two·piece walnut grips
diamond checkered like a trophy gun; slip·proof,
shapely, styled for beauty.
Good Shooting: Just aim over the reflection·free, serrated
Ramp Front Sight -. "float" your target over the wide;
square·notched rear sight, movable for super
accuracy. Then feel the natural·pointing stance
built right into the gun - centerline of barrel
lines right up with your trigger·finger. Result:
super·accuracy single·and·double action: It's
actually hard to miss!
Good Buy: Check off these other features
point·by·point you come out ahead of any other
gun in this class:



It's Ageless

BROWNING
®

.22 Automatic

There is a' BROWNING~ just right

for every age, every size, every purpose

.22 AUTOMATIC Rifle ... from '6950

.22 Long Rifle or Short

AUTOMATlC-5 Shotgun. •. from '13450

12, 16,20 gauge and 3-inch Magnum

SUPERPOSED Shotgun. .. from '29500

12,20,28, .410 gauge

DOUBLE AUTOMATIC Shotgun. .. from '12715

12 gauge (Light as a 20)

HIGH-POWER Rifle ..• from '16450

9 popular calibers

PriC(K subject to chang_ without "oti~•.

Write for catalog giving. complete facts and
data on Browning guns plus special chapters
containing practical. shooting information.
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Ageless ... because it's dimensioned and balanced
tofit you - and every member of your family.
Slender and compact as a .22 should be, its slight
4% pounds are precision designed to the last
ounce. The young and old, the large and small,
are able to shoot it well with amazing ease.

Ageless ... because it's made ofthe finest machined
steels, fitted by hand to the closest tolerance for
untiring dependability and lifetime durability.

Ageless ... because its exposed surfaces are all
hand-polished and finished, giving a deep blue
black luster to its special steel and a penetrating
brilliance to its fine walnut - then the extra
rich'ness of hand-engraving and hand-checkering
to give you a handsome rifle that will stay new
and fresh through years and years of use.

Respecifully, we urge you to visit your
Browning Dealer-thenJudgeforyourself.

BROWNING·
~
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Congressman Robert F. Ellsworth
2nd Dist., Kansas

I THINK THE PRINCIPLE behind the 2nd Amendment is a good one. That is, the
right to keep arms meant that the people, as a collective body, could rise up in re
sistance. Even today, witness Hungary, I think this is an important right for the people
to have. Obviously, the slave states of Eastern Europe and other parts of the world
today, are afraid to trust the people with arms. I would like to quote a passage from
The Federalist, where James Madison said.

"Notwithstanding the military establishments in the several Kingdoms of Europe,
which are carried as far as the public resources will bear, the governments are
afraid to trust the people with arms. And it is not certain that with this aid alone
they would now be able to shake off their yokes. But were the people to possess the
additional advantages of local governments chosen by themselves, who could collect
the national will and direct the national force, and of officers appointed out of the
militia, by those governments, and attached to them and to the' militia, it may be
affirmed with the greatest assurance, that the throne of every tyranny in Europe would
be speedily overturned in spite of the legions which surround it."

Don't you think that is just as applicablc in Hungary in 1961, as it was in many
countries of Europe in the 18th century, when The Federalist was written?

Senator lee Metcalf
Comm.: Interior, Insular Affairs
Montana

THE RIGHT TO KEEP and bear arms is a basic right of our American society. It is
an essential element of our representative democracy. This right
does not mean that we may possess and use arms in whatever
way we see fit and under whatever circumstances we think
desirable. Surely, government may impose reasonable controls
in the public interest. What this means in the context of our
constitutional system is that these controls recognize the duty
and authority of government, on the one hand, and the respon
sibility of the individual on the other.

Han. Frank B. Morrison
Governor of Nebraska

IN ANSWER TO your letter concerning my views on the trend in legislation, etc.,
let me say that I have no statement which I wish quoted.

There is very little activity in this area now in our Legislature. In past sessions
there have been efforts made to strengthen our laws regarding the possession of and
carrying of firearms. For the most part these have been unsuccessful. I know of no
legislation introduced to date (Jan. 61) in our current legislative session, concerning
the subject.

Congressman Ralph Harvey
10th Dist., Indiana

IN RE-EXAMINING the Constitution, I am first prompted to read the Pre
amble. The Preamble begins "We The People" were establishing the new government,
yet the people generally knew nothing about the new government and had to be sold
on the whole idea. The best brains of the day were assigned the task: Madison, Hamil
ton, and Jay together wrote 85 articles for New York newspapers under the title 'fhe
Federalist. .

Their editorials were not aimed at the average voter, but toward the educated
classes who controlled the country. Their language was stilted, but taken all together
made a convincing political platform. When Americans finally got a look at their
Constitution, the immediate reaction of most was that they didn't like it. To man¥, it
was the old British Tyranny in an American disguise. It had the same power to
organize standing armies and levy taxes from a distant capital. These things they had
fought against in the Revolution; and to many, the 100,000 man army would be an
instrument to enslave the people and rob them of their arms.

The Constitution- would piobably have been defeated if put to a popular vote, so it
was ratified by special state. conventions. New Hampshire was the decisive ninth
in June of 1788, with three of the states demanding immediate amendments to guar
antee human rights and property rights in the area of owning arms and ammunition.
Certainly, the 2nd Amendment to our Constitution has the same significant importance
today as in the early days of our Founding Fathers, and I doubt seriously if any
legislation will be enacted to preclude the rights of our citizens to possess firearms.

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Bui~ding," and all
Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. c." Address all
Govemo'rs at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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Gary Cooper was considerably more

than an actor. He was a man's man, and
he was a symbol of the West's "Man With
A Gun." His love of guns went beyond
merely hunting with them; Coop also
loved shooting for shooting's sake, at tar
gets, plinking, just for the fun that shoot
ing is. In his death, America has lost a part
of itself, and shooting has lost a valued
friend.
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of course was anxious to try his new posses
sion. The first shot went off all right. The
second one showed that the firing pin did
not hit hard enough to set off the primer.
On ejecting both cases, the fired case showed
ruptures of the brass above the base and in
the neck, the latter measuring a full 14 inch.

Functioning and accuracy of Marlin
M99 delights Bob Steindler, recent
addition to GUNS' editorial family.

Another pair of cartridges performed sim
ilarly, excepting that the left barrel fired
this time and the right barrel contained
another dud. This Kynoch ammunition is
old stuff and owners of double rifles must be
certain of the health-status of their brass
before contemplating any reloading. Those
cannons pack enough oomph to send you to
the hospital for a nice long stay if you take
chances on poor brass. Experimentally, we
set off some faulty rounds under controlled
conditions a few years ago, and the fireworks
were something to behold-fl:actured brass
all over the place. If you can afford a double
rifle, you should be able to buy new ammo,
or at least new brass if you insist on loading
your own.

For Trap Shooters
A Release Trigger

For some time, I have heard rumors about
these release triggers and even had a chance
to fire a trap gun that had been equipped
with one. Normally, pulling the trigger of a
gun releases the firing pin and that's when
things start to happen. With the release
trigger, the firing pin is activated when you
start to release the trigger. It takes some
getting used to, but experienced shooters in
the highly competitive trap and skeet game
tell me that many of them who developed a
severe case of f1inchitis were cured perma
nently of this unpleasant and score-fatal
condition.

These release triggers are made and
patented by Stanley Golik, who used to work
in l::;olorado and has lately joined forces with

(Continued on page 53)

Model 99 Autoloader
In general, the .22 rimfires are not very

exciting to a gun buff, but this little auto
loader is different. Weighing an ounce or
two less than 5% pounds, this streamlined
EttIe beauty holds 18 rounds of .22 LR,
which feed through the tubular magazine in
the customary fashion. The receiver is
streamlined, and has been tapped and drilled
for scopes. Not having a scope handy, I
fired the Model 99 with iron sights, first for
function and then for record. All in all, I
fired 175 rounds for tests, and am happy to
report that there was not a single instance
of malfunction of any kind.

Grouping of the gun was outstanding, al
though of course it was not in the match
class. Shooting iron sights without sling
from a prone position at 25 yards, repeated
groups measured an average of 1%"-rapid
fire and 18 rounds! Even heating the barrel
by shooting and reloading as rapidly as
possible, did not affect the grouping, and
the Micro-Groove barrel performs wonder
fully well. Empties are ejected to the side,
thus avoiding contact of the shooter's arm
with the hot brass.

The overall length of the Model 99 is 42
inches, and the gun sells for $43.95. The
Marlin 4X scope goes for an extra ten bucks,
and should be a worthwhile investment. The
DeLuxe model is priced at $49.95 without
the scope.

Old Big Bore Ammo
While giving the Model 99 a work-out, I

stood by a friend who was sighting in and
checking a fine British double rifle he hopes
to purchase. The gun, a .450-400 Nitro, is in
perfect shape, but ammo is scarce. He did
manage to get ten rounds with the gun, and

Greek Mannlicher.Schoenaue,:s
The Greek 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Schoenauer

is again available, a fact that will delight a
lot of shooters who are very fond of the
action. These guns were made in Austria by
the famous Steyr works, and I have always
found this action to be strong and reliable,
especially in rough hunting territory. Since
most of us are tinkerers, the issue of these
guns (rifle and carbine) should be very
much in demand, especially in this caliber
a caliber that has long been neglected in its
original form. Just what the assorted wild
catters will dream up is a matter of inter
esting conjecture, but some of the plans I
have been hearing about sound most fascinat
ing. I am playing around with one of them
myself, but it will be some time before I'll
be able to slip the first hull into the chamber.
Guns are now available through International
Firearms Co.

Based on the stand
ard .300 Magnum
case head, the ,308
Norma Magnum un
primed case fils
.30/06 length actions
and gives greatly in
creased po.wer with
a wide variety of
.30 caliber bullets.

For complete
info, send 1Dc

for spec. sheet
and NEW ;'Gun'

Bug's Guide."

Box GM-8.

"For more velocity, I've tried neck
ing, fireforming and altering .30
caliber cases for years," he says,
"but not any more. The brand new
.308 Norma Magnum unprimed case
is just what this handloader ordered
•.• and I'll bet a lot of others will
feel the same way'"

Perhaps the Norma Man has a
right to get excited. This new factory

case makes magnumizing your .30
caliber rifles easy and inexpensive
... because it fits the standard length

action, and is factory finished, ready
for your loading tool.

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods·Corp.
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CUSTOM ENFIELD SPORTER

DERRINGERS REDUCED 1

CAL.-NEWI $16.951

* 22 Weeks to Pay* Money Back Guarantee* Bargain Prices

CREDIT CUSTOMERS: Send $2.00 or more Down Payment. You save
the small servIce cnarge, if balance of cash price is paid within 30
days. OtherWise pay balance in 22 weekly payments, payable
monthly, if you prefer.
NEW CREDIT CUSTOMERS: To speed your order. send $2.00 (or
more) Down Payment, name & addres~ of your employer and names
and addresses of 2 or more companies with whom you have (or
have had) credit accounts. Also your age, occupation, no. of de
pendents. date present job began, and your weekly salary. TH IS I N
FORMATION IS REQUIRED ONLY ON YOUR FIRST CREDIT ORDER.
CASH or C.O.D. CUSTOMERS: Send check or money order In full,
or at least 100/0 deposit on C.O.D. ordera. Add only $1.00 for any
Size orner for postage, etc. EXCEPTIONS: Send 51.50 per rifle or
barreled action for postage. Tents, boats, motors, handguns and
ammo shipped via Express or Freight. Charges Collect.

ADDRESS

MY NAME

SALE! BARRELED FN ACTIONS
Absolutely b'rand new, first quality, latest 1961 mod

els. All have hinged floor plates, adjustable trigger with milled
trigger guard. Hooded ramp front sights. Beautifully polished

& blued! ... read~ for stocking! State your choice: 1) F.N. "Supreme
400" has latest Side safety, ncw streamlined bolt sleeve. 22" four
groove barrels have 1 twist for each 10". Drilled and tapped for receiver
sight or scope mount. State choice of .30/06 or .270. Medhnll Weight
BaTTel. 2) F.N. "Supreme 400" in .243 cal. with 22" twelve·groove
barrel with 1 twist in 11". Medtum Weight BaTTel..
~~~iC~n~:~~OO/Oo~o~~,o~~·~~4~. week for 22 weeks; state $6995
KLEIN'S CASH PRICE, either barreled action for only ....

~:eLgt ~~·.~~J1Vi~6M~lt~~t~ag~u:/g;:tib~r':S(~~~nae:~;~t~tt?iaV:o::.j

DELUXE FINISHED STOCK-EQUAL TO $45.00 STOCKS!
Simply drop your F.N. Mauser or Sako barreled action in this beautiful
stock and you are ready for hunting! Choice American Walnut, Monte
Carlo style with cheek piece. Hanr::l checkered pistol grip and forend,
rubber recoil rcad, quick detachable swivels. Hand rubbed finish. Com-

b~~~; b~~~n~eo$1~4~e~II~~e~O;or$:i·~~~ks~ayonly $2.00 $2988
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE ••••.••••••..•.•.••••••••••.•

Beretta or Terni
Italia "Suprema" Carbine-6.5 mm Italian

These completelv reconditioned guns co~e to you like new_
ready for immediate action! Lightweight carbine is fast loading, clip
fed, bolt action. 6 shot with thumb satett· Stock and $1499
~~:r~~I.oilKt~ils~~'C.:;~g;~lb~~"~~'.'. ~~': ..a.r~~I.' .~~1(~: '

6.5 m 1m metal case ctgs. $6.00 pp-r 108 rds.

r _. MAIL THIS COUPON TOD:4Y! --

~
o KLEIN'S-Dept. G·B

.. 221 W•.Washington St.
• • • • • • Chicago 6, lJIinois

E&tabU"lled l8BS-OUT 76th Year

o Cash Order 0 Credit 0 C.O.D. Order (Include 100/0)

RUSH:

.. __ MONEY BACK GUARANTEE __ ..

Exact copy of the original Remington over & under Der
ringer-now made for modern high power cartridges by
famed J. P. Sauer & Son in Germany. De Luxe models with

~~~d~~~~~geJirtio"~lJ~J5•B.r~n.~2n~~~0~~lrJ~9~~·~0. ~°:22' ~.::.
num Blued-$21.9S; ..••22 Magnum Chrome-$24.95; ....38

Special Blued or Chrome. • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . • • . . . . . . • . . $39.95

PRICE REDUCED TO $39.95! BRAND NEW!
FRONTIER

SIX-SHOOTER
.22 or .22 MAGNUM

Col. Colt's Frontier SIX SHOOTER is· an exact super
accurate modern shooting reproduction of the famous

1800's single action frontier six-shooter most prized by the men of
the old west. These guns are made by J. P. SAUER & SON in Ger-

fu~nhui~t~~:,e~fF~k~~:,a~~m~ei~~:t::t~~::o;:g;::~ dra::~s, Bfux:e~~~~:
finish. 40 oz. weight, 51/2" brl. Brand new! State choice of .22
(shoots .22 short, long or long rifle) or .22 Magnum. Pay only
\~g~ Down, $1.88 a week for only 22 weeks. Order $3995
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE......................... ppd.
WESTERN RIG SPECIAL! Rand oiled saddle leather, metal lined
holster with hip-Tiding 25/8" wide matching belt with cartridge
loops, only $12.50 with Frontier, Six-Shooter. Two-gun Rig only
$23.95. State choice of RIl,sset or Black and your hip stze.

U. S. 1917 CAL. 30/06 SPRINGFIELD
LAST CALL! WE WILL SOON BE SOLD OUT!

Virtually unfired; fresh from government cases; all
milled parts. All NRA Very Good, or better! Strongest
U.S. Army bol't action ever made. .30/06 caliber, 6
shot. 26' barrel. Pay only $2.00 down, $2995balance $1.46 a week for only 22 weeks.
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE ••••••••••••.••

(Onl~3~~·gg :''Yff:a[YO'r.l:~~:a~n~~'$:~~ b.re~llgo~zetn)

Royal Enfield .38 Revolver
Famed British Pilots and Officers
Royal Enfield Commando Revolv·
ers, now yours at less than 1/5
the original Gov't cost. 6 shot.
Very Good. .38 5&W Caliber.

CASH PRICE••••••• $12.88
(Only $4 extra for above converted to 2" snub barrel.)

($3 extra for sel.ect grade.)

re~,;e::,a~!f)~s~r~~r~~erec~::OI s~~~n~t
rugged desi5Jn, double action. 6
shot, auto ejection. Parkerized fin
ish. NRA Very Good Condition-mechanically
perfect. Your choice of .38 S&W caliber with
5" barrel or .4S ACP caliber in 4" or 6" bar-

~::ib:r.CI~isE:~~~i~hA~HW~~hIC:~••. $14.95
Add $3.00 for Special Selection . •45 Ammo $5.00 per

100; .38 S&W Ammo $4.30 per 50 Tds.

S.&W••22 CAL. TARGET REVOLVER
Shoots all .22' Short. Long and Long Rtfle Ctgs.

Sensational
Smith and
Wesson .22
Target Revolver Value! Accurate,
rei iable and priced far below any
comparable gun! Custom con
verted in England from .38 S&W
caliber to .22 caliber by finest Eng
lish gunsmiths ..• proofed byoffi
cial Birmingham, England, Proof House. Me
dium weight. excellent condition famous Smith
& Wesson Military and Police model has top
qual ity Belgian made brand new 6" barrel of finest
alloy steel. New rear sight is adjustable for windage
and elevation. New checkered Waln.ut grips. 6 shot,
length 12" overall. Wt. 38 oz. Side brcak. Blued
Finish. Pay only $2.00 down, $1.97 a $3988week for 22 weeks.
KLEIN'S CASH PRICE. only .

Mf917 COLT .45!
Only 155 to sell! Gua,:,an
teed slightly used genuine Colt
U. S. Gov't Service Revolvcl'"s .
•45 Auto. caliber. Shoots same
ctg. as Colt .45 automatic. Six
half-moon clips included. 51/2"
barrel. Blued finish. Good condi
tion inside and out. Compare to $50 Guns!
ORDER .::1100. PAY ONLY $2.00 DOWN,

~~LR~~~C~.L.~I.~~.~:~.~~~ $24~~Sh
1~21,,0:~u~~:se'1:siji~:t";~red)~~~~r:t~.~~ $29.95
Only SS .00 Extra for personal selection bll Milt Klein

NEW! 1961 RUGER GUNS
Pay $2.00 Down. No charge for
shIpping or 5 months credit on
these great new guns! 22 WMR sin
gle 6-$64.25; 22 5-6-$64.25;
(Flash/ Only $5.25 Extra fOT .22
or .22 Magnum fitted cylinder
new guns onl.y-for either above
Ruger Singl.e-Six!) Super Black

hawk 44 Mag.-$120.00. 44 Mag.-$96.00; 357 Mag.
_$87.50; 22 Auto--~37.50; Bearcat price reduced to
$39.501 .44 Mag. Rifle $108.00. (All Prepaid.)

FLASH!

3950 .-.iiJii
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

The uBearcat" is a me
chanical jewel, made to stand
ards of precision and quality
that will fascinate the man
who understands fine firearms. --
Compact as it is, the "Bearcat" possesses a
9rip which is comfortable and secure even
In a I.arge hand, clear sights and the feeling
of bell1g heavy for its size that makes accu
rate shooting easy. CALI HER: .22 Long
Rifle, long or short, high velocity or regular. Six shots.
CYLINDER: Heat treat_cd steel cylinder with recessed
chambers, decorated With appropriate engraving. BAR-

~~~~r "';~~:~cat~:"pre"::i~G:~~e1.?t ::<f:in's8Y:"no~onr~:
duced from $49.50 to $39.$0! Pay onl~ $2.00 down.

~~·r?t~l~ rte:~ufc:rre~~~~ ~~d'";~e~~O~~abe $3950
KLEIN'S Credit or Cash Price is Only... ppd.

PAY $2 DOWN!

RUGER "DEERSTALKER"

MAUSER MODEL 95 CARBINE

~
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

NOBODY UNDERSELLS
KLEIN'S 12 OT .410 Ga.

NEW 1961 Models!
FLEETWOOD PUMP SHOTGUNS

KLEIN'S does it again! ••• a brand new, first quality pump repeating shotgun at the
lowest price ever! The Fleetwood-made especial Iv for Klcin's-has the modern streamlined

appearance and perfect ~alance for fast .smt?0th ~argeting and natural point.. Proven .action Is
designed for positive extraction and automatic side eJectlon on every shot! RecCiver machined from

steeTi~~:~el~I~~~hOfb~ul~~:~i~ry ~~e~ri~~e~Pg~O';:~~·S!~hUd:mmaC:a~~~eC~~~Yi~O~~~~~C:oe,~~~m3~~~·ot.S~:f~~:~~~k
with pistol grip, Grooved Walnut forearm. American made to American standards of preCIsion and quality.

CHOOSE FROM 3 MODELS: 12 Ga. Plain Barrel ••• 12 Ga. Adj. Choke ••••410-3" Plain Barrel
:lt8000. 12-Gauge, for 23/4" shells, ,#8001. As illustr~ted. S~me as :ft8002. Same as .tt8000 except .4.10
28" barrel, choice of Full or Modified .#8000 except With AdJustable Gauge, for 21/2" or 3" shells. Your choice
Choke. 7.lbs., 42" overall. Pay only Choke and Rubber Recoil Pad. of 24" or 26" barrels. 6 Ibs., 46" over-

~t~~ aD~'":;k f:raI5~f; $5488 ::ra~~~y$~~2~OaD~;:k $6488 i~ia~ca: $;"j6$~'~ee~0~~; $5488
22 Weeks, or. • • • • • • • for Only 22 Weeks or Only 22 Weeks or ••••••••

Racy little carbine in popular 7mm caliber. 181/2" barrel,
turned down bolt handle. German made with all milled parts. Made in
Germany for Chile. Chilean crest on receiver ring. 5-shot flush maga
zine. Cleaning rod in stock. Wt. 73/4 Ibs., overall 37". Side mounted

t.lk"ogE~W~~~95~R~A~oa:2~~obe~~fNN,BALANCE $1.20 A $2495
WEEK FOR 22 WEEKS, or ••••••••••••••••••••.••••

7mm metaL case Ammo $6.00 per 100 rounds.
Famed M-94

Deer Rifle

German-made Mauser 7.65 (.30 cal.) Model 1891 expertly con
verted to sporter. Mauser action has finest pre-war workmanship, all
milled parts, extremely smooth operating bolt. Turned down bolt

~td';' I~~:/, c~e:'r~~ ~'r,~~I, ~~~pf:::;tJJ~I~~t~-t~~~t ~11:' ;;~~'~~~~ve:::

~~~~O~n~E~o~~~~l:u~f~ws"2.0"odDOh~~~BA~ARN~E~i:~~ $2495
A WEEK FOR 22 WEEKS, or .••••••••••••••••••••••

AS ISSUED
NOT REBUILT

NEW! FAMOUS FLEETWOOD .22 RIFLES••••• $2.00 DOWNI

The first long gun designed and produced by America's gure
genius-Bill Ruger-the spe.ctacular RUSiJer HDeerstalker'~ semi

automatic in .44 Magnum caliber. Certain to be a faVOrite for
game up to and including deer and black bear. Weighs only 53/4 Ibs.,
181/2" barrel, 5-shot tubular magazine, side ejection, open sights; low
smooth receiver perfect for scope mounting. Oil finished American

~:~EuJ ~~clk03. PAY ONLY $2.00 DOWN, BALANCE $10800
$4.82 A WEEK FOR 22 WEEKS, OR..... • • • • • • • • • • • • Ppd.

HUTTy! Al.most AU Gone:
Genuine. original M-l semi-automatic Garands made at the
world famous Springfield Armory! All are in "NRA Very Good"

or better condition, all shoot any .30/06 cartridge-the world's greatest!
All in original Has issued" condition-GUARANTEED BY KLEIN'S_AII

~bl~~, P:~t~AN~~"5~~~r:I'A4~"EEoKeFaJ~ t:(y °2~L~:~KOS~ $7995
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE .

.3&~'i}K :':I~J:; ~~~:,o~.fa~r$6.~O":~~c~oo; bKo~t::rK~~~)50

edish Artik-Karlin Model 94 cavalry carbine is prized
because of its extremely fast action, light weight and refine

ments over other Mausers. Muzzle velocity is 2,295 ft. per sec. Rifle
weighs only 71/2 Ibs., 5 shot, 18" barrel. Choice hardwood stock can
easily be sporterized to a lightweight Mannlicher type carbine. Each
bolt action rifle is in perfect shooting condition, never used in combat.
~~A2~0~e~~~dition. Pay only $2.00 down, $1.46 a week $2995
KLEIN'S CASH PRiCE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6.5 target ammo mlly $5.00 per box of 65; $16.95 for 260 rds. Soft
nose a11nno, $2.95 per 20.

Illustrated: .22 Slide-Action Repeater. Made
for KLEIN'S by famous American maker to top

American Quality Standards. Hammerless, smooth pump
action Fleetwood rifle has tubular magazine for 21 short, 17

long or 15 long rifle .22 cal. cartridges. Weighs 51/2 Ibs., 42" overall,

~~I'~ ;~~o~' D~r::::, ~~~~~~'e ~t.19ft a s~~~·k fo~og~iy P:~ $3488
Weeks, or .••..............•........•••.••••••..•
:t8006-Fleetwood Lever Action 22 Rifle-not illustrated. Brand new,
first quality, American made! Holds 21 short, 17 long or 15 long
rifle cartridges. 24" barrel, 42" overall, 5 1/2 Ibs. Pay $ 3788only 52.00 Down, balance $1.87 a Week for Only 22
Weeks, or .••••.•••.•••....•••••••••.•....•••••••

:c~~~,,<;~~:v~hO~;:~sm~~~te~O~dq:e~~~t:~~~ot~r..4.~ . $8.00 Extra
.#8005-Fleetwood Bolt Action Single-Shot Rifle-not illustrated. Brand

rc~~' :i~:tt~~a~i1~0~;"m~:~rr~I'~:r~utV~~~~k.5 ~~fi ~~~~: $1488
only at KLEIN'S ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. "

NEW!



TARGET
CARRIER

MODEL 340TR
7·shQt, bolt action gun

with adapters, hand
trap, target carrier,

and NRA Qualification
Course folder-all for

only $3995
Rifled adapter converts

gun to a rifle of excellent
accuracy, handling all

3 lengths of 22 cal.
cartridges.

Also-MODEL 320TR
(same as 340TR except

is single shot. Same
accessories)-all for

only $2995
..;a..
"\~

MOSSBERG SPRING TRAP MODEL lA as
used on barrel of gun. Has base for station
ary use. Also clamps to hand trap frame.
Complete assembly only $14.95_

Ask your Mossberg dealer to show you TARGO
FREE: Send to factory for descriptive folder

O. F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC.
18108 ST. JOHN ST., NEW HAVEN 5, CONN.

Spray-On Stock Finish
With this new kit, the average shooter can

refinish a gunstock like a professional. The
new Williams Commercial Stock Finish is
quickly and easily sprayed on, dries in min
utes to a beautiful, hard, lasting finish which
is completely waterproof. Attractive kit con
tains Matching Stain, Sanding Sealer, High
Gloss Finish, and sells for just $4.95. Manu·
factured and guaranteed by Williams Gun
Sight Company, this kit will be a great boon
to all do-it-yourselfers. .

De-oil That Barrel
Almost any heavy lubricating oil or pre·

servative in the barrel will cause a high
power rifle to shoot high for from one to
three shots. While it is necessary to use a
heavy oil or grease for permanent storage of
rifles to prevent rust, be sure to remove all
traces of it before firing the rifle if you want
your rifle to print to its original zero. I have
seen rifles shoot a good six inches high at
100 yards when fired with oil in the bore. I
lost a fine Grant's Gazelle on my African
trip because little Galu had cleaned my .333
O.K.H. with oil the night before and I had
not removed it with a gasoline-soaked patch.
I had a .375 Nitro Express double rifle that
always shot under a dollar at 60 yards with
both barrels, and one day I tried a group
with it with oil in the bores. The first two
shots were four inches high and wide, and
the next two about 21j2" high and still wide.
The third pair still went an inch high and
two inches wide. The fourth pair grouped
right together, and the little rifle then con
tinued to group its two barrels right on
center at 60 yards.

Years ago, when I hunted coyotes for a
living (in connection with raising cows and
writing) I used heavy-barrel bull guns with
target scopes in .300 Magnum and .280
Dubiel Magnum calibers. I found the only
oil or solvent I could leave in the gun bore
and not get a high first shot was Hoppes No.
9 Solvent. All heavier solvents with more oil
content made the rifles shoot high for the
first shot at least, and heavier powder sol
vents and oils would often cause them to
shoot high for three shots. I tested this out
with many different rifles and loads, and
different oils and solvents, and came to the
conclusion that if you wanted to hit with
the first shot it was best to either swab the
bore thoroughly with gasoline-soaked patches
or else stick to Hoppes No.9 for the clean
ing agent.

All old match shooters have, at one time
or another, lost their first shot high because
of oil or solvents of fairly heavy oil content
in the bore. Small bore shooters are usually

allowed fouling shots for this reason, but
high power shooters must hit with the first
as well as the last shot to get anywhere.

Another good trick I learned while serving
on three .30 caliber national match teams
was to leave the last case fired in the rifle
chamber, then pull a small rubber nipple
over the muzzle and not clean at all durin"
the matches. I know it's against the rule of
thumb to leave a rifle around the range with
bolt closed, but in 1940 at Camp Perry, from
the start of the matches to the finish, I
simply left my last fired case in the chamber
and pulled a neoprene nipple over the
muzzle. I did not lose a single high shot
during the entire national match course, and
when I cleaned the rifle at the end of the
matches, only a good brushing and some
Hoppes No. 9 patches were necessary to
leave the bore in perfect condition-and this
during continued damp, rainy weather.

Hodgdon Plastic Jackets
Bruce Hodgdon is now making soft lead

half-jacket bullets for the .38 Special and
.357 Magnum. He expects to bring them out
also in .44 caliber. These are a radical de
parture from the usual half-jacket in that
the jacket material is plastic. This material,
in itself, will not lead the gun but holds the
rifling. We got leading from them in our
guns, due to the fact the soft lead flows back
into a shapeless blob when fired with any
heavy load, but they shot very well with
light loads and both the soft core and the
plastic jacket seem to splatter into a big
mushroom on impact. Hodgdon expects to
~lse full jackets later if he can get them
properly formed so they will take the rifling
full length and thus prevent the leading. The
plastic jacket bullets can be expected to
~xpand a great deal ,more than any me,tal
Jacketed type, as the plastic is soft and
ductile in comparison to metal. I persomilly
prefer a harder bullet for better penetration,
but the new bullets should be fine for small
game and low-cost practice.

New Mossberg Carbines
Two interesting carbines are among the

new models in the Mossberg line for 1961:
Model 642K, a .22 caliber 1agnum, and
Model 402, a carbine version of the popular
.22 caliber lever action Palomino rifle.

The action of the .22 Magnum Carbine,
Model 642K, is identical with Mossbera's
three other .22 Magnums, and is intended "'to
fill the bill with varmint shooters who prefer
the carbine design because of its smaller
size and ease of handling. It has an 18"
barrel, is only 38"4" long over all, and

(Continued on page 66)
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Looks like a
touqh year ahead
Boys, They're aII
orderinq FEDERALS~

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
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LUGER. AMERICAN WORLD FAMOUS

POWDER SCALE

Rick Engel
Omaha, Nebrask~

News From Down Under
I enjoyed reading your magazine and learn

ing what is going on in your country. Things
are very restricted here; foxes and rabbits
are the only game available to me, and scarce
at that. Crows are plentiful, and there are a
few ducks in the open season. Although
kangaroos are not far away, they are pro
tected by law in this part.

Worse than that, the gun laws are tough!
Shotguns and .22 rimfire rifles are allowed
generally, but have to be licensed at the
police station and permit obtained before
purchase. Centre fire rifles from .22 Hornet

A Plea From A Teen~(lger

I've been reading GUNS for two years now,
and I have decided that it's about time I told
you how much I enjoy reading your article
"Know Your Lawmakers."

I really think that you are doing a fine job
telling us gun owners how the legislators of
this nation think about the Second Amend
ment. I hope that you and others in influ
ential positions will continue the fight for~.

our rights, so that we younger fellows will be
able to enjoy your guns when we are older.
Keep up the good work.

Ooops!
The article "The Gun That Fired the Fatal

Shot" ("Guns Quarterly," Vol. IV) by William
B. Edwards, was interesting, but it caused me
a great deal of work answering inquiries about
the building to the north of Ford's Theatre in
your photograph on page 43.

May I point out that the negative was re
versed in printing and that the building in
question is the Star Saloon which was to the
south of the theatre in 1865.

G. 1. Olszewski, Ph.D.
Historian, Ford's Theatre

Washington, D. C.
Sorry, Doctor. We published the picture

the way we received it, which doesn't help
you but does ease our consciences. However,
we never could tell north from south in
Washington-no pun intended.-Editor.

loaders to be objectively superior to all C
type tools.

I have found your magazine to be the
finest publication of its kind ever printed,
and look forward to future copies.

10hn R. Winter
Roanne, Indiana

Reader Winter is. partly right, but so is
Bellah. Strictly speaking, -these tools are
neither C nor H type, but since their struc
ture is closer to the "C's" rather than the
"H" types, they are usually classified as such.
-Editors

No Nostalgia
I was very much interested in Warren

Sipe's article on the Lee Navy 6 mm. "straight
pull" (as it was called then) rifle, which
appeared in the February issue of GUNS.

I do not hold any nostalgic memories of
that abortion. We used to do the manual of
arms with it at Camp Perry boot camp,
Great Lakes Naval Training Station, Great
Lakes, Illinois, during the month of 1 uly,
1918. It sure was a clumsy number to han
dle. All we did with it was to drill. We used
the 1903 model Springfield at the range.

G. W. Helm
Los Angeles 35, California

Good Investment
I have already got fifty dollars worth of

enjoyment from the fifty cent investment I
made in buying the April issue of GUNS, and
I am only about half-way through it!

Being an enthusiastic booster of the accu
racy and straight-line slapping power of the
.222 Magnum, I especially enjoyed the ar
ticle "New Gun Against Crime." I suggest
that, had Mr. Edwards fired the AR-15's
bullet at the \Is" slab of CRS at a greater
distance (say 50 yards), it would have pene
trated cleanly instead of merely cratedng.
My projection here is empirical in that I
have found that my own .222 Magnum will
penetrate more effectively at 50 yards than
at 50 feet. Evidence in support of this
phenomenon is further stated in experiments
performed and recorded by Dr. Franklin
Weston Mann.

This somewhat paradoxical performance
apparently occurs because, at a slightly
greater distance from the muzzle, the bullet
attains gyroscopic isostacy (stops wobbling)
and therefore offers a smaller silhouette and
less resistance to passing through any dense
material.

Your broad latitude of coverage of guns
and shooting and a well-balanced editorial
policy have combined to place GUNS Maga
zine at the pinnacle of leadership in a field
that has become one of the most competitive
in the realm of journalism.

H. Daniel Cotterman
Sierra Madre, Cal.

Praise for Bellah
The article by Kent Bellah in your GUNS

QUARTERLY Vol. 3 titled "A First Reader
For Hand Loaders" is more than worth the
price of the entire magazine. However, I
wish to point out that the Hollywood Senior
and the Redding loading presses are not C
type tools. Hollywood Senior and Redding,
as well as the C-H Magnum and the Dunbar
loading presses, are commonly. known as H
type tools, and are considered by most hand-

Available
(specify). Price for any

_or rifle cartridge 42¢..
Slipg. Wgt. 8 0%.

~DHI'r
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA

BUY RELOADING DIES AND TOOLS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER.

LUGER AMERICAN· CORPORATION
Distributing point for the United States

Glenwood, Minnesota, U. S. A.

GUARANTEED IMMEDIATE SAME DAY DELIVERY.
Write today for first FREE reloading book
that really makes it possible for you to
reload rifle, pistol, shotshell ammo in mat
ter of minutes by superior European method.
Send today for huge FREE catalog of re
loading tools, dies, supplies. LGG

Made under lieense.
• Guaranteed world's most accurate pow

der measure.
• Quid accurate micrometer "Setting.
• V.rtical filling and dumping no travel,

no powder grinding.
• Automatic powder ~nod: prevents powder

clinging in powder chamber on static days.
• Short powder tube to prevent powder

clinging,
AD7~. Table stand - you work on table not
~,,~ table edge.

Shpg. Wgt. 7 Ib,.

LUGER WORLD'S FINEST PRECISION

RELOADING DIES

$6Z!.
M.d. under license. Shpg. Wgt. 4 Ibs.
• Y••rs .h.ad engin••ring and accuracy.
• Two leveling screws.
• Built in cross level.
• Frame twice as l.rge to stop vibration, protect

bearings.
• Built in oil dampener.
• 1/10 grain accurate. 325 grain capacity.

Stays accur.t•.

ORDER DIES AND TOOLS. USE fOR
SIX MONTHS. RETURN If NOT fAR
SUrERIOR TO ANY MADE IN EUROrE

OR NORTH AMERICA.

Standard 'l's x 14" threads fit any tool. Die
steel, hand polished, precision machined.II STANDARD MODEL I TYPE.

., 2 po. RHI. ,;; ~k $4.7!

nANDARD :::::t:~: ~Ik.~I"
2 pc. Rifle die sets $5.49
3 pc. Pistol die sets $7.19
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up are not allowed to the general public at
all. Handguns are out of the question. A
farmer like myself, if he is very lucky and
can show tne police he has need for a centre
fire rifle to destroy vermin on his property,
may be allowed a license. I have been trying
stubbornly the past few weeks for a .222
Remington 722. My story is that the foxes
are bad at lambing time.

A. Morgan
Burges Siding, West Australia

We Love You, Too
I was not amazed, only disgusted, to receive

my most recent invitation to join your Sucker
List. Lets be plain, or blunt, I jest aint
interested. Not Nohow!! Let me explain:

First, I am forced to consider Mr. Popow
ski as more Hunbug artist than anything
else. Any thing he may have to say, Is, in
my opinion, better off left unsaid. I long
sisnce got tired of paying for suport of
someone who can write not better than he
can.

Second, I am loosing my respect for Mr.
Keith, but fast! .At one time, Mr. Keith put
a small -amount of good common sense in his
writings. Not Any more! I no longer waste
time and eyesight reading his Line! That is
correet! I said Line! It is the common con
census of opinion among shooters that Mr.
Keith has parlayed a line into a high paying
racket. Persons who are real gun-in-the-hand
shooters, Of any kind, soon learn to differen
tiate between Mr. Keith and real shooting
facts. Let's put it this way, If I'm going_ to
pay freight on a Safari to Africa, It'll be
mine, Not Mr. Keith. I do give Mr. Keith
credit for one thing. So far I've not had the
miss-fortune to catch him recommending
crazy loads for any gun. Apparently he is
quite some bit smarter than Mr. Bellah that
way. Give Mr. Keith credit where it is due.

The Third and to me, most obnoxious of
the three is none other. than your hero, Mr.
Kent Bellah! That is one person that you
should get a slight attack of Brainitis and
steer clear of!! To me, and to most other
persons who have ever loaded enough ammo
to say they are hand-loaders, Mr. Bellah is
like any other Texan, All wind, and nothing
else.

A friend of mine, who is a f~ee-Iance
wroter has differed with me. He says that if
I ever hope to sell you an article for pub
lication, I shouldnt chastise you so severely.
Well, My opinion is, That if Lcouldn't write
better articles than any I ever read in any
of your back-issues, I better not be trying to
foist them on an innocent and un-suspecting
public.

Clinton H. Wallace
Mazomanie, Wisconsin

Our Freedom
We must all do our share to keep our fire

arms. The seriousness of the situation mounts
each time an anti-firearms law is put into
effect. The right to bear arms is our freedom
and our heritage. This right, this freedom,
this privilege must never be taken from the
American people.

Once legislation starts moving in any given
direction, it is so easy for it to continue. This
has been the case with firearms. Since the
first firearms legislation was enacted there
has been a continued effort on the part of
the law-making bodies to promote anti-fire
arms laws. This effort must be revl!rsed if our

nation is to remain the solid and substantial
block of freedom that it has been down
through our history as a free and democratic
society.

James L. Collins, Jr.
Granite City, Illinois

Liked Lachuk
Your article, "They Shot It Out At Vegas,"

by John Lachuk, in the April issue, was very
much to my liking. I would like to see more
stories about this fast-coming sport of fast
draw.

In this article, Mr. Lachuk mentioned Ed
McGivern's book, "Fast and Fancy Revolver
Shooting." I was wondering if you could
forward me an address for this book, if it is
still available.

Fred Hilton
Kelowna, B. c., Canada

Try book dealers advertising in this issue.
-Editor.

My compliments to John Lachuk on his
article in the April issue. I would like to
mention one thing that he did not stress_ I
have been in fast draw competition for al
most two years as a member of the Tucson
Thumbbusters Fast Draw Club. I have with
out a doubt met more true friends and some
of the finest people in the world in this sport.
It is a sport in which both rich and poor
can work together with common interest and
mutual enjoyment.

I enjoy your magazine very much and look
forward to each issue. I hope to see you
print many more articles concerned with fast
draw. Thank you very much.

Pointer
STOCKS
THE ORIGINAL THUMBREST STOCK
1st CHOICE of TARGET SHOOTERS!
For hig-h scores & greater shock absorp
tion, crack pistol shooters rely on Pointer
Stocks. Improved back strap built into
stock, additional length, Width & breadth
form fitting- non·slip grip: ALL combine
to inr;;ure you positive control & greater

~~~~tlt~gt~~CU~~~Y·&'l'~g~.fi~eo~tfnpg?gl:~'srg;~~ngu~8o~~:
TIONALLY GUARANTEED! Will never warp' flare-up or
burn. Will never lose its orie- luster. Ea~y to install.
~8~A\); farAi.~J~Por~B8m.~S~7.~g~ce of finishes! IVORY.

POINTER
PUPS

The Original
Nitrogen Processed

Fog-Free Scopes
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Easily slips on to any
shotgun or rifle.
"Progl'essive Action"
absorbs shock. ,"Viii
give years of service.
Only $2.0 1).

Deluxe Slip
On Recoil
·Absorber

get tighter groups by varying the charge a
few tenths up or down. If you cast bullets I
do not recommend mixing an antimonial
alloy. A better deal is a good commercial
mix, such as Illinois Bullet Alloy No.4 or 7.
If you mix your own, try a lead-tin mix,
about 14:1, working up or down a bit for
testing.

Speer's new 140 grain 6.5 mm pill is a
dandy. It's now designed with a long ogive
so it can be seated the same as factory
bullets in the .264 Winchester Magnum
without engaging the lands. The No.4 Speer
Manual, a bargain at $2.75, lists 72 loads for
the .264. All I've tried were excellent, using
a Browning rifle with Weaver's excellent va
scope in the sturdy Buehler mounts. The
140 grain pill is my choice in this caliber,
goorl for varmints or game.

Speers do a whale of a lot of test shooting,
probably one reason their bullets are so
good. It pays to compare notes, so I asked
Ray Speer what he thought about the new
c.c.1. No. 250 Magnum primers, with normal
charges of powder. Ray said, "Tests indicate
they may be used in place of standard
primers. But if you have a load so hot it's
near the primer leakage stage, cut the charge
a grain or so as the pressure peak comes
slightly earlier."

This agrees exactly with my tests. I got
fast, perfect ignition· in all loads tested in a
.30-30, .30-06, and .300 Weatherby, using the
usual charges. Reloaders will appreciate the
better ignition with very little increased
primer gas, and especially with slow, hard
to-ignite powders, such as 4350, 4831, and
others. We tested some of these powders
with half charges in a .30-06 and got ex
cellent ignition. (This isn't recommended
for shooting. It's strictly a test for ignition.)
You do not get the high pressure in m~dium

calibers and normal charges that you get
with a Weatherby Magnum No. 215 primer.
Weath~rby advises that this hot primer
should be used in their cartridges, but the
new C.C.1. kicks off Weatherby charges well.
The only job of a primer is to ignite powder
quickly, and the less gas it makes the better.
:'\i[ore dope will be on C.C.I.'s new creations
in a future column.

C-H's Swag-O-Matic bullet press that I've
mentioned before is selling like hot cakes.
It's amazing that such fine swaging dies can
be made for only $9.00 for this unit. Bullets
are excellent, and extremely uniform in
weight. The several sets of dies we have
used in various calibers had no faults that
we could detect. Exhibition shooting re
quires extreme accuracy. Cooper used C-H
Swag-O-Matic bullets in his demonstrations

(Continued on page 54)

NEW PRODUCTS

SINCE GUNS Magazine was created to fill
a needed void in the periodical field,

handloading has grown like Jack's bean
stalk. We Hull Fillers & Cap Busters have to
keep up with new products to enjoy many
happy hours of wholesome, inexpensive fun
behind our "Gunpowder Curtain." Our hobby
is booming! No longer are we trying to
clobber-up crummy fodder for minimum cost
shooting. We dedicated gunners are willing
to spend a few hard-earned bucks to enjoy
assembling precision ammo that performs
like a circus lion, and goes after meat the
same way. That we save up to 90 per cent is
merely a fringe benefit.

Colt, who mad~''3 ~ampant horse famous
as a symbol of quality guns for 125 years, is
celebrating their 125th Anniversary by
bringing out some fine new models. You
know about it, of eOUIse, unless you read
only Braille. Colt's prestige revolver, the
Python .357, available since 1955 with a 6"
barrel, can now be had with a 4" tube. The
short gun is my favorite; a fast cocking,
fast handling, target grade holster gun, good
for everything from targets to hunting.

Colt's new Gold Cup National Match .38
Special auto pistol is exactly what many
target shooters have long wanted. It's a
match grade, across-the-counter pistol to
match the famed Gold Cup National Match
.45 ACP. Identical outside to its big brother,
the guts are new, with many improved fea
tures. One good Colt "first" is a floating
barrel that recoils straight back to improve
accuracy. It is not mounted on a link. A
patented bushing keeps even pressure be
tween the barrel and slide at all times. This
is not a gun review, so let's skip the other
desirable features.

Ex-U.S. Marshal R. B. Smith, and D. L.
Cooper, the Texas exhibition shooter, helped
give my gun a work-out. Both of these top
shooters liked the way it 'grouped and func
tioned with both factory fodder and reloads.
No doubt the new long, sloping feed ramp
aids perfect functioning with wadcutters.
The .38 Special wadcutters are easier to
assemble than .45 ACP stuff.

We found a good reload in WoW cases
trimmed 1.142" was a Hensley & Gibbs No.
50 Bevel Base, cast by Accuracy Bullet Co.,
40 Willard St., San Francisco 18, Calif. Geo.
E. MUIphy, head of Accuracy, has shot in
competition over 25 years. He knows his
bullets, having made extensive accuracy
tests. This particular pill is 2-3-95 tin
antimony-lead. The 3.2 grains 5056 kicked
off by C.C.I. No. 500 primers shot beautifully
and functioned perfectly. Loading was on a
Star machine with a light crimp. You may

MERSHON
Sure Grip Shell Packs

"'ill safely and conveniently carry your
(~a I"tridges wi thou t dalnage or loss. A model
for most cartridges. Shells won't stick
when removed. Fits on any belt up to 2"
wide. Only $2.50

Mershon Deluxe Handgun Cases
4 and S gun capacity

Compact and light, these
beautiful aturdy cases
have racl{ for 4 or 5 guns,
space for accessories and
sporting scope. Available
in two lnodels - with or
without back door. The
exterior is finished in
your choice of 8 attrac
tive colors and materials
anel is fullY lined to
match. 4 g'"un capacity
without back door only
$29.50.

Mershon
Custom
Walnut Grips
Designed for target shooters. In
this grip you will not experience
..Roclcing" with recoil or ugly
gaps. Of finest imported walnut, expertl)'
chech:ered with a hand-rubbed oil finish.
Only $8.50.

MERSHON "10 Point" Grips
Fits all n10dern Colts and S & W Revolvers
and pistols. Easily installed. Improves shoot
ing accuracy. Prevents gun from slipping if
hands are moist Or wet. Can be cut or shaped
to fit your hand. Only $5.75

See your Mershon Dealer or write for FREE
literature

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
J"e-coil. instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrupt "boUOlning." There is a model for
~very purpose. whether rifle or shotgun.
For Quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing corn fort, insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75

~
..... MERSHON CO.

dir;s;oJl of

~ 12 3 OF;~a~~t~;;~e~. ~';E NUE

Dept. BJ Los Angeles 15, California
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NEW! 1962 ;GUN DIGEST
18th Annual Edition ••• Much Bigg~r And Better Than Ever! ••• 58
Majo1- Features! ... 384 Giant Pages ... Edited by John T. ADlber ..•
Read the exciting Table of Contents and you'll know why w~ are

proud to offer: Double Your Money Back Guarantee!

Avtron Chronograph
FN Short Magnum
Slte-a-Ltne CalUmator
Webster Scales

PLASTIC SHOTSHELLS
by Jim Horlon

Biggestshotshell news In years was Remington's
SP (Steel-Plastlc) shotshells. Here's how they
perCorm. data on theIr adaptability to hand
loading and comment on their usefulness..

MOOSE! by Bradford Angier
The author lives year-round In moose country,
he's hunted them for many years, and highly
successfully. If you ever Intend to hunt Atces.
read Moose!

ARE WILDCATS DEAD?
by P. O. Ackley

Parker Ackley believes many are dead-here
are some 20 cartridges he feels will survive.
along with full loading data on each of them.

HUNTING THE SEA OTTER
by Jack McPhee

An Interesting and Instructive account of a long
gone and strange form of market hunting. the
r1tl.es and loads used, the technique, etc.

ALL-ROUND GUN by Pierre Pulling
A long time hunter and ceaseless experimenter
makes his ultimate choice for the hunting field.

1~1~ 'H' c•••,em "

(i;
yours for only 53.95--ln-

~~':tlnc!J~eC~T~U~Vlo~
__~;;;:.. 1864. $5.95 Value to: $3.95

CATALOG SECTION

NEW AND HOT LITTLE 225
by Edward M. Yard

The author formed. fired and chronographed a
handful of new 22 centcrftres. all or them ot
small powder capacity but several or them of
high performance. Full loading data Is 1I!duded.

DEAD CENTER by Pete Kuhlhoff
Argosy's tamallS Gun Editor knows that untold
numbers or hunters come back empty handed
every season-it you'll follow his clear and de·
tailed Instructions on getting your rUle to shoot
where It should. you'll naB that buck this year.

GOOD OLD GUNS by Henry Stebbins
The author casts a longing glance at a number
'ot guns, cartridges and sporting helps that are
no longer with us. Many of them would be highly
usable today, he contends, and he calls the new
Ruger 44 Magnum Carbine a logical step In the
right-it reversionary-direction, an antidote
for the ultra-hlgh-veloclty addicts.

COLD COMFORT!
by Col. Townsend Whelen

Close to home or far away, your hunting trip
woo't be a complete success unless you are
warm, dry and comfortable-the dean of out
door writers tells you how to stay in top shape
on any trIp.

BEAR HUNTING WITH
HOUNDS by Carlos Vinson
FollowIng a pack of tireless bear hounds will
make you pant and purr, but you'll also have
.one of the most excIting and satisfying of hunts.

NEWEST SAFARI COUNTRY
by Tom McNally

~gN~W~~~Pv~I~Sc~~~~~t~~i,rlri:~~e~~r:~~
extensIve h~ntlng trip to that last stronghold oC
African game. Tom also gives aU of the factual
Information YOU'll need to make your own salari
-costs. rttles and cartrIdges, equIpment-and
you'd better go whUe the going Is good.

NEW LOADS MAKE NEWS
by Robert Hutton

TwO new high-accuracy 6mm's and two new
Norma magnums-the 308 and 358-are excit
Ing bench-resters and bIg game hunters alike.
Here's a crltlcal TEST-FIRE Report on all
4 of 'em.

U.S. RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS
1961-1962 by John T. Amber
An extensive and critical review of aU of the
new arms under this heading,

THE SPENCER RIFLE
by Norman B. WiUsev

An accurate account of the most famous of Civil
War guns, and the first successful repeating
metalllc-cartrldgc rUle, trom the first germ of an
Idea to the eventual disappearance of the arm. It
tells the dramatic story, too, of the Inventor and
his momentous meeting with Abraham Lincoln.

U.S. HANDGUNS 1961-1962
by Kent Bellah

AU of the latest American pistols and revolvers
are reported on In thorough detaU-read the full
story on the new and exciting Smith & Wesson
22 Jet Center-fire, the gun on our tront cover.

KNOCK DOWN, NOTHING
by Warren Page

Arc animals ever actually ever knocked down
by a game bullet, "knocked kicking?" You may
not agree. but the killer 01 200-odd big game
animals Insists that they aren't ever bowled over.

FOREIGN ARMS 1961-1962
by John T. Amber

All of the new foreign guns-shotguns, rltles,
ylstols and revolvers-are revIewed In detaU.

1962 GUN DIGEST Is
beautifully and profusely
Illustrated with literally
hundreds and hundreds
of great ph.tographs~

ILITAR RIFLES by Frank Barnes
It you have bought a surplus rltle or It you are
going to, here Is required reading. This complete
and detailed article covers everything you'll
need to know about mll1tary rltles or carbines,
and the extensIve tables Included give all perti
nent dImensions and data on both the arms and
the ammunition.

KENTUCKY RIFLES-
fact or fiction by Robert Held
An objective look at the facts and fancies con
cerning the famous Kentucky rifle or American
frontier fame.

TESTFIRE by Kenneth Waters
A careful, objective analysis or arms and acces
sories Tested-In-the-Fleld for your Information
and guidance:
Browning HP RIOc
Jerrerson Model 158
Remington 760C/280
Winchester 264

;ENGLISH SHOTGUNS
by John du Mont

Purdeys and the like arc rar out of the financial
reach or most of us, but If you'd like to own a
superb BrItish double gun. here's a way to get
one at a moder-ate cost!

THE TRUTH ABOUT TWIST
by John Maynard

A new, clear outlook on the sometimes confUsing
question of what twIst tor what bullet. A !lrsl
time-published chart determines optimum rate
of-twist versus caliber, bullet length-weight and
velocity.

HOLLOW POINT BULLETS
by Crawford Hollidge

Shooters have cast their own plain lead bullets
for hundreds of years, but making high-precision
copper-jacketed bullets Is new and highly popu
lar art. The foremost expert In the world gives
extensive and detailed Instructions on how to
make superbly accurate bullets at home.

FAST-DRAW or QUICK-DRAW
, by Charles A£. Heard

The complete story on the latest gun sport. How
It Is done, tools and tricks of the trade. and how
Fast-Draw dUTers trom QuIck-Draw.

THE SUB-MACHINE GUN
STORY by Larry S. Sierelt
A critical review of virtually all ot the world's
SUb-machine guns-sketches or photos of each
Illustrate this Important article. and In most
models full dImensional data Is given.

PROOF MARKS IN GREAT
BRITAIN-1915 TO DATE

by A. Baron Engelhardt.
A continuation of our extremely popular series,
and a "must" for the Informed shooter.

TEEN HUNTERS' CLUB
by Dick Miller

Future sportsmen are given expert Instruction
In firearms and huntIng safety In the model
clUb described by the author.

DON'T BLOW YOUR
HEAD OFF! by G. R. Hunter
Safety rules; tips and precautIons that should
be heeded by proCessionals and amateurs alIke
when handlIng old, new or unfamll1ar firearms.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
BIGHORN by Jim Ryan
A deserving tribute to the noblest of big game
animals. trom the pen of a man who has hunted
them all over the world-a vivid and wonderful
account, and one or the tlnest arLicles we've
ever printed.

KITCHEN TABLE
HANDLOADS by Don Martin
Many loading tools have grown more complex
with the years, but excellent and serviceable
handloads can be made with simple minimum
equipment.

I~'(i;'1w."".e......e......~ •. Includes the only
COMPLETE GUN AND

1/ ACCESSORY CATALOG,
•~2- '/, With All Latest Prices!

PRIVATE BRAND NAMES
ON FIREARMS
A copious ltstlng of firearms brand names trom
the turn of the century-the heyday of the $5
gun. A tremendous help to those asking "Who
made It?" "Who sold It?"

STICK'TO YOUR GUNS
by Pete Brown

Sports AOeld's Gun Editor gives excellent ad
vice and-equally Important-he tells why.
Learn to shoot that one gun right, and you will
be a far better shot.

HANDGUN BULLET SWAGING
by Kenl Bellah

This fast-growing hobby is covered In detail.
Basic handloadlng fundamentals and tips for
the advanced reloader are InclUded.

NEW CASES FROM OLD
by George C. Nonte

Now guns using old, obsolete cartridges ca.n be
made to tlre again, thanks to this detailed ex
planation of using available brass to make up
old time foddcr.

SHORT SHORTS by Jim Horton
22BB Caps and 22CB Caps were abandoned
years ago by U.S. ammo makers. yet mUlIons of
them In Imported varIety are consumed annu
ally. Here Is a rundown on how well they shoot.

357 MAGNUM-MOST
PRACTICAL HANDGUN

by Robert V. Thompson
A long time handgunner and reloader gives
hIs reasons for the selection ot the 357,

VARIABLE POWER SCOPES
by Bob Bell

Last year we field tested all of the low power
hunting scopes available, with everyone of them
mounted on a ritle and shot for practical, factual
results. The article coverIng those extensive
tests was so popular that we next tested In the
same rigid fashion 15 models of variable power
scopes-you'll tlnd the results in the '62 GUN
DIGEST. complete with exhaustlve tables.

RIFLE AND SHOTGUN CARE
by Bob Tremaine

More guns, says the author, have been harmed
by over cleaning than the reverse, and he pretty
well proves his point.

MILTON FARROW AND
HIS RIFLES by Richard H. Chamberlain
A fasclnatl'ng history of this great ritlemaker and
great shooter of the late 1800's and the products
of hIs design. Included Is a reproduction of a
rare :Farrow Arms Co. catalog ot 1888.

HOW TO BE A HANDGUNNER
by Gil Hebard

The author covers allot the basic steps to help
you become a pistol champion-from plinking
to registered matches. Guns, cQulpment and
clUbs are discussed, and a group of the n.atlon's
top cham])lons give their secrets of success.

Our greatest catalog seetlon contains the big-

,~~~-:'dg'::~:taC:ci~~r::e:r~~~:~c~:'::~~~:b~
in the U.S., together with the latest. up-to
the-minute models & prices. This big, fully
Illustrated catalog section is a must for all
well-Informed gun fans. Custom Guns .••

~~~·s~1~I~ChOk~·:;'~~r:.~{~:~:=p~i:t' ~uo~;
••• Free Rifles .•• Foreign Arms In America,
••• Ammunition Ballistic Tables ••• Scopes
& Mounts ••• Metallic Sights ••• Reloading
Tools ••• Arms Associations ••• The Arms
Library ••• Shooter's Showcase ••• Glossary
for Gunnen ••• Directory of the Arms Trade

DEALERS' JOBBERS' STOCK UP NOWIORDER ENOUGH TO
MEET THE BIG DEMAND FOR THE ALL-NEW 16TH ANNUAL 1962 GUN DIGEST
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
3 rll1rr, $2.00 Value Civil War Centennial Gun Catalog! ~
3 TJ ~~. -A Genuine Discovery Unearthed During ~
o Centennial Year Research. Included With Your New 1962 0
3 Gun Digest! $5.95 Value, All For Only $3.95 ppd. ~
3 This great Ond. produced trom Intensive research lor the Civil War ~Oo Centennial Year reproduces 30 pages from the very rare 1864

o ~~=·G~O~~.I~Il:t t~~a~~~ ~~':r~::: i~~~~~~~:mt~:sh:~~ 03
0

with beautltuI sharp woodcuts Illustrating a wide variety 01 hand- ~
guns and shotguns. Shown are Sharps, Enfield, Burnside. Ballard, 0

§
Joslyn, Maynard. Henry. Spencer. Smith and Colt rilles; Greener, o~o
Lelaucheux and Poultney & Sneider shotguns, plus Colt. Smith &
Wesson. Sharps, Moore, ElUot, Adams, Tranter, Pond, Remington,
and other pistols. We've included some pages of regulation and

() presentation swords, headwear, unlform accessories plus unusual §
() projectIles and cartrIdg~or the period. It's a gold mIne tor collectorso and students at Civil War memorabilia-and It'S yours ,FREE bound :
o in with the new 1962 GUN DIGEST. .O~~~AAA~A~A~AAAA~~_~ ~ ~ A __A ~~~

Rush me the big- 384 page 1962-16th ANNUAL
GUN DIGEST with the FREE CIVIL WAR GUN CAT
ALOG, I will pay postman $3,95 plus postage. If I
am not thoroughly pleased, I can return the book
within 7 days for double my money back!

_________.ZONE-STATL-

·SAVE! Enclose payment with this coupon and we will :
pay postage and handling charges. Same money :
back guarantee! !
o Check here if you are ordering ONLY the Civil War :

Catalog. Include $2,00 per copy ordered, :........................................................................~



One of the real milestones in trapshooting
history takes place J uIy 20-23, when the
Rochester-Brooks Gun Club offers the Cen
tennial State Shoot-lOOth Annual Empire
State Shoot. How many sports can you name
that will be holding their 100th annual state
tournament in 1961? Pull! congratulations
go to the Rochester-Brooks Gun Club, and
to New York state trapshooters on the anni
versary of their Centennial event.

Greenbrier Gun Club, White Sulphur
Springs, West Virginia, hosts the club's 5th
Annual Open Championships July 21-23.

North Dakota and Wisconsin state shoots
will be held on the same dates. Minot Gun
Club, Minot, N. D., is the scene of the

orth Dakota events, and Waukesha Gun
Club entertains the aspiring Wisconsin gun
ners.

Downstate in Illinois, Illini Indians put
on war paint at Stifal Gun Club, Casey,
July 22-23.

The Maine state shoot will be run off on
the same two days, at Waterville Gun Club.

The Iowa State Shoot gets August off to
a good start, a t Cedar Falls, running from
the 3rd through the 6th.

Cheek Gun Club, down at Clinton, Indi
ana, offers the Annual Wabash Valley Cham
pionships August 5-6.

Washington, D. C., residents are warned
that the shooting they will hear on August
5-6 does not mean that the Capitol is under
siege. It's only the state shoot, out at Na
tional Capitol Gun Club.

Mohegan Rod and Gun Club, Newtown,
Connecticut, honors AI Schullburch with the
AI Schullburch Memorial Shoot on August 6.

The ATA Central Zone Shoot will be shot
over the traps of Maywood Sportsmen's Club,
just off the Illinois Tollway, Maywood, illi
nois, on July 11-12-13.

The 10th Annual Midland Empire J.Iandi
cap is the offering of Billings Trap Club, out
in Montana, for August 12-13.

Fort Dodge Gun Club, in the Hawkeye
state, has scheduled its Annual Fall Trophy
Shoot for those S1!me dates.

By this time, with the help of th~usands
of tournaments offered weekly by other gun
cl ubs all over this nation and continent,
trapshooters will be ready for the biggest
test of all, at Vandalia, Ohio, in the Roaring
Grand, August 18 through 26, inclusive of
preliminary days.

Shooters know that the winner could be
a friend, a buddy, a competitor they have
beaten in every shooting match up 'til this
date, or even themselves. 1£ you are a
sports-minded or shooting-minded spectator
or, you will never regret it if you wj]] drop
in on the Grand, on U.S. 40, just West of
Vandalia, Ohio, and watch the fun.

(Continued on page 63)
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T RAPSHOOTERS from all over this
North American continent are busy

warming up for that greatest of sports tour
naments, the Grand American. The Grand
will be held this year on the dates of August
21 through 26, with Preliminary Days on
August 18, 19, and 20.

H you are a trapshooter, you'll want to
enter all the tournament events you can be·
fore the Big One; and, if you are not a
shooter, you will certainly enjoy seeing not
only the Grand but some of the pre-Grand
tournaments that dot the continent between
this date and the big dates in August.

No matter where you live, there's a color
ful and exciting tournament scheduled near
you in July and August. And, chances are,
no matter which trapshooting tournament
you attend, you will see some shooter who
mayor may not win the event you are
watching, but when the firing has finished
at Vandalia, Ohio, on August 26, will be in
the winner's circle for top performance over
the traps.

Here's some of the line-up for July and
August. The Montana-Wyoming Champion
ships will be decided at Billings Trap Club,
Billings, Montana, on July 1-2.

Portland Gun Club, Portland, Oregon, will
play host to the ATA Western Tribute Shoot
July 1-4.

Detroit Gun Club, Detroit, Michigan, will
host the Michigan State Championships July
7-8-9.

The Hawkeye Handicap is on tap at Fort
Dodge Gun Club, in Ft. Dodge, Iowa, July
8-9.

H you are way out on the West Coast, you
will want to see and/or shoot in the Pot-O
Gold Trap-O-Rama at Golden Valley Gun
Club, Pacoima, California, on the same July
8·9 dates.

The Minnesota state winners will be re
turned from the state shoot at Blooming
Prairie Gun Club July 13-16.

Montana state winners will be decided at
Great Falls Trap and Skeet Club on the
same dates, and Hoosier champions (hot
shots) will also be designated during the
same four days, at Kingen Gun Club, Mc
Cordsville (for the first time).

Over in Pennsylvania, the Konne-Yaut
Indians, trapshooting type, will hold a tribal
conclave at Conneaut Lake, also on the July
13-16 dates.

The Great Western Handicap is scheduled
at Wichita Gun Club, Wichita, Kansas, July
14-15-16.

Two days, J llly 15-16, will be devoted to
the New Hampshire state tournament, at
Franconia.

The ATA Western Zone Shoot will be
hosted in 1961 by Calgary Gun Club, across
the border in Canada, July 19-23.

HATCHER'S NOTEBOOK, by J. S.
Hatcher, Mai. Gen. U.S.A. (ret.). $8.50.
Answers thousands of questions for gun
smiths, collectors, ballisticians.

MANY OTHER GUN BOOKS. At your
bookseller or write for full descriptive
catalog. The Stackpole Company, Harris
burg, Pa. 'G~rman Sau~r. Cal. 7.65 mm auto.

THE BOOK OF PISTOLS AND RE
VOLVERS. An encyclopedia reference
work; 750 illustrations. Covers handguns
in use througbout world. $10.00.

THE STORY OF POPE'S BARRELS, by
Ray M. Smith. $10.00. Saga of tbe best
rifle barrel craftsman who ever lived.

If your question is on small arms, you'll
find the answer in Small Arms of the
World, by W. H. B. Smith ($15). This gun
encyclopedia is newly revised; covers all
military small arms, including Soviet. 725
large size pages; 1700 illustrations.

Eley shotgun shells, 22 rimfire high velocity
cartridges and centerfire sporting ommuni·
tion are of the highest quality-for all guns,
all game. Ask your dealer now, and write
for FREE literature. Dealer inquiries invited.

S. E. LASZLO - House of Imports
25 LAFAYETTE STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

Typical illustration
*(shown greatly reo
duced) from "Small
Arms of the World"

GUNSMITHING, by Roy F. Dunlap.
$9.00. 800 pages of authoritative text, pic
tures, diagrams. For reference or instruction.

\Vhatis it?

Made for us In AUSTRIA and •
known th.rOl.llYt)out the \Vorld 41200
for its natural tone. Comes with

~crg~~t~air~~t[~e~~O~~'co~~~i:: POSTPAID (Sorry NoC.O.D.'S)

I SILHOUETTE DECOYS '$4.80 Doz.1
BOB HINMAN OUTFITTERS ..

116 Riverview CT., Peoria Heignts, III inois
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. WEATHERBY IMPERIAL SCOPE
Exclusive DUAL-DIAL windage and elevation
control. Lifetime guarantee. In 2JAX, 4X, 6X. Also
2X to 7X and 2JAX to lOX Variable. From $69.50.

SEND FOR "TOMORROW'S RIFLES TODAY"
The all-new 1961/62 edition: 144 pages of
valuable information and ballistical data.
Profusely illustrated. Only $2.00

,ex Y' 'agnum WIt ' it;tremehdo~s ve 0 ly, &, et
.Jectory, and greater remaining,.energyat extreme ranges is i'atedJ~y,

many as today';; t9Rgame killer: .
The Weatherby bolt action with nine locking lugs and fully-enclosed
cartridge case head is unsurpassed in strength and safety. Exclusive
"Hammer-Forged" rifling means greater accuracy, longer barrel life.

No other magnum gives you such a combination of advantages - killing
power, accuracy, safety, ease of handling, streamlined beauty, and
pride of ownership. . .

Available at sporting goods dealers in the following Weatherby Magnum
calibers: .21)7, .270, 7 mm, .300, .378, and .460. Priced from $285.
Left hand models from $315.

~Write today for FREE LITERATURE g
~~Le. 21" Fi~t'neBlvd., ",uthGote4, com
CANA~IAN DISTRIBT.rroR: ' Canadian Sauer, r;td" 103 Church St., Toronto, Ontario,' Canada
iiUR'lPEAN OFFICE: Weatherby, Inc., Jaege;'hof~trasse,29, Dusseldorf, Germany
EUROPEAN DISTRIIiuTOR: J. P. Sauer & Sohn, Dusseldorf, Gennany

. Prices slightly higheriil Canada

PRICE $285
MARK V DE LUXE

(Without Scope)



A much younger Cooper plays World
War I hero in moving picture epic
"Sergeant York," made by Warner's.



By E. B. MANN

T HE WAY THEY TELL THE STORY in Hollywood, a tall lanky guy in a beautifully British
tailored suit (but with a saddleman's hitch in his git-along) sauntered into a Long Beach

shooting gallery and asked if it would be all right for him to shoot a few. They say the gal
lery manager didn't recognize him. This sounds incredible, but a lot of people didn't recognize
Gary Cooper in the Savile Row suits he wore; people remembered him in Western garb. Or may
be the man recognized him all right, hoped others would too, figured he would draw a crowd.

Cooper missed once, learned from the miss how the rifle was sighted, and began knocking
down targets. He won doll after doll, shooting like clockwork. The manager finally stopped him.

. "That's all, mister. You've won 'em all. I'm out 0' business till I
get more dolls."

Coop grinned and laid down the rifle. "You're back in business. I
don't want the dolls. How much do I owe you?"

I asked Rodd Redwing about this story, and he chuckled. "It's a
story they tell," he told me, "and it could be true. Coop was the best
marksman with a rifle or with a pistol of any of the stars, and good
enough with a shotgun, too, in field shooting. He was a real shooter;
a good hunter-an awful lot of the trophies in Paramount's proper
ties showrooms are Cooper's-but he liked shooting at targets too.
Lots of actors don't, and lots of hunters don't either. But Coop liked
shooting, and he liked the precision of target marksmanship. I
worked with him on a number of pictures, and coached him on cer
tain points for his role as Wild Bill Hickok in 'The Plainsman;' but

Whether as the westerner he typified so often and so well (as
in recent NBC-TV program "The Real West," right), or sighting
in a pet rifle on targets, Cooper's love for guns was genuine.
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Cooper's part in Kramer Productions pic "High Noon" sealed
his position as king of the cowboy stars. Earlier starring
role pictured was in Warner Bros. picture, "Blowing Wild."

GARY
COOPER ...

Coop didn't need anybody to tell him how to handle
a firearm. Or how to ride a horse, either. He was the
best rider in the film colony."

Coming from one of Hollywoods top gun coaches
and exhibition shooters, this is praise from an ex
pert. I asked Redwing also about Cooper's dr~w.

"He was fast," Rodd told me. "He wasn't interested
in speed for speed's sake, like the boys who shoot
against the electronic timers, but he was a good,
workmanlike hand with a sixgun. He always gave
you the feeling that, if there were live loads in those
Single Actions, he'd be the man left standing, no
matter what the timer might say about somebody
else being faster."

That feeling of Cooper's competence-with fire
arms, or in the saddle, or in any situation-may
well be a clue to his stature as an actor, as an Amer
ican hero. He never wore the swagger of the hero;
he played Mr. Average Guy, a little at a loss for
words; with an average guy's propensity to fumble,
to look awkward, to seem unsure what to do with
his hands or feet. But you never doubted his sin
cerity, and you felt that he would muddle through,
somehow, no matter what.

The "hitch in his git-along" (to use an old cow
boy phrase that seems peculiarly apt in speaking of
America's most typical cowboy) was a hardly per
ceptible limp resulting from a broken hip incurred
in a boyhood accident. It gave him the slightly bow
legged gait of a saddle tramp, which Cooper actual
ly never was. He did work cattle for a couple of
years on his father's Montana ranch, but he was
hardly an up-from-the-branding-pen cowboy in the
working sense; after all, he attended public school
in England, majored in art at Grinnell College in
Iowa, left there at the end of his third year to study
art in a Chicago school.

The cracked hip was not Cooper's only wound;
he broke into the movies as a stunt rider, suffered
all the breaks, sprains, and bruises of that calling.
A fall during that period damaged his right shoul
der so badly that he could not lift his right arm
above his head. When he played Lou Gehrig in
"Pride of the Yankees," he had to learn to throw
again; and because (Continned on page 38)

On set (at left)' Coop
liked to target shoot
his Single Action for
practice. He was well
cast as star of movie
"Springfield Rifle," by
Warner Bros., depict
ing the advent of new
weapons in the Indian
wars in the Old West.
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Today's Tip Fop Fall Hu.n:tin.g:
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~O~ S~O~G~~LO~X»S

By LARRY S. STREET

Remington Model 10 (top) with twenty inch cylinder barrel. Below is author's Stevens, Model 620, with Vari
Choke and Recoil Eliminator; barrel length is 23", including choke device. Guns handle fast in brush and field.

D o YOU OWN an Ithaca M 37, Savage M 720, Stevens M
520 or M 620, Remington M 10, M 11, or M 31, or a

Winchester M 12, 12 gauge shotgun with barrel threads so
worn that the gun is no longer safe to shoot? Or maybe you
have a 30" full choke barrel and wish you had a shorter barrel
with more open choke for use on quail or rabbits?

If you do own one of the above guns and can't afford the
$20 to $30, or more, that a new barrel from the factory costs,
providing it is even available, don't give up hope. Try a sur
plus 'riot' gun barrel. Such barrels are available for most of
the shotguns listed above, at a cost from $1.50 to approximately
$5.00. To see if a barrel is available for your particular shot
gun, check the advertisements in your favorite gun magazine.
You'll find a number of firms offering these barrels for sale.

You're interested, but what can you expect for your money?
These barrels will be 20" in length and cylinder bored. At 40
yards, according to factory figures, such barrels should put
25-35 per cent of the shot load in a 30" circle. All the barrels
will have a bead front sight of some type. The Stevens M 520,
M 620, and Remington M 10 barrels will usually be complete
with the barrel head or barrel yoke. Barrels for the Savage
M 720, the Remington M 11, and the Winchester M 12, mayor
may not be complete with the Barrel Extension or Receiver
Extension. It is best to check this before making a purchase, as
such an extension will cost $7 to $10 and is needed to make the
barrel useable. (Continued on page 65)
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FOR SHOT OR SLUG. SHORT GUNS

PAY OFF IN HANDLING QUALITY

Any of the 3 slugs. fired off-hand from 50 yds.
with Remington Model 10 would have stopped buck.
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By BILL TONEY Y OUR LAST FEW practice scores have been pretty gratifying, arid you begin to
wonder (very privately, of course) how you would make out in big-time compe

tition. You can shoot good scores with a pistol, or with a rifle, or you can break a lot
of clays with a shotgun, so why couldn't you do all right in competition? The answer
is that you might do very well indeed; but there will be problems in tournament
shooting (whether rifle, shotgun; or pistol) that you never encountered on your
praCtice range, and facing them in advance can prepare you for them. Let's have
a look at those problems.

You need to know the rules of any game you play, and shooting is no exception.
Knowing the rules will save you the upsetting (and score-spoiling) embarrassment of
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ENOUGH TO MAKE WITHOUT GOOFING THEM

GOOD MATC-H SCORES ARE HARD

AWAY BY IGNORANCE OR CARELESSNESS

censure for inadvertent violations; and it can work the
other way as well, by removing self-imposed handicaps
created by not doing something that may be both helpful
and legaL You should know what to do, how to do it, and
what your rights and procedures are in the case of a dif
ference of opinion between you and the match officials or
other competitors. Learning these things before the match
is a lot better than learning them by unpleasant experience.

There is a book of rules for every type of shooting com
petition. Get one, and study it. These rules are clear, con
cise, and rigidly inflexible when properly enforced. They
tell you what guns you may use, and what ammunition;
what sights, what alterations are permissible and which
are not. It really doesn't make sense to travel to a pistol
match, for instance, and then find yourself barred from the
firing line because your gun has too light a trigger pull,
yet this has happeqed. Read the rule book; be sure that
your guns and equipment are correct and legal, that you
know how you will be expected to conduct yourself. Know
your rights as well as the restrictions.

In addition to the books of rules governing competition
in your shooting sports, programs are published for all
important tournaments which set forth the sequences of
matches and the rules governing that particular meet. These
programs are av.ailable well in advance of the meet. Get
one, and study it. You can lose a lot of points, in a lot of
ways, by not being familiar with the program. For in
stance: (Continued on page 46)

Competitor's equipment must be in top shape. Care now
pays dividends on firing. line when every point counts.

At end of match trophies are displayed, explained
to visitor. During match, courtesy, friendliness to
officials, are musts, show good sportsmanship.

With all equipment spread out in proper order,
Toney awaits range officer's "Is the line ready?"
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Light rifle program to replace bulky M-I (right) with lighter, shorter new gun cul
minated in M-14 (left), formerly called T-44, and is inches longer, half pound heavier.

VWHERE ARE OUR
RIFLE, 7.62mm, M-14 (Original)

Emptying its 20 round clips at rate
of 650-780 shots per minute in full
automatic fire, M-14 would increase
U.S. chances to win any "brush- war."

RIFLE, 7.62mm, M-14 (ModifiesJ)

AN EXCLUSIVE GUNS MAGAZINE REPORT
22 GUNS • AUGUST 1961



WHY ARE OUR TROOPS STILL WITHOUT THE NEW BUT. NOW

SOON-OBSOLETE GUN ADOPTED IN 1959. AND WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?,

Modified Garand or T-36 (top) was
basic style. T-37, below, with gas
piston, short barrel is like M-14.

By WI LLIAM B. EDWARDS

WHILE RUSSIAN ROCKETS roar into space, and
while people talk about "the missile gap," a far

more serious gap exists in the development and pro·
duction of other essential weapons---essential certainly
if we are to be prepared for the "brush wars" that
seem to be current Iron Curtain strategy.

Seventeen years after the requirement was set up
Two members of "Screaming Eagfes" check out
heavy M-14, too heavy for Air Force specs.

GU 5 FOR WAR?
for a new arm to replace the Garand, the Carbine, the
Tommy Gun, and the .45 pistol-and nearly five years
after the adoption of the new arm (the M-14) --our
first-line troops are still armed with the reliable but
bulky and now-obsolete M-l Garand. For American
troops in combat-sensitive areas of the world, "The
M-l rifle is now being produced only in piddling drib
bles." So wrote Tom Scanlon, "Army Times" staffman,
in the Feb. 28 (European) issue of that semi-official
journal. "One company of the 101st Airborne is using
them," Scanlon says, adding that tables of equipment
call for 9,508 rifles for an airborne division, whereas
an infantry division needs 11,874 rifles, and an ar
mored division requires 11,493. "The Army has 200,
000 M-14s on order," Scanlon tells us.

By contrast, the Soviets have over four million men
under arms, with 2V2 million of them in modern army
of 175 well-armed and well-trained ground divisions.
An additional 2¥2 million men serve under the banner
of Red China. To arm these hordes, reports from usu
ally reliable sources are that the modern Russian auto
matic rifle (the AK, or "Abtomat Kalashnikov") has
been produced since 1947 by six factories in the USSR,
four in Red China, one in East Germany, one in
Czechoslovakia, and others.in (Continued on page 40)
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The NATO BM59 automatic rifle is the
Beretta modified M-I. Below, the M-14
is field tested by "Screaming Eagle."



ole
SECOND ONLY TO JESSE JAMES

IN COMMAND OF WORLD'S MOST F

GANG OF GUN-FIGHTING

DESPERADOES. HE LIVED TO

DIE. AGE 72. IN BED

By GEORGE E. VIRGINES
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Man Of Manv Guns
history-a day of pillage and fire and murder that shocked
the nation. Not even the later Quantrill massacre at Cen
tralia, where the Raiders slaughtered 75 Federal soldiers
(Jesse James, that other famous Quantrill alumnus, was in
this one) got such headlines as did the affair at Lawrence.
Both engagements (if the thing at Lawrence can be called
an engagement) were typical of Quantrill's genius as the
ruthless leader of the greatest unit of mounted pistol fight
ers ever assembled. Quantrill believed in the multi-shot fire
power of the revolvers, and his men bristled with them.
Four or more guns per rider was standard operating pro
cedure, and the Raiders knew how to use them.

The hatreds of war persisted on the western border long
after the surrender at Appomatox, and the Quantrill alum
nae, led by the James brothers and the Youngers, did much
to keep the pot boiling. There were two of the Jameses
(Jesse and Frank), and three Youngers: Coleman, the
eldest, and Jim, four years younger, and Bob, who was
only 12 when his brothers helped sack Lawrence. Jesse was
the leader, with Cole as his first lieutenant. These five, with
others of the same breed and often from the same college,

cut a swath of outlawry in the middle west that will never
be forgotten. They were nice boys, according to the legend,
if they liked you; but they killed a lot of people.

Cole Younger was a giant of a man (some say six feet
four inches and well over two hundred pounds of muscle) ,
with friendly eyes and a quick grin, a keen sense of
humor, and a brazen effrontery that enabled him, when
posses were hunting him from one end of the country to
the other, to "hide out" in a little Texas town where he
sang in the church choir and actually got a job with the
government as a census taker. He was not happy in that
employment; the pay was not up to his standards.

Weapons were changing rapidly in that post-war era,
and Cole Younger was a man who took keen personal in
terest in firearms improvements. As a company commander
in the Confederate army, Cole learned the value of good
weapons. He and every member of his command had
Sharps rifles and a pair of .44 caliber Colt Dragoon re
volvers. General Kirby Smith said that he had not seen
during the war another band so well armed. The same
feeling for firepower (Continued on page 44)

Top gun, spur, were found in street after Northfield battle. Moore 7-shot
below is another Younger weapon. Pictured left to right and down
are Clel Miller, Bill Stiles, Chas. Pitts, Cole Younger, Jim and Bob
Younger. From display in. Schilling Museum & Hobby House in Northfield.
Gun with Quantrill gift holster is in Public Museum in Oshkosh, Wise.
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SU:M::M:ER VVORK
FOR VVINTER GUNS

By FRANCIS E. SELL

confidence in its brush performance, however, for I had
spent plenty of time during the off-season "looking it in."
And that, gentlemen, is something all hunters should do.

How do you "look in" a rifle? You handle it, you snap
it to your shoulder time after time, become so familiar with
it there is no strangeness from buttplate to muzzle. In addi
tion, you sight it in, fire it, going well beyond the com
mon limits of orthodox targeting.

Before this black walnut Mannlicher stocking job was

I EASED through the salal brush, following a deer trail
which angled around a heavily reforested ridge-still

hunting the Lampa Mountains of southwestern Oregon.
Occasionally I heard the snap of a twig on the top of the
ridge where Al Lyman paced me, moving snail-slow, cat
footed. I had my 20 inch barrel, Mannlicher stocked .358
Husqvarna deer rifle..

I had killed seven big bucks with this gun, but never had
it afield for deer after the resto'cking by Herter's. I had
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UNeASE THAT DEER RIFLE NOW AND

START "LOOKING IT IN" FOR YOUR

BIG GAME DIVIDEND NEXT, SEASON

·done, this rifle had a Myrtle stock. My real reason for
the Mannlicher stock was the memory of several tubular
magazine rifles. It seemed to me that the weight of those
loaded magazines lent stability to the rifle for a quick snap
shot. In the Mannlicher stock, I'd have a few ounces more
weight further forward. I asked for a high comb, wanting
to work this down as required, adjusting it to..my own
specifications for fast off-hand shooting. .

Eventually, the rifle arrived from Herter's. I took it out
of the packing case, examined a now unfamiliar rifle, even
though I had used barrel and action before. I thought of
the autumn deer hunting ahead, and began the process of
"looking it in."

The cheekpiece and comb got my immediate attention.
I worked the comb height down gradually with rasp and
sandpaper, and I thinned and contoured the cheekpiece
to give an exact amount of "cast off." During this process,
I constantly stood on my cabin porch, snapped the rifle to
my shoulder and looked through the iron sights at deer in
the old lichen crested orchards about my hideout. Those
deer were always there, willing and able to cooperate in
testing rifles, sights, balance-everything remotely con·
nected with a clean fitting gun. (Continued on page 56)
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Gun safety demonstration is given by
George Virgines to new members of the
club. Below, George demonstrates his
greased lightning draw with two guns,
firing and hitting target every time.

Fast Draw tSells'
Shooting

By CLYDE G. HOWELL

Even the gals go for fast draw in a big way. Slow motion
instructions are given first, with gun safety always enforced.



BUCKING THE GUN FEARS OF

THESE "SHOOTING AMBASSADORS"

Virgines and Chuck Monell, fastest
guns in club, are good friends, but
when timer runs, rivalry is keen.

own arena was packed. When ~the Show
Director looked in, he did a double
take, then acted with the speed of any
great showman. He promised them
"top billing" for 1962.

Why has Bell's Frontier Quick Draw
Club chosen such a hectic schedule of
quick draw performances? How did
they start? What do they give their
audience in the way of entertainment?

In the words of George Virgines,
publicity chairman, "We wanted to ac
quaint people with fast draw for what
it really is and erase the impression
given by newspaper headlines. We
wanted to teach safe gun handling

(Continued on page 36)

CITY POLICE AND ANTI-GUN GROUPS.

WIN FRIENDS FOR ALL THE GUN SPORTS

safety instructors, three hundred votes
against anti-gun legislation, three hun
dred gun-wise guardians of the Amer
ican way of life.

But the role these men have played
in helping these clubs to organize is
but a minor one. Operating as a 'one
club show,' they have introduced quick
draw to literally thousands of people
in the midwest during the past three
years with their public performances
in and around Chicago. These appear
ances include in part: The Sport Show
at Medina Temple, The Associated Ad
vertisers, The Shriner's Annual Father
and Son Banquet, Boy Scout Troops,
Police Schools, The Association of
Independent Advertisers and the St.
Jude League of Lucemia with Danny
Thomas.

Not content, however, with private
billings, they have given daily per
formances at the annual Outdoor
Shows staged each year in Chicago. In
January of this year, after three months
of planning, the boys from Bell's staged
the first Mid-American Fast Draw
shoot. To simplify the vast number of
problems involved in holding a shoot
of this size and scope, and to gain a
maximum of publicity, they acquired
several hundred square feet of floor
space at the Annual Sports, Boat,
Travel and Vacation Show held at
Navy Pier. Twice each day they went
"on stage" with their spectacular yet
highly informative program, and
twice each day the explosion of .45
caliber blank ammunition coaxed peo
ple away from other booths until their

Badges of club president are displayed by George Vir
gines, Bud Greenwald, current president Jack Fougerouse.

W ILL QUICK DRAW die the
death of a "fad" as many are

wont to predict, or is it destined
to become another national shooting
sport?

Apparently the answer still hinges
upon the word IF.

If devotees of the sport; habitually
practice good· gun manners, subscribe
to shooting "wax and blanks only,"
will unite on a national set of rules
and regulations, will sacrifice a few
hours of their time for promotional
purposes ... then fast draw will sur
VIve.

Unfortunately not every "fast gun"
is ready, or even willing, to go along
with these four principles.

Few clubs have worked more wisely,
more tirelessly, or more effectively to
win good will for quick draw (and for
shooting generally) than have the
members of Bell's Frontier Quick Draw
Club of Franklin Park, a suburb of
Chicago.

The first quick draw group to char
ter in the Middle West, they have been
as active and as dedicated a bunch of
leather-slappers as you can find any
where in the U.S. They have either
directly or indirectly assisted with the
fermation of the Sudden Sixes, The
Peacemakers, and the Horse Hollow
Quick Draw Club, the Milwaukee Gun
Club, the Kenosha Gunhawks. If a
membership survey of these clubs was
to be made the figure would lean to-

'ward the 300 mark - three hundred
new followers of the sport of fast draw,
three hundred potentia} quick draw

..
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NEW S&W SHIFTS FROM .22 RIMFIRE

By ELMER KEITH

AUGUST 1961GUNS

dummy .22 Jet cartridges and
(in inserts) chamber easily.

TO HOT NEW .22 CENTERFIRE "JETS"

L.

Close-up shows how
rimfire cartridges

THIS
GUN HAS A

"GEAR SHIFT"

T HE WIDESPREAD DEMAND by shooters for a high
velocity .22 center fire revolver with a reloadable

cartridge has been reflected in hundreds of letters I have
received over the years. Many wildcats and conversions
have been developed. Christy Gun Works has long made
cylinders and barrels for the Single Actions chambered in
.22 Hornet caliber. Others have shortened the Hornet case
for rechambered Smith & Wesson K-22 revolvers. Others
have tried the .218 Bee, and still others have developed
new .22 center fire cartridges of high velocity-as witness
the many articles published in GUNS and other magazines
over the years. I myself have repeatedly asked for a
revolver for the good old .25 Stevens Long rim fire
cartridge, for small game shooting.

The Winchester .22 Rim Fire Magnum, with the old .22
W.R.F. as a light load, came very close to what I have
wanted in the .25 Stevens Long in a revolver. But the high
cost of ammunition in both those calibers only increased
the demand for a reloadable, center fire, high velocity .22
handgun cartridge. The use of camouflage suits and rabbit
calls for calling up foxes, bobcats, coyotes, and similar
game to handgun ranges has further increased this demand.

The latest effort to satisfy this demand is now the .22
Jet cartridge by Remin'gton in the .22 Magnum Model 53
revolver by Smith & Wesson. The unusual feature of this
gun is that it will handle both the new .22 Jet cartridge
and the regular .22 Long Rifle ammo.

Let's discuss the gun first, then the new cartridge. Smith
& Wesson have done a most efficient and beautiful job on
this revolver. The first lot came out with 6" barrels (8%"
and 4" barrels will come later), and I have been testing
one of the first specimens to come off the production line.
It is on the K frame, but has the encased ejector rod
housing of the .357 Combat Magnum.

Sights are fully adjustable standard S & W Patridge
shape, with ramp front. Barrel full-ribbed, grooved in the
center, with full finished edges from rear sight to front
sight, fairly heavy. Hammer and trigger are standard
S & W short action. Trigger pull is excellent, crisp and
clean. The trick that permits the use of either rim fire or
center fire loads is in the twin firing pins and the con
version gadget in the hammer.

Both firing pins are round, and both are spring-loaded
to retract into the frame. The lower or centerfire pin
operates through the center of the recoil plate. The upper
or rimfire pin comes through a tiny hole in the frame just
above the recoil plate. On the hammer is a most ingenious
little shift lever which is hinged on the standard S & W
firing pin rivet. The business end of this lever has two
striker surfaces, one to hit the centerfire pin, the other
positioned to hit the rimfire pin. The back end of the shift
lever is knurled for stiff click adjustment. Push it to the
forward position, and the centerfire striker surface comes
forward to fire the new Remington .22 Jet centerfire car
tridge. Pull the knurled lever-knob back, and the rimfire
striker surface is exposed, to fire regular .22 rimfire ammo.
The striker surface not in use retracts into a groove milled
out of the hammer. Whoever dreamed up this gadget
surely used his head, as it is the finest of its kind that I
have seen, and I have used similar contraptions in rifles
like the old Ballards and others. This is quick, easy, and

. efficient. (Continued on page 60)
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Details of lever-knob that changes the position of
striker, changes firing' from rimfire to centerfire.

GUNS AUGUST 1961

Left, the inserts for the rimfire rounds;
right are the new .22 Jets. Long tapered
neck is distinctive. Adjustable striker is
visible just ahead of the hammer spur.

Built on famed S & W K frame,
Model 53 is available with
second cylinder, costs extra.

Elmer Keith displays the jack rabbits that fell to
the potent medicine dished out by new S & W handgun.
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THE OLD • THE NEW • THE UNUSUAl.

REBUILT FROM RUSTED RELIC.

THIS WOGDON HAS "'DUELLER" ACCURACY

Heavy accumulation of rust and dirt
hid this pistol's worth when bought.

DBADLY AT 20 PACBS!
By W. A. CARVER

BOUGHT IN England for the sole purpose of "pirat
ing" the lock, this pistol turned out to be both a

collector's item and a shooting arm of target quality. In
any game of "pistols for two at 20 paces," the gun,
either when new or as refinished, would be deadly.

The markings it bears were hidden at first under
an accumulation of rust and dirt; but once exposed,
they bear mute testimony of noble lineage. Cut in
script along the top flat of the "swamped" barrel are
the words, "Wogdon London." The single word, "Wog
don," appears again on the lockpl?te. There is the
usual clutter of proof marks on the breech end of the
bottom flat; and on the top flat (collectors please
note!) is a cataloging number stamped into the metal
in the center of the barrel.

Although in poor condition, we thought the gun de
served preservation. The metal parts were badly rusted
but preservable, and the wood, though weakened by
faults in the fore-end, offered some hope of successful
reconditioning. By the time the gun came into my pos
session, its previous owner, LaDow Johnston of Toledo, ~.

Ohio, had already carefully disassembled it and given
it some cleaning. Dirt and heavy rust had been re
moved. Removal of the rusted pins had caused some
fracturing of the fore-end, but the pieces had been care-.
fully rej oined and it seemed that further strengthening
would be possible by judicious use of a plastic bedding.

Of the metal parts, the pins, heavily rusted and be
yond repair, could be replaced. The trigger guard and
other hardware could be returned to serviceable condi
tion with a little work. The lock needed only a little
additional cleaning, plus tuning. The set trigger need
ed only cleaning. The barrel was another matter.
Originally a smoothbore of considerably more than
50 caliber, the only way I could see to bring the tube
back to shooting status' was to. reline it to fit a some
what more modern caliber. (Continued on next page)

Relining barrel with .45-70 insert, plus' general clean-up
and overhauling,. produced shootinq arm with good accuracy.
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HANDLOADERS! SAVE on

45 CAL. COLT
250 Grain
Short Jacket
$4.40 per 100

44 CALIBER
240 Grain
Short Jacket
$4.25 per 100

Load these remarkably efficient little
S-J bullets in your 30 caliber cartridge

cases to about 3000 f.p.s. and enjoy far
more shooting fun per dollar. New methods

of manufacture make them possible at a
fraction of usual prices for 30 caliber bullets.

Safe-no ricochets. Deadly on impact.
Thoroughly proved in our ballistics laboratory

and field tests. Loading data in each box.

38 CALIBER
158 Grain
Short Jacket
$3.50 per 100

PER 100

Here is superior accuracy and shocking p.ower-the result of long experi
mentation to achieve the correct point diameter in relation to overall length.
Plus a beveled shoulder design-bullets seat in cartridge cases with a
smooth, tight correct crimp without scraping lead. Try them-you'll say OK!

New Hornady~ for Handguns
MAGNUM PISTOL BULLETS ••• proved on the firing range,-

Remarkable accuracy

for plinking, target

shooting, varmint

and small game

hunting

I set to ·work on the wood first. All of
the metal parts were removed except for a
few which seemed certain to be damaged be
yond repair by so doing. The wood was all
cleaned with lacquer thinner and turpentine,
buffed with fine steel wool, and polished by
rubbing with linseed oil and shellac. No at
tempt was made to work out the bruises,
nicks, and dents. The final result is a soft
lustre and the patina of age.

Strengthening the fore-end was not done
until the barrel was finally readied. Then, by
use of a small electric hand tool and burrs,
a trench about 1/8" x 5/32" was routed out
along each of the 45 0 flats, and undercut
from just back of the fore-end tip to the
point at which the ramrod entered the sec
ond ferrule. Then the plastic bedding was
cast into the fore-end, from the rear keeper
to the tip, and the barrel was pinned in place.

Getting to that point with the barrel had
been more work than anticipated, for we had
mistakenly attempted to simply drill out for
the liner. The drill had not followed the
rough bore, and cleaning out was finally ac
complished by a very skillful blind boring
set-up by my fellow muzzle-loading hand-gun
enthusiast, Robert Kiser of Fremont, Ohio_

The barrel, once bored out, was readily
lined with a piece of .45-70 Springfield bar
rel turned between centers and fitted to per
mit soft-soldering into place. The original
flash hole was then drilled and tapped for the
3/16" x 32 flash hoie bushing. The flash hole
is 1/16" in diameter. To complete the work
required only the making of a new ramrod_

With all parts cleaned, refurbished, or re
placed, the piece was assembled. Its appear
ance was satisfactory, as the photographs re
veaL But the work had been undertaken with
the idea of producing a pistol of original ap
pearance that would shoot-and the shooting
yet remained to be tried.

I was confident of the efficacy of the .45
70 liner from experience with such a barrel
in other muzzle-loading pistols, and the lock
wa of such quality that good ignition was
likely. Nevertheless, John Kromer, with whom
I do much muzzle-loading pistol shooting, and
I were amazed by the results we obtained.
Ignition was so fast that the pistol seemed no
more difficult to shoot than a percussion arm.
A few shots were fired to determine what
hold-off would be necessary, and ·then we
fired a little five shot test which scored 96
2X. Two weeks later, I fired a 20 shot string.
What can be done off-hand at 25 yards shows
plainly enough on the target pictured.

Such a pistol justified a little improvement
in the front sight. The original sight of silver
was carefully removed and put away, un
altered. A new one, a rectangular post, has
been installed. Its appearance is but the
slightest detraction, and it makes sighting
easier. A sight correction was built in.

I find real delight in the sight and "hang"
of this pistoL Scenes of long ago swirl in the
billow of blue-white smoke of every shot; and
when that smoke drifts away and you peer
into the spotting 'scope, you are startled by
the modern effectiveness of this relic ~
of another time. ~

HORNADY MFG. COMPANY. DEPT. G • BOX 906 • GRAND ISC.AND, NEBRASKA

Opportunities everywhere for trained
investigators, both men & women, pri
vate & police. Work home or travel.
Send now for free information on easy
home study plan, badge, certificate &
profitable future. No salesman will call.

PROFESSIONAL INVESTIGATORS
4563 York, Dept. AR~LosAngeles 41; Calif.

Bullets for handloading
-calibers 22 through 45

send for list

NOW AT YOUR DEALER'S

~o:r::n.ad.y
~ B"U'LLETS
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.31

ONLY

Just reeet'
.38 Cal. ~
Poliee Re\'
ular ,38 51
refinlshl'd
$34.95! B(

World-famous Colt 1\1. 1917 .45
ACP Revolvcrs. Very good or
better condition only $24.95.
Some excellent only $5.00 addl.

~~~~~~?) ~~W:~% e:rg:c.10el::~ $24.95!

~5~;;~;asant~~.~~~': MEMBER of the j

@T 1917
.45 ACP Revolvers!

World1s Greatest Pistols

The most popular brush gun on the
market today! Think of It, the per·

teet short rine With a 171/2 inch leR"31 barrel. Good
condition - so short there is no si~htin~ eye strain.

Available at last! One of the really rare
gems of Mauserdom. The trim small ring

M93 Mauser in the popular 7MM caliber, complete with
long barrel that brillJ~s you closer to the target for sure
fire hits. All for only $22.95 in fair to good condition,

M93 MAUSER CARBINE!

Already in our warehouses - a stupendous ONLY
supply of the wOI'ld famed Swedish Gaa;[iu
Carbines at this low, low ~ivc-away price, $2995which even the most penurious cannot afford to pass up,

Factory re-conditioned and factory reblued to make this the
most superb carbine buy l'vl'r! \Vood, very !toDd or better,
and metal absolutely excellent. Totally like mint add $5.0U

M93 MAUSER LONG RIFLE!

SPECIAL WW II 98 MAUSER!

I

GERMAN-MADE ARGENTINE~'MAUSER!

Cal.

'If,,' iii" iii,', I ii' 1'1 i"" Ii' II' j I' i" I i III iii Iiii I""" i""" "" If If Ii' i'"" i,,' i Ii

ONLY

$2295
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ONLY

$2295
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, ONLY

',_J $2795Pride of the Wehrmacht from Narvlk to
Tobruk-from Calais to Stalin~ad. Genuine

J Model 98 Mausers, complele-and at the most attractive price
ever. Order this W\VlI classic today in good or better condi- I

lJ .. '" I! .",. ,. ,.,. ::~~ 17,(7~; .~l,\~~ei :';';7;:':': ,~~ It:.~:; .7.h,ol ;';~;::-? ,j,~S", :~.. :~:~ .•• &I ! I,·,I!·! 'f

ONLY

ONLY

FOR JULY 4th-TH'E ·MOST SE

MAUSER!VZ24

M95 (A) MAUSER RIFLE!

PERSIAN

M95 (SS) MAUSER RIFLE!

M95 (SS) MAUSER SHORT RIFLE!

M95 (SS) MAUSER CARBINE!

The same rifle as the M95 leader in the ONLY
.i~r~~~i~~\~~ O~ftY h~h~:II~od.f~eh~Nthye ~:~~ $

Mauser in stock without Ute special TRmO locking- lug, but 2295'
who really cares about this EXTRA third lug ~nyway. Spec!al
for you who insist only on the.. fine conventional 1\'195 _\~Ith •

all t::Ie great conventional features and til ~ood or better condition.
Used sling-s .50 and !'.'EW German Dayonets With Scabbards only 51.95.

Read the above introduction to convince
yourself that these German made Mausers
are the answer to your wildest desires, and

order today this accurate, hard-hitting- masterpiece. Grade I
of the above With orig-Inal finish and very ~ood or BETTER
only $24.95! Grade II. g-ood or better and In perfect shootin~

Used military s~rna~i .~~l.y i&~~9J~rn;~MB1~o~;')tsa~n'r~$r!~5$~'i~g ~~rb~ar;.~:

One of the most sought after rines In the $2495world today, and at the lowest price ever!
precedented low. price. The stron~est, yet tr,upmest ImaJtlne! The 7l\1M caliber in the sleek, small·ring 98
carbIDe ever a\atlable-forerunner of VZ/33 and $3495 ' Mauser Action. All J{ood or bet.ter Order from this ad

~~~~:ta~~e~~ica~o~e~~~~~~~1~~~, ~~~~~"teI~I~~PpsIP~~~~ . ,
~ SUN LION CREST and 181/,,-,' barrel. Some in BRA='l'D NEW CON- bj!""" 11 .. ,. .... """ .. ".1" Ii,j"" I"" I"" Ii I" I" .. """"""""" I"I""" Ai!(9 DITION ONLY $15.00 ADDITIO~AL. An offer that never • ~

~t~''''fjf'fjf'II~:~·.~r'~~~;17;11\::,7~::'::~/~I;:~.''h.ef:::~"!I~:·~~~I~':~~S':~;~:I"'II"I jfi~i~. G33/50 SWEDISH MAUSER CARBINE!

~FAMED GERMAN MADE CHILEAN M95 MAUSERS!! ~ Cal. 6.5MM
The finest selection of the famed German I1lade SS (Super Strength) Model 95
ever available! ·Paul }''1auser's most expensive masterpiece-the SPECIAL
SS (Super Strength) model with the THIRD locking lug behind the bolt. Also
a special bolt guide rail to REINFORCE the receiver wall and make this
the world's smoothest-not to I1lention a special SPORTER follower, ALL
matching numbers, ALL milled parts, NEW bayonets, AND the three lTIodels
below to choose from-ALL in the popular 7MM caliber! Better order today!

'1\ Make this YOUR biggest July 4th EVER! Join the spirit of the MINUTEMEN and protect YOUR right to gun ownershi~

>ti by increasing YOUR gun ownership. Why blast away hard-earned dollars on cheap fireworks-purdlase a L1FETIM
Ye Old Hunter is all heart! of shooling pleasure by ordering the superb bargains depicted below for practically NOTHING! July is al!

r. Old H.nt.. m."mt.. all w.a.an. b. actaal a••r.. CREATIVE LEISURE WORK MONTH-a dramatic effort to return utility and meaning to summer spare time. Whl
touched "hotographs 110 .,ou can 1$66 how thetl REALLY lOiJkl h· " . II •• d h .1waste t at precIous vacatIon treatIng Insect an s ark bites, cre?,ating homburgers, or inviting diabolical pitl

~~~ !I ,., I ,I ,I. I!.!.! 1&1,.,.,1 I•• 1 ,I,.,. II,I, .,' I." II, ! ~,~". II.. , I! I! IIi!.! I. I! I! I! I, I, I! I.. ,.,.! I ,I! I!'!., I, I '&I &I""!'&I"!'! I•• II&I! I •• ,. ,., .1I

~ ~e~~~~~!r!~~~I~~ . ~!'l~cr!!b~~ar?~nt~~v~~~~~;s ~. WW II MODEL 98 MA:U=S~E:;R;!=:Fa===
sold for $100.00 and UP) PERSIAN SUN LION Mausers. Manufactul ed dur- Cal. 8MM
ing the truly great arITIS production era of the 20's and 30's, these magnificent
M:ausers were secured by Ye Old Hunter in an exclusive deal with the Shah
after all competitors failed to pass the Purity of Blood and Best of Breed
tests. Only 65,823 left, so better order today one of these totally machined (no
cheap statnpings) gems. OBSERVE the superior quality and finish on the
SUN LION ~iause..-COMPARE with today's sporting rifles and BUY at a
fractIOn of the cost! Some are BRAND NEW in original factory condition.

The perfect little Mauser Carbine com· ONLY
~ete with a genuine 181/4" Carbine

condition. All the ~~~ea~~s~abl~~~~~I~sg~th~r:rt;:~ $2495'
models depicted above and at a weight that permits youa to take your son or wife hunting. All models have the
beautiful Chilean crest on the receiver ring for full aes.

thetlc fascination. Slings .50. NEW German bayonets $1.95. • ~

~t~.11 tI. I" II. II f tlllll'I'1I III jf I I",." f til I til fIlii ••• f' fit 1'1' .1." I., till Ii' Itlll~~~

ONLY
Your choice of the famous BRNO VZ24 with ONLY V ~~\Wtfaf~~r:,?cc~a~rtg;Cti~h~se~y~n:eCi~~Y~ve~! $249either orl!tinal BRNO mal'king-s or those With $2995 ' size trigg-er ~ard eliminates all need for special

the beautiful, rare PEH~HAN SUN LION .I~I !;!~~~~~~~~!;!;!~S!;!h!;!oo;!;t:l;;n!:l~~~~lo!;!,.;!;e';l;'!;IA!;!I;!;1:l;~!:l0~Od;;;!;;to!;!;;!v;l;e'!;IY!;!~;!;0:l;odma;l;t~l!;!h;!;IS;l;a!;ls~to:!:U~0!:ld;!;'~g;;;~~!;!;;!~crest. The Mauser 98 Without a peer as any real gunsmith ing price. Be the first to cash in on this lowest price

~l~ll:o~~~mCon~nWg~I?,O~~tI~f ~h:qR~~es~ fr~~~h~}h~rl ti~e l~

tll---=::--P=-:E=R=-=S:":'"IA-=-N-M-A-U-S-E-R-9-8-C-A-R-B-IN-E-!---='--l~I'.'I, I,. ;;;" ~'~I~'II~~~!'~'~"~~~~'~'~~I~ I,I!', I,., .,1 III

Cal.7MM

I
!

i/
I,

I
I·
I

:llio..The most fantastic selection of SELECTED
-~ rifles EVER available -- and ALL from the
WORLD'S BIGGEST ARMS HOUSE. Values that
SPEAK far THEMSELVESl Selections for EVERYONE
__shooter, hunter, collector, decorator, hobbyist-
Give-aways YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BUYl

REGISTERED DEALERS: Write on your
offiCial letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. CANADIAN BUYERS: Write direct to
our Canadian Distributor, P. O. Box 628.
PeterborQ. 9ntario. Add 200/. to above prices
when ordering and SAVE. Immediate service.



Complete!

$9~5!

MANNLlCHER '

WESTERNERS! Save tranBf)Ortotion C08b-order direct frMM
Ye Old Western Hunter. Service that now spans a continentI

(In the heart of the Golden State.)

,
•

FRENCH MODEL 1874!

RUSSIAN MODEL 91 !

FRENCH M 1916 MANNLlCHER!

\.. A rarity in any collection! The sinR'le shot
that arrived too late to prevent a total dis-

. aster in the Franco-Prussian War. With

~~~~~[1~~n~~~a~r4~ral.~i:~r~~~h~0~a;~U~~rf'h7~~~~T~~~~~~
of these fall' specimens today, in a special non-existent caliber.

The most unbelievable rifle offering- ever!
A g-enuine Mauser at a cost which could

anf;! ~ot~lIy poor c~~~~l";o~Sj~~~ fgtgle~~~k~~~t~~Coi~to~~~R}~~;'
refinishing-, who would want to shoot this anyway Strictly a
racy "lookln" Mauser-NOT TO SHOOT, so your 'investment
IS lnlaranteed FOREVERl Best buy of the Twentieth Centuryl

Stupendous! The 1960 Olympic Bi
athlon Masterpiece-the rifle that

won fiVe! out of the first six places durin~
the Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley F'air

to good condition. A (ew select ones at only $3.UU ;nul"t~.

ITALIAN 70VV SNIPER RIFLE!

These rifles you see advertised else.
fcrent names! Why pay a ~~~~e m~re~x?f~~~I~~~~ces under dtf
least ~air specimen at an "all heart" 'price! Not th~~bsgfu}~lr ~~
Mannhcher but surely g-ood as some of those OTHER Mannlich~::;!

ONLY

$9951 "
---::-::-:-::~~~-::-:-:-=-:~-~~. ~~

RIFLE! \\
'I

\

Cal. llMM French

* SPECIAL INCENTIVE SALE! * (Good July 1961 Only)
Any two rif!es lis~ed below ••• ONLY S18.90 All six rifles listed below ••..•.. ONLY $51.20
Any three rifles .llsted below .ONLY $27.35 Order ALL SIX of these delightful specimens
Any f~)Ur T.'fles '.Isted below .. ONLY $35.30 depicted below at less than what others havl!'
Any 'Ive rifles listed below .•. ONLY 543.25 charged for any TWO models. Order from this ad~

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: All ~uns and ammo shipped I
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shioping Charges Collect> from Alexandria. Va. or Culver City, California.
(Callfornla residents Include 40/0 State Sales Tax on Culver CIty shipments.> Send check or Money Order.
DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no COD's. Regret we are unable to accept any" A.l\ \l~'t..'t\." ~"'\.lb ~:i'tti~ \\$i. \"n1dl
$5.00. "Money.'s Worth or Mone}' Back" guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days after receipt.
Ye Old Hunter win not answer ascrimoneous letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales limited to eonti.nental Unit..
States! Special sale prices. above, are lood for this month (July) only! A selertion never before eQualed!tt

ONLY

$14.95!

ONLY

$7995!

C High Numbers
Only

ONLY

$3995!

Cal. .38
WEBLEY & SCOTT REVOLVERS! .
Select shipment or improved .3B
Webleys. These have both the
sinl:;'le and douhle action desi~
and shoot the standard .38 S&W.
Onl)' 83.00 additional for one In
h"RA Excellent condition. An
amazing low price for top value!

M-1 GARANDS'

u. S. SPRINGFIELDS!

ONLY
The best dollar (or dollar value ever. The $995'famed British Royal Enfield at an absolute

R'lve-away price. Order now before these are g-one
forever. Fair to good condition. Bayonets only $1.75.

•

U. S. ARMY MODEL 1917!

Hack ag-ain-and even better than the v.R'.'S
to near mints we had pre\·iously. Another
shipment of tens of thousands of original

Sflrin~f1eld Arsenal fno cheap contract jobs) Garands with
~rl ~1+!f~RP~~ya$~9~~15~s"6t~~in~ea~U~I~~~Soniye~I g;88

New Web sllnA's only $l.OO-oriR'inal 8 rd. clips only 10e ea.

ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!

• additional.

World's Lowest Prices!

falls? Why court claustrophobia on crowded beach'es, cardiacs on torturous trails-not to mention that hovering
third degree sunstroke! END this trivia today with Ye Old Hunter's CREATIVE LEISURE SPECIALS, each selected
to provide an enduring source of self-expression to challenge your craftsmanship, increase your knowledge and
fructify your skills WITHIN the economy of YOUR home-and for less than the price of a good mosquito net. The
largest array of select military surplus rifles EVER-let ALONE from one source! ORDER TODAY AND SAVE!

Garibaldi's greatest, the rifle that still I.n-
. . fluences weapon desi~n. In at least fair

conditIon at practically no cost whatsoever. Mesmerize your
self endlessly wi~h its spaghetti-grained stock and its unfath
omable justification as a weapon. Built to last a lifetime.

ri'CU'STOM"'ROYALI'ENFIELD'IM60"'SPO'RTER'.I,', -~~~~~
Cal••303 :1111I111111I1111I11I111111111I111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111.;;

§ INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS ~
A REAL professional custom conver- ONLY =Minimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rounds. All prices below (e.xcept Soft Point) per 100 round,.~=
sian performed by the world-famous $2495' = Shipped RR, EXPRESS, SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT. Sensational New prices! Save, save. saver=

London. COMPLET~oC~W~~lfin&rsh~~rr~s~cr~~yr;.~~er~I~~ = NEW REDUCED PRICES -
sporter ramp front sig-ht, slim~ SWivels and black for ...- - -
end tip. Yours now only $24.95. The best dollar for • :: PISTOL CARTRIDGES ,30~06 U.S. M2 BALL (NON~CORROSIVE)$6,0&:
dollar buy ANYWHERE! Insist on this conversion only. , = 7.63 MA USE R (P ISTO L) (M ,C.) $5.00 ~~g:~g ~~~~ K~M:cj·..~~~~~~~~~~~~~::::~~~:~:::~:::::.'.·.'.'.',',',','$$54:0000 -__o 7.65 MANNLlCHER PISTOL (M.C.)" $4.00

Send~~~i~it~~?~te~~'~~~q~ir~•• ~ ~== t~g~~ l~~~rNEJ'~_Uc~kri~s?JE) f::gg :m :~:m~ :mJ~r ...::::::::::::::::::::·~::~:::~U::::
9MM STEYR PISTOL (M.C.) , ",,$4.00 8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE (M.C.) $G.OO=
45 (A CP) CO LTAU TOM AT IC (M .C. ) $5.00 :~~ RLitBlN

L
N~~i:CHbl,:::~::::::::::::::::::~::~:::::::::$$66:0000::

.455 WEBLEY (M.C.) "",,, $7.50 .42 COLT BERDAN RIFLE (M.C.)· " ,$10.00 =
RIFLE CARTRIOGES .43 (IIMM) REMINGTON (M.C.)· $5,CO=
6.5MM lAP (M.C.) " "" __ " $6.06 SOFT POINT CARTRIOGES =
6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.)· __,$5.00 6.5 SWEOISH SOFT POINT (40 rds.L.__ S5,90=
7MM MAUSER (M.C.) " __ $6,OO 7.62 RUSSIAN SOFT POINT (45 rds.) ..__ $6.65=
~:~~x~~~iiA:U~~I~~I~SH&~:tlM:C:·)--,,·,,$5.00 7.65 MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rds.L"",,$3.45=

(20 rds.) . ". .... , " ,$4.95 .303 BRITISH SOFT POINT (45 rds.L,...,,$6.65-
_ 762MM RUSSIAN (M.C.) " " $6.00 (Those few with asterisk {*} above are par.. :

----~llinr.TIMfllntm~yl{{1I~lhnnnnn'Ufl lil"r.lf~m~'lr'ill~nl{rarllllrr.lrmtl'it:iI.;;

5'iI"''''''ROYAL ENFIELD No. 1, Mk III!
Cal••303

WESSON
WAUl

pride of the British Em;>ire _ In ONLY
use as late as Korea. A selected lot $1295'held until now to prevent you being-

victimized. by run-away Inflaticn. In ~ood condition at
this low, low price. A few strictly very goood only $4.00i more. Prong- bayonets only $1.00 when ordered with rifle! •

~I""" j,j .. ' ' .... ", I,' .. Ii Ii ,iI'" ,I,' .... ,' .. ".... ",,! ',I .. ".. ", I,' .... " ,iI', I" .... I'

~ ROYAL ENFIELD JUNGLE CARBINE! --

ttt""""! I Ii! I &i &i II.I! I! i, i! i .. Ii,.! i! i! i Ai! I,I! i,i! i"! i, i! i! i!'" I ",! i.l! i Ai I iii! "'H'
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SALE

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

hinge upon his speed with a gun. The other,
completely divorced from the first, is a shoot
ing sport-a fun sport, a sport in which no
load more potent than wax should ever be
used either in practice or in competition.
But I'm getting out of bounds. George Vir·
gines is our gun safety advisor, so George,
you're on."

George, perhaps the fastest gun in the
group, is always on the go, always thinking
up new ideas that will help his club and help
fast draw on the whole. He wrote the club's
first rules, regulations, and by-laws and, so
far as I can learn came up with the original
idea of walk-and-draw against an electric
timer-the most popular phase of quick draw
during the Mid-American Championship
Shoot.

"To the uninitiated, drawing and firing in
a quarter of a second or less may appear to
be an easy feat," George explained, "And it

practices and good gun manners to everyone
who would listen, more especially the age
group about to sally forth into the woods,
fields, gun ranges, and vacant lots. In short
we want to see quick draw established on
the same level as the other shooting sports,
with a Camp Perry or a Vandalia of our own.

"We figured fast draw, the most spectac
ular of all gun sports, would be a tailor-made
passkey to every club, organization, .or show
looking for an evening of entertainment."

At Navy Pier, I picked up their act for the
first time. Jack Fougerouse, President and
MC of the program, opened with a few words
about th~ club. He explained that in 1957,
when the club first organized, there were no
rules, regulations, or guideposts to follow;
that electric timer, so commonly used today
for measuring speed and reaction time, were
little more than a name, as were speed hol
sters, smoothed-up actions, or wax bullets.

FAST DRAW "SELLS" SHOOTING
(Continued from page 29)

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal-
nut grips $39.95
.45 auto holsters. Brand new ..... $8.00
Ammo-$3.50 Box
U.S..45 Auto XLT Condo .... .$39.95

.45 AUTOMATIC=::;"~=;.

" FRONTIER REVOLVER
.22 CALIBER-.22 MAGNUM

CARBINE
Lots of Brass. Good collectors item-

Good Condo $19.95
Select Grade 24.95

is if you have spent several hundred hours
practicing, as I have."

To emphasize his point, twin tongues of
flame suddenly spat from a pair of waist
leveled Colt .45's.

I doubt if any of the audience actually saw
him draw or, for that matter, even anticipated
it. Not knowing George's specialty is a two
gun draw, how could they? It's smooth and
fast-one of the finest I have seen.

Spinning both guns back into their hol-
sters, he continued. ~.

"Even after four years of constant practice,'
I still shoot blanks and wax bullets. I do not
now, or ever intend, wearing upon my leg
the distinguished badge of improper or un
safe gun handling practices. Quick draw and
hot lead do not mix, unless executed in an
attempt of self-defence. All of .our so-called
'live firing' is done with wax loads. At 25
feet, wax gives us all the accuracy we need.
It's safe, it makes very little noise, and it's
cheap."

It is pertient at this time to add a word of
cation concerning wax bullets. Although wax
from an accidental discharge will do little
more to a leg or thigh than produce a black
and-blue spot, it is not a load to be shot near
or directly at another person. It is extremely
dangerous to the eyes, and will raise a severe
welt· on the body it taken 'head on'.

In addition to quoting and demonstrating

Before starting competition, members of Bell's 'Fast Draw Club watch
Bill Davis smooth out his walk-and-draw shooting. In contest, holster is
tied down, timer turned around, shooter is alone with robot opponent.

"As you no doubt already know," George
explained to his audience, "Quick draw has
received many a slap in the face from various
media. It has been called a 'fad,' a 'craze,'
and sometimes even 'stupid.' Are leading
citizens such as Robert Six, President of
Continental Airlines, or Donald Douglas Jr.,
President of Douglas Air Craft Company,
stupid because they actively participate in the
sport, or, is it more probable they find it an
exciting form of relaxation?

"From where, then, has quick draw re
ceived its black eye? Only from the misin
formed, misguided few who have dashed off
to buy western type guns, belts, holsters, and
ball ammunition, thinking it a simple, easy
sport to master in the privacy of their base
ment or bedroom without benefit of proper
teaching. These are the people who jeopard
ize quick draw as a shooting sport.

"Quick draw is an art, a very skillful art,
entailing hours and hours of practice; and
even after a fast gun believes he has com
pletely mastered the draw-fire-and-hit tech·
nique, it still remains too dangerous a sport
to be undertaken with live ammunition.

"Those of use who like fast draw, and wish
to see it grow into a national sport, on a par
with trap, skeet, or target shooting, realize
there are two distinctly different purposes for
drawing a gun quickly. One is law enforce
ment where the verv life of an officer may

SALE
MFG. in Germany.
The New Over &
Under Derringer-

.22 Cal. Blue Finish $16.95

.22 Mag. Chrome 24.95

.22 Cal. Chrome 19.95

.38 Spl. Chrome. . . . . . . 39.95

FRONTIER DERRINGER

ANTI9UE

GERMAN 9MM P-38

$42.50
Fine High quality German
Walther, World War II uerman
automatic. Fires 9mm Luger car
tridge. Original condition. Extra clips
$7.50. Ammo 9mm, $8.50 for 100
rounds.
Original as issued, Army Holster $8.75

Send Check Jumbo Used Guns $1.00 PP
or M. O. German Military .50 PP

with Order Great Western .50 PP
CATALOGS Colt Single Action.. .50 PP

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO., Inc.
P.O. Box 1248 Dept. G Stlldiq. City, Calif.

Very rare 7.65 caliber. Beautiful
blue finish. Walnut grips. Ex
cellent condo $24.95. Near mint $29.95.
Ammo: $4.50 box. Stripper clips:
each. Holster: $5.50.

A RARE COLLECTORS FIN D
.44-.40 Caliber. Original

Blue Finish, in Excellent Mechanical
and Shooting Condition, Complete

with Saddle Ring.. . ... $39.95

RARE SWEDISH WW II
Bayonet & Saber-Very finest quality
& workmanship-Collectors find-mint
condition-$4.9S. Enfiel~ Rifle Bayo-

net-

mint- -:lllII..II.....
$4.95. Argentina
BDyonet-$4.95
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PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC. . .~ '1i1.i~
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. G-B, Los Angeles 15, Calif. ~

•
The F. N. Browning
Semi-automatic Rifle
Caliber .308 Win.

(7.62mm NATO)

hider which also reduces recoil give
the rifle excellent stability and a high
degree of accuracy. Rear aperture and
protected front post sights finely ad
justable for pin point accuracy at all
ranges up to 650 yds.
Easy Maintenance: Rapid field strip-

- ping without tools for fast, efficient'·
cleaning. Big 134 page manual pro
videdfree with each rifle.

Specifications: Gas operated. Wei/?ht
approximately 9 Ibs. Length 4412"
overall. Magazine capacity 10 o,r
20 round. Lightweight Model 8'4 Ibs.
at $180.00. Full line of accessories
available.

BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
in CANADA, Dept. L9, Box 991, Montreal 9, PO

Dept. L9, St. Louis 3, Mo.

ANY I
EFFECTIVE

U.S. or Canada

Finish installation includes slide and
banel blued, opening rear sight
notch, patridge ramp front sight and
gun sighted in ...
On Lugers-for installation of barrels
up to 8" -send only complete slide.
This can be shipped via parcel post,
as parts.

TARGET SIGHTS INSTALLED AT $18.50
. WITH 8ARREl JOB

"SHOOT STRAIGHTER-FARTHER"

This special American Model designed
to permit semi-automatic fire only is
being offered especially for Law En
forcement Officers, gun collectors and
proponents of military type target
shooting. Its many outstanding features
have won praise of firearms experts
the world over.

Proven Dependability: Adopted by
Canada, Belgium, Great Britain,
Germany, Australia and many other
NATO nations after excelling in rig
orous military tests.

Accurate: Careful design in plaCing
the center of gravity in line with the
barrel axis and the integral flash

Standard military rifle
of many NATO nations

AVAILABLE NOW!

Prices subject 10 change without nolice.

WRITE for additional information
and name of nearest dealer.

Length Installed
4"

$29.506"
8"

10" $37.50
12"

TWICE

CUSTOM 8 GROOVE

LUGER
BARRELS

You'll have a great advantage with a la-Swing Top Mount on your favorite hunting rifle
open sights or scope at your fingertips. In some hunting emergencies this patented la-Swing
feature may mean the difference between life or death ... a kill or a miss. Features exclu
sive windage arid elevation adjustment. Easy to install. UNCONDITIONAllY guaranteed to
maintain absolute zero alignment no matter how often scope is swung to side or removed.
Featured at all leading Sporting Goods Dealers and Gunsmiths.

FREE '
, , Wri.te for Free 16:Page brochure !ea.

tUring the latest In gun accessories

••
and services from the West's oldest

• Gun House.

several rules from the "Ten Commandments
of Gun Safety," George stresses the import
ance of joining a gun club, any gun club, to
learn the 'basics' of rifle and/or pistol marks
manship.

Again Jack Fougerouse took over the mike,
calling in turn upon each of the seven regu
lars of the show, to give his version of one
of the many "shifts," "rolls," "spins," and
"pinwheels" that gives quick draw its c'olor
and variety. When executed with blank cart·
ridges, even the skeptics of fast draw come
out of hiding for a better look.

Although there is strong suspicion that
these showy gun handling antics may first
have originated in the fertile minds of Holly
wood personalities rather than the work-a-day
tactics of old western gunmen, they do never
theless, play an important role in today's fun
sport of fast draw.

The seven regulars, the Traveling Ambas
sadors of Quick Draw, are Jack Fougerouse,
Bud Greenwald, Fred Conrad, Bill Davis,
George, Anderson, Walter Selma, George
Virgines, and Chuck Monell. Chuck, recently
appointed Show Director, -has considerable
experience in show 'biz.' Probably the most
versatile cowboy of all, he's a wizard with
the bull whip, the lariat, and the sawed-off
shotgun.

Every leather-slapper in this outfit is pretty
much the same as the guy who lives next
door to you. They range in age from the
maverick to, well, say 39. Just ordinary
Americans, they pursue, as any of the rest of
us, the right to health, wealth, and happiness.
Virgines .is a truck driver, Anderson a dec
orator, Davis a door specialist, Conrad an
other decorator, and Greenwald a salesman.
Jack Fougerouse owns and operates a gas
station.

The closing portion of the show, and often
the longest, is reserved for answering ques
tions from the audience. Questions pertain
ing to guns, holsters, bullets, draw' tech
niques, fancy gun handling, and safety are
more or less easily answered; but the boys
have found they need more knowledge than
this. Questions concerning old-time gunmen
are often stumpers. For instance: who shot
who and where, what guns did they use and
where are these guns now? Who was the
fastest and who was the bravest? Questions
such as these have made it necessary that the
"Traveling Ambassadors" become well versed
in the gun lore of the old West.

Fast draw, although it has been often con
demned and in all probability will continue
to be condemned to a limited degree, is a
shooting sport that can ill-afford righteous
condemnation; not today when America is in
dire need of a gun-wise citizenry.

Through the years, guns, and men who
knew how to use them, have assured, pro
tected, and preserved our most cherished
possessions. Never in the history of the world
has a nation which possessed the supremacy
of fire-power over its aggressor, felt the sting
of defeat. Isn't it about time for every shooter
and gun owner to integrate into one solid
union working for a common cause-the
right of every American "to keep and bear
arms."

I know of one club in the U. S. A. that is
doing its fair share to this end. It would be
impossible to convince me that these men
spectacular, impractical, and much maligned
though their sport may be-are doing any-
thing but good for the cause of ~

shooting as a whole. ~
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GARY COOPER: SHOOTING LOSES A FRIEND
(Continued from page 18)

World symbol of the Old West's Man
With A Gun, Cooper's part in Warner
Brothers' "The Hanging Tree" (1959)
was a fine vehicle for his talents.

Action in the old classic was probably the
product of a speeded-up camera or of judi
cious cutting of the film. They did it that
way in those days. But if so, Cooper learned
to be a very respectable "fast gu'n" in the
years after "The Virginian." He took lessons
from Hollywood's top gunmen, and his love
of guns gave him an edge over some of the
cinema cowboys. Cooper has always been a
shootcr. Every contract he has signed since
he reached the position of being able to
dictate contracts has carried a "Time-out-for
hunting" clause.

Gehrig was a southpaw and Cooper hopeless
ly right-handed, the film was reversed in
printing to give it the Gehrig motion. He
even carried one scar from a gun wound
a bad burn incurred when a fellow actor
fired a blank at him from too near. But he
was seldom ill, kept his weight at a trim
190, seemed always fit. A friend told me,
"Whatever killed him, it wasn't from tension
-or if so, he hid it. He was the most re
laxed actor I ever knew. Give him ten min
utes between shots on a set, and he'd catch
a nap."

ANew York drama critic once wrote of
Gary Cooper, "He's no actor. The only char
acter he has ever portrayed is-Gary Cooper."
Maybe so. If so, it's okay by me. I like
Cooper.

But I disagree with the critic. I'm one of
the old timers who saw "The Virginian" in
its first runs, and to me, Cooper has always
been "The Virginian." This is not a bad
compliment to a man who has played many
"western" parts, for "The Virginian," as
Wister wrote him and as Cooper played him,
is pretty much the arch-type of Western
heroes. When Cooper answered Trampas's
"s.o.b." by whipping the old Single Action
from holster to table and drawling, "When
you call me that--smile," he gave world-wide
meaning to a phrase that is almost perfectly
symbolic of the laconic but beautifully
graphic western lingo. This is the same lan
guage that was spoken by the puncher who,
after riding out the explosive efforts of a
wild-eyed bronc, said he stuck to the saddle
because he "couldn't see no place to light."
Cooper and "The Virginian" both spoke that
language very well. "Yup," or "Nope," prop
erly inflected, can answer (or squelch) a lot
of questions.

Of course, the flashing speed with which
Cooper "The Virginian" produced that Single
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" Anyone of these sight combinations, only $10.00

Xellence through Xperience in Products for Shooters

GUNS Magazine used to run as a regular
feature a department titled "My Favorite
Gun," featuring firearms owned and loved by
celebrities who like to shoot. Over a picture
of Cooper as he appeared in a typical shoot
ing role in the Warner Brothers production,
"Blowing Wild," we published the following
letter from Cooper:

"I have a collection of some twenty shot
guns and rifles in my den-workshop. My
favorite guns for hunting are a Merkle 16
over-under and a Browning 12,. .gauge over
under. My favorite form of hunting is bird
~oo~~ ' .

"I'm not a perfect marksman by any
means, but I certainly do have fun trying.
My wife Rocky and I look forward to our
expeditions in the Imperial Valley and north
toward Bishop, hunting quail, duck, and
dove. We enjoy the outdoors, and somehow
we usually manage to bag our limits."

Bird hunting trips up the Imperial Vallcy
were hardy the extent of Cooper's hunting
interests, however. I was in Victoria on Van
couver Island a few years ago while Cooper
and a couple of friends were big game hunt
ing in the remote and ruggedly wild areas of
that beautiful island. He made safari in
Tanganyika once as an exercise in convalesc

,cence after a rare illness. In recent years,
he planned to hunt every fall with Earnest
Hemingway, meeting "Papa" in Sun Valley
where both of them owned "places," and
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journeying thence wherever the game beck
oned. Hunting wildcat and cougar behind
hard-run>ning dog packs in the western moun
tains is one of the roughest of all the hunt
ing sports, and Cooper loved it. His gun for
this game: a .22 caliber pistol. Good enough
if the shot is placed properly; and Cooper
could place them.

Cooper handled guns with the fond famil
iarity of long habit, and with unthinking
correctness. He hadn't much respect for
some of the things that "go on" in the way
of gun handling in some of the film and TV
westerns. He described them to a recent
interviewer as "Eastern gangster stories done
in cowboy hats, and not the right hats even.
And with guns ten to fifty years out of step
with history." A lot of us have similarly
criticized Hollywood efforts, and Cooper's
own pictures have not been entirely free of
such criticism. Cooper knows that; said,
"1 don't know it all either; and even when
1 did know it was wrong, what could 1 do
about it?' Then, 1 didn't own the company
nor direct the pictures. Lately, if mistakes
are there, 1 made them ... and they're prob
ably there. I'm no expert; just a shooter."

Cooper knew the West, too, better than
some of his pictures would prove-well
enough to know, for example, that the "love
affair" between James Butler Hickok and the
tobacco-chewing, mule-skinning, physically
unlovely Calamity Jane was strictly a Holly
wood contrivance. One of Cooper's last ap
pearances was as the narrator in the TV
(CBS) special feature "The Real West," in
which Cooper talked in typical Cooper
fashion about the land and the era he loved
and had portrayed so well. He (or the

writer of his script) fell into a few of the
traps that lie in wait for any teller of West
ern tales (that Billy the Kid "killed 21 men,
one for each year of his life," for instance),
but nobody is perfect, and it is hard indeed
to sift the wheat from the chaff in what
passes for Western history.

Cooper knew the west and its people well
enough to portray it as few, if any, have ever
done as well. No better prototype of the
Western hero of fact and fiction ever walked
the dusty street of any Western town at any
time than Cooper in his role of beleaguered
lawman in "High Noon." No cowboy, he> was
the typical cowboy. No belligerent, he was
the typical fighting man, quietly menacing.
Fluent and adept with words, he became a
symbol of laconic brevity. One of the world's
best dressed men, he looked best in wrinkled
shirt and saddle-polished Levi's. Cast in the
roles of the West's best and worst gunmen,
he was an inoffensive man who liked to hunt,
liked to shoot at targets, liked to tramp the
uplands with his wife, matching shotgun skill
with her or anyone he liked who would hunt
with him, for doves and quail and pheasant
a man who liked the precision of shooting
crows with a scgpe-sighted rifle, who liked to
plink wildcats out of trees with a .22 pistol,
being careful never to wound them lest they
hurt the dogs.

Cooper never promoted shooting in propa
ganda sense-he was no propagandist; but
his love of guns and shooting, widely known,
lent the tremendous prestige of his name to
the shooting sports. For this, we who love
guns are indebted to him and must regret
his passing. He was a straight shooter, ~
in both senses. ~
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Major improvement over M·I is the
detachable box magazine of M·14.

"We want light weight," a high-placed USAF
officer told this writer over highballs at the
National Rifle Association convention in St.
Louis in April, 1961. At a solid ten to twelve
pounds weight with 20 rounds loaded, the
M-14 regular, or the M-14 bipod models, are
a good deal of iron to pack around. The Air
Force wants lighter weight; lighter rifles and
lighter ammunition.

The Colt-Armalite AR-15 in caliber .223
HV has been tested by the Air Force and,
Colt spokesmen affirm, favorably. However,
the decision to adopt the Colt rifle is still
pending, though the ammunition seems to
accomplish what both General Trudeau and
the Air Force want.

But hold on, now: we have "adopted" the
7.62 mm NATO round, haven't we? Isn't it
standard the world over? Isn't its commer
cial counterpart the famous .308 Winchester
hunting load?

According to Norma Ammunition Factory's
chief test engineer, Nils Kvale, "The .308
Winchester is not identical to what we make
according to NATO standards." According
to a Netherlands ordnance firm engaged in
testing NATO-caliber military automatic
rifles, .the only cartridges that give difficulty
are the "made in America" cartridges. Lake
City Arsenal, the Government owned, con
tractor operated maker of this ammo, de
clared, when this problem was caIted to their
attention, that the ammunition was made. to
U.S. government specifications. And when
Springfield and Frankford ammunition ex
perts were apprised of this little deficiency
in U.S. "NATO-standard" ammunition, they
were heard to say, "Guess we had better get
around to standardize our ammunition. . ."

Efforts to standardize weapons and ammu
nition in the North Atlantic Treaty Organi
zation have been devious. The M-14's emer
gence as the U.S. standard rifle included as
factors favoring its adoption, to use the
word of Infantry magazine for January, 1958,
"lighter weight, excellent balance, and suit
ability for mass prodwction and training."
(The italics are mine.) While one contractor
bogs down on mass production enough to
raise a storm in Congress, the second Prime
Contractor building the M-14 today has not
been without headaches in the M-14 pro-

prove our weapons ... I think that a new
type, shorter range ammunition is possible
(and) if this ammunition develops satisfac
torily, we should consider the design of the
best weapon to fire it. In this regard, I
believe the weapon should be light and
simple to operate."

General Trudeau is in agreement here with
other military small arms experts. The Air
Force, for example, doesn't like the M-14.

WHERE ARE OUR GUNS FOR WAR?
(Continued from page 23)

other Iron Curtain nations (including one
plant in Viet Nam). Estimates of production
reach as high as 35 million of these 30-shot
rifle-caliber "burp guns" as of the end of
1960.

Margaret Chase Smith, U. S. Senator from
Maine and a member of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, directed a question on
this to General George Decker, Army' Chief
of Staff, in recent hearings before the Con
gressional Committee. She asked' if it were
true that the manufacturing contractor "has
fallen down badly in not meeting production
schedules for the M-14 rifles" by showing "a
very, very low rate of acceptable production
to date?" General Decker replied, as quoted
in the "Wall Street Journal" of April 20,
1961, "That is substantially correct." The
manufacturing contractor answered that slow
delivery stemmed from delays in delivery of
government-owned equipment, from difficul
ties in obtaining certain specified materials,
and from specification changes since the
original contract was awarded in February
of 1959.

While M-14 production lags, there is no
lag in thinking ahead. In March, 1960,
General Arthur Trudeau, Chief of Army Re
search and Development, stated in Congres
sional hearings that a replacement was al
ready being sought for the M-14 rifle, that
this gun would be obsolete by 1965. In a
personal communication to this writer under
date of June 10, 1960, General Trudeau said:
"I would be failing in my mission if I did
not look continually for new means to im-
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Italian-designed Beretta Model BM-59. Keep
this in mind until I return to it.

Cut-down Garands are not new to Army
ordnance. When the T-65 cartridge was final
ly figured out at about %" shorter than the
.30 M-2, discussion arose as to whether Ga
rands conld be converted to the new cart
ridge. Though the answer was yes, Research
& Development then made the step to devel·
op a "new" rifle. What it did not consider
was the habit of time and progress over
taking arms inventors. The Garand was
adopted in 1936, first produced in 1938,
critically remodeled in the gas cylinder sys
tem to achieve accuracy in 1940, and finally
went into production en masse by 1942. But
the first designs of John C. Garand reached
the model stage in 1919 The first prototypes
of the Garand M-l as we came to know it
existed in the 1920s. The Garand rifle, by the
time it was adopted, was simply a very re
fined World War I self-loading rifle. The
German full auto 30-shot assault rifle, Sturm·
gewehr 44, spelled the end of the Garand
in 1944 as a semi-auto clip-fed 8-shooter.

During 1944 and the first seven months of
1945, John Garand was developing an auto
matic version of the M-l rifle. A mllzzle
brake, detachable 20-shot box magazine, and
selective fire switch on right above the trig
ger, distinguished this arm externally from
its parent shooting stick. Designated T20E2,
it was replaced in the model line after four
years by T36, an almost identical rifle but
barreled for the T-65 short cartridge. T37
followed, fitted with a shorter, lightweight,
22 inch barrel and a gas port four inches
from the muzzle. The long receiver of M-l
adapted for the old cartridge was still used;

Trigger group engagement in M-14
is improved, yet similar to M-1.

had to be shifted from bolt to bolt in order
to proof-test that 100 of our Army's "new"
rifles-this just 10 months after the Army
had itself, through General Trudeau, made
public the target date for its replacement.
For a rifle adopted because of its "ease of
mass production," the M-14 has had a strange
record.

In view of our seeming inability to produce
a "new" rifle in time, a variation of the
basic Garand rifle might be worth consider
ing as a rapidly obtained stop·gap in our
small arms race. Let's consdier it.

The Garau"d rifle was p~oduced by Spring
field Armory, by Winchester, by Harrington
& Richardson, and by International Har
vester, between 1938 and 1958. Up to 1945,
approximately 4 million rifles had been pro
duced. Figures on arms currently in the
hands of the U.S. are not public, but must
amount to several millions of good rifles.
Some of the H & H and International Har
vester rifles were obtained to give to friendly
foreign nations. These rifles, though under
the Mutual Assistance Program, still are a
part of our "defense arsenaL" They could
be converted to effective simulations of the
M-14 in all pertinent points. They would
utilize existing receivers, without the hard
ships of condemnation of new M-14 receiv
ers in mass production. They all have their
own extractors, and are not dependent on
sub-contractors for completion. Of course, the
conversion wonld require new' parts, but the
matter is far from nebulous.

As a citizen and a taxpayer, you might ask
whether your interests are best served by
spending $100 on an all-new rifle, or by
taking an obsolete rifle already owned and
in storage, and spending $40 to renew it and
h.ave a riflE; virtually identical to the $100
model? The small arms procurement program
has been treated 'as a "pump priming" opera·
tion, awarding contracts partly on the basis
of whether the firm bidding is in a labor
surplus area or not. But the pump can just
as well be primed by an equal sum, spent to
procure 2% times as many acceptable rifles.

At present, the rifle .most nearly suiting
the nebtls of the U.S., in budget and in
quantity of materiel needed quickly, is the

gram. A lot of 100 rifles was scheduled for
delivery to Army Ordnance inspectors in
December, 1960. Senator Leverett Saltonstall
of Massachusetts was guest of honor.

But of course the real guest of honor was
not any living person, it was the M-14 rifle,
or more particularly, the extractor for it.
Prime Contractor No. 2 had "finished" 100
rifles---except that there was only one ex
tractor among the lot. The lone extractor
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News Release dated i[ay 1, 1957, announcing
the adoption of the Springfield Armory as the
M-14, concluded with the significant para·
graph:

"The performance of both weapons (T44
and T48) throughout the tests was superior
to that of the Ml rifle, and between the two
there were only marginal differences. The
major factors favoring the T44 are 'that it
is one pound lighter than either the Ml or
the T48 and is considered better suited for
American transition to both mass production
and training than the Belgian design."

Indeed, yes, better suited to mass produc.
tion than the Belgian design. . . . At this
moment, the FN rifle is being built in Canada
as the C-l, in England at both Enfield Royal
Small Arms Factory and at the BSA-Guns,
Ltd. works in Small Heath; at the Fabriques
Nationale from which 50,000 have been de
livered to Fidel Castro, and from which many
thousands have gone to Germany, to Peru,
to Austria, and other export markets, not to
mention the Belgian paratroopers in ~e Con
go and other UN forces. Australia has made
$3,500,000 recently in an export deal in·
volving sale of FN rifles built at its Lith
gow Arsenal to friendly foreign powers. But
our Springfield Armory gun is so excellently
adapted to our American systems of mass pro
duction that five years after it is adopted and
now in production by Springfield Armory and
two major contractors, we can't get enough to
arm more than one company of the lOlst"
Airborne, the "Screaming Eagles." Could
that be why the eagles are screaming?

The Beretta rifle is the interim answer. It
is a departure from that development series
of "T" rifles prior to the short-receivered
T-44 put out by Mathewson. The Beretta
modified M1' Garand, BM59, is available in
four versions: Mark I, II, III, and IV. Dif
ferences are mainly in the addition of wei«ht
heavy barrels, and in fitting a paratr~o~
folding stock. The basic modification is a
selective fire 17.6" barrel carbine weighing,
without accessories, 8.4 pounds including
20 shot magazine. (The M-14 weight, with
out magazine, is 8.7 pounds.) A grenade
launcher, winter trigger, blank firing train
ing device, and a model designed to fire semi·
automatically only, are available at option of
the customer. Cyclic rates of 650 or 800
rounds are offered; bayonets of Ml form or
of the Carbine type are used. Overall length
of the rifle is 41 inches.
T~king the NATO cartridge, this design

retams the battle-proved M-l mechanism, but
is a decrease in size and weight frOJU the M1.
It utilizes the existing enormous stock of Ml
spare parts, and training changes are few.
A special compensator, known as the Beretta
Tri-Compensator, minimizes recoil and muz
zle jump, and suppresses muzzle flash. The
conversion on a government quantity basis,
taking your M-l rifle and giving you a BM
59, equivalent to a factory new rifle, is $40.
BM 59 was extensively tested by Italian au
thorities in March, 1959, and was then given
a thorough shaking-out on request of SHAPE
officials at the Sartory Weapon Development
Establishment, Paris, 23 and 24 June.

"With the success of these trials," reports
Dr. Pier Giusseppe Beretta to the author,
"NATO's supreme military headquarters,
SHAPE, recommended that all Garand
equipped NATO armies consider the con·
version of the Ml Garands to the more effec·

(Continued on page 44)

-with or without a scope. The case
opens perfectly flat, permitting easy
removal of the gun, and if you wish,
you can display, adjust or polish
fine firearms right on the gun case.

Take the case that takes the
honors-from sportsmen and marks
men alike. Choose Bucheimer-an
outstanding name in leather goods
since 1884.

the purpose being to study if a light rifle
could be made with a minimum of changes
to existing tooling.

A weight limit of 7 pounds had long
hindered Springfield Armory development
(though private commercial firms developed
some as light) of a T-65 caliber rifle, so the
concept of "light" which had given the en
tire project the title "Light Rifle Program,"
was abandoned. Evolution of the T-37 in·
cluded adoption of a shorter receiver and
bolt, scaled for the T-65 cartridge which had
been adopted as the NATO standard round.
"This was necessary," a Springficld Armory
project historian wrote, "in order to put
evaluation tests on a basis comparable with
all other rifles which had been developed
and with the FN rifle so designed (i.e., for
short NATO cartridges) and now designated
T48." The shortened rifle became known as
the T-44.

In the winter of 1953-54, funds were made
available and a small contract for the new
test gun placed with Mathewson Tool Co., a
Connecticut ordnance research firm. These
Mathewson T-44s incorporated experience
gained in competitive Arctic tests between
the long-receiver T-44s and the Belgian-de
signed T-48. The T-48 designation refers to
500 rifles built according to the design of
Dieudonne Saive, leading engineer at Fab
rique Nationale d'Armes De Guerra, in
Liege (Herstal). The Saive design, by special
grant of the Fabriquc Nationale, may be
built in the U. S. for the Armed Forces of
the U. S., without royalty charge to the F-N.
Only 500 rifles were made. The guns were
good, for they, too, embodied the experience
of the Arctic tests. A Department of Defense

"-_·T".·=",__._,Y'-n:;~, "",,*,~,,~_""""'=%A~,,",~''''''''~''' :"'-,-.."",".,.....~,.""w·,'..,..>:;~~~,,,··~;~·"'.

" . At Gun Shops and Sporting Goods Stoies every;';here:~'

G~RMAN AIR PISTOL

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
ou tboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CHARLOTTE, H. C.

No, it's not a mystery story, but a
brand-new gun case that Bucheimer
has added to its outstanding, high
quality line. This model, No. 72, has
a zipper that travels three-quarters
of the way around the case, yet it's
made so that your gun never "rides"
on the zipper.

There's ample room to carry your
gun-always in an upright position

IZ:...
:IE-...:z:
~

~
.IZI

Bucheimer
presents

THE CASE OF THE WELL-GUARDED RIFLE
~

Shown: Gun Case No. 72, with popular Model 70, military rifle sling and hunting scope

.177 Cal. rifled BBL.
Adi. Sights and Trigger.

Comes Attractively Boxed
w/200 Pellets. $19.95 ppd.
OUR FIRST LIST OF RARE, UNUSUAL
AND CONTEMPORARY FIREARMS ... SOc

THE ARMS LOCKER, INC., Dept. W,
2027 Harbor Blvd. Costa Mesa, Calif.

Expert Rifleman's
Badge

MARKSMAN'S BAR

ARMY - MARINE
CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I:~AID
SILVER FINISH RAISED LETTERS

Limited Quantity
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adjustment.

FROM

$17.95

WHOLESALE

$30.99
Plus 75c each

postage,
handling and

insurance.

WHOLESALE

$37.99
Plus 75c each

postage,
handling and

insurance.

WHOLESALE

$49.99
Plus 7Sc each

postage,
handling and

insurance.

WHOLESALE ... __$17.95
WHOLESALE $'.10.95
WHOLESALE .$24.75
WHOLESALE ....$27.25
WHOLESALE. __ .$34.95

2'/,X, List $31.95
4X, List S35.95
7X, List .__ $49.50
9X. List $54.50
12X. List.. $64.50

handling & insurance

Lightning-fast sighting with hair splitting accurac)·. Double
adjustment (internal windage and elevation with click stops).

I" tubes... '. fit all standard mounts. Give Bright. Crisp, Sharp Images! Built-in parallax
Cross half retIcle. Handsomely blued. Durable. "'eather resistant. 100% Hard Coated!

Exit Field
Pupil Weight 100 yd•.

8mm 7.8 oz. 47'
7.8mm 9.5 oz. 26'
4.5mm 9.5 oz. 18'
4.5mm 12 oz. 13'
3.3mm 12 oz. II'

Add 75c each, postage,

2V2X, 4X, 7X, 9X, 12X UNISCOPES
Nitrogen Filled

3X·7X IIGOLDEN

Mode'
2\1, x 20

4 x 31
7 x 31
9 x 40

12 x 40

ONE OF UNITED'S FINEST VARIABLES ... 3. 4, 5, 6, 7
Power! Double adjustment (Internal \-Vindage and Eleyation with

click stops), 31% rom objeciivc lens and 31 mm eyepiece. Cross hair reticle, Built-in
Parallax atljustlllent. \Vcather resistant. HARD-COATED THRl.I-OUT. I" tube fits
all standard mounts. 'Vith plush-lined leather scope caps. Suggested I ..ist $79.50.
'Veighs only 13 oz.! 12%" long. Field at 100 yards: 3X-26'; 4X-26'; 5X-23'; 6X-20';
7X-IS'.

Since 1936 UNITED has offered the same No-Risk Money Back Guarantee ••• it protects
you fully. All UNITED optics sold on the basis that if you are not 100% satisfied return
within 30 days for full r.efund of your money. All UNITED scopes carry the UNITED Brllnd
Name "Seal of Quality" Trademark. Test, try, use and COMPARE without risk an your part!

A FAVOI\lTE WITH RIFLEMEN! 40 MM OBJECTIVE
I..ENS. 'lX. 5X. 6X, 7X, 8X, and 9X, Instantly turn to

power wanted. 'Vide power range. GREATER visibility and MORE light. UNITED's "Golden Falcon" is
icleal fOl' eYery type of shooting. Has finger-tip power control plus internal windage and eleYation adjust
nwnts with click stops. Cross hair reticle. '''eather resistant. Hard coated thru-out! 1" tube fits all standard
mounts. Simple Built-itl Parallax adjustment. lVeighs 14% oz.; 13 1,4" long; 30 mm eyepiece! Field at 100
rds.: 4X-22'; 5X-22'; 6X-18'; 7X-16'; 8X-14'; fiX-13'. Price includes fine leather Scope Lens Caps.
Suggested List, $8fJ.50.

4X·9X HGOLDEN FALCONII VARIABLE

3X·12X IIGOLDEN PLAINSMANII VARIABLE
IT'S UNITED'S NEWEST ADDITION
Nitrogen Filled

GIANT 40 MM Objective lens for MORE light,
SHA.RPER images! Our finest SCOjJC. For erery type

of shooting. The power range is greater, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8. 9. 10. 11. and 12 Powerl The definition is excellent.
The satisfaction the greatest. To see it is to want it. Finger-tip power control. "'cather resistant. Cross hair
reticle. Simple Built-in Parallax adjustment. Internal windage, elevation adjustments with click stops. I"
tube fit all standard mounts! Hard Coated thru-out.
SPECIFICATIONS: \Veighs 14%, OZ.; Length 13lh". Field at Ion yds. 3X-22'; 4X-22'; 5X-22'; 6X-18';
7X-16'; 8X-14'; 9X-13'; 10X-12'; 11X-11.5'; 12X-11'. 40 MM Objective lens. I)rice includes fine leather
Scope Lens Caps. St;ggested List, $110.0U. It is UNITED scopes like the "GOI..DEK I)LAINS~lAN" that
make dealers write: "Send us two 'Golden Plainsman' Variable IUftescopcs. These sales are directly derived
from favorable comments made by purchasers of scopes that we sold last ;\.'ear." I\:[ & R SUPPLY CO., N. ,J.

Nitrogen Filled

TEST, TRY, USE AND COMPARE
FOR 30 DAYS ••• AT OUR RISK

WHOLESALE

$14.95
Plus 7Sc each

postage,
handl ing and

insurance.

lSX to 60X
VARIABLE

100% Hard Coated. Brilliant. sharp viewing.
Nitrogen Filled. Cross hair reticle. Weighs
only 8% oz. Simple. Built-in parallax adjust
ment. \Yater-Dust-Shock proofed. Has eleva
tion and windage adjustments with click stops.
:Krc picrc lens 31mm! Its 1" tube fits all stand
ard mounts. 4x21 GOLDEN CONDOR. 100/.1"
long. Exit pupil 5.2mm. Jj'ield at 100 yards
21.5 feet. Suggested List $24.95.

This Prismatic Range
Scope with giant-sized
(6U mm) front lens as
sures AfORE light,
gTeater width view, in
creased brilliance and clarity.
Fully Coated! Comes with 5
individual eye pieces (15,
:W. 30. 40, and 60 Power)
with plastic holder. Change
power at w111 - in seconds.
Sun Shade. Focusing lUng.
Complete with all 5 e)'e pieces.
adjustable tripod and leath
er case. Suggested List
$79.50. Ij'ield at 1.000
Jards: 15X-122'; 20X
122'; 30X-61': 40X-49';
60X-32'.15"long. Scope
weight 28.8 OZ., tripod
14.8 oz.

2V2X, 4X, 6X
IIGOLDEN "HAWKS" •
Nitrogen Filled

"NEVER HAD ACOMEBACK ON AUNITED SCOPE .....
"I have had a gun shop for 35 yeafS. I've never hod a
comeback on one UNITED scope. A customer took a fall
and brake his 3X-7X Golden Eagle, and he came back to
me and wants another just like it. He wouldn't settle for
any other make. I have used one UNITED scope for 5 years
without fe-setting the zero and I use it plenty. They seem
fo sell th7mselve~; So you see I cannot speak too highly
of your Ime ••.

Gunsmith Ned B. Harvey, Big Pine, Calif.

4X IIGOLDEN CONDORII

21fzX-10X "GOLDEN RIFLEMAN" VARIABLE

Chicago 20. III.9043 S. Western, Dept. P-387UNITED BLDG.

UNITED'S NEWEST VARIABLE. Superb craftsman
ship. Full Variable range of power ... 2%, 3, 4. 5,
6. 7, or 8 l'ower. One inch tube. Cross hair reticle.
Finger-tip power control. Internal windage and eleva
tion with click stops. "'eather resistant. Simple built-in
Parallax adjustment. Fully hard roated. 32 mm front
and 31 mm rear lens. 12%" long. "'eighs only 12%, ozs. Field at ] 00 yards:
2'hX-33'; 3X-3I'; 4X-23'; 5X-I9'; 6X-I,'; 7X-15'; 8X-13'. Plusb-lincd
leather scope caps included. Sugge~ted List $94.50.

Nitrogen Filled

On Your Letterhead or
indicate Res3.le or Fed
eral Firearms Dealers
License Number other
wise your order will be
returned. C.O.D.'s re
uire $5.00 deposit. Open
Account to well rated
firms. Made in Japan
under UNIT ED patented
trademark to rigid
UNITED specifications.

Dealers!
ORDER
TODAY!

2V2X·8X IIGOLDEN MINUTE MANII VARIABLE

WHOLESALE
$22.98
$24.48
$29.98

WHOLESALE

$44.99
Plus 75c each

postage,
handling and

insurance.

Field .Suggested
100 yards Retail

40' $39.95
30' $44.50
20' $54.50

Mode'
2Y2X32

4x32
6x32

FROM

$22.98
Plus 75c each

postage,
handling and

insurance.

T~ULY. FINE UNITED RIFLESCOPESI "'eigh only 10 ozs. Cross
hair retlcle. "'cather resistant. Fully Hard Coated! Internal 'Vind-

age and Elevation with click stops.. One inch
tube. Built-in Parallax Adjustment. I..ength
] 1%". 32mm front and 31mm rear lens. 'Vith
leather lens caps.

A Multiple I)ow
CI' Sc-ope (2%, 3,
4. ~. 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 11) Power!).
Finger-tip power
control. Internal windage and clev. adjustments
with click 8topS. Cross half lcticle. Weather
resistant. 1" tHbe. Simple Built-in Parallax ad
justment. Ilard Coated thru-out. Nitrogen filled.
\\'ci~hs 13%_oz.: 12%" long; 31 mm eye piece
and objecti\'e lens! Field at 100 Yards 2lhX
2W: 3X-26': 4X-26': 5X-23': 6X-20': 7X-18':
8X-15': OX-H': 10X-12'. Fine leather Scope
Lens Caps included. Suggested List $99.50 .•
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COLE YOUNGER: MAN OF MANY GUNS
(Continued from page 25)

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ingvalueever for $1.00. MailedImmediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAYi

GIL HEBARD GUNS
KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

SHOTGUN BARREL POLISHING HEAD
.~:. A new tool designed by ae ...m.. M.~.. •...m;,h.

:.~
Let y~ur· el~ctric~· ~
hand drill, polisher . , .•..;"
(Ir grinder ~o tHe" '/f/hr;, 7, -~~. ".

polishing. (entri·fugol force of fast revolving polishing head
forces 4 centrally fastened strips against the barrel wall, re
moves lead and polishes to a mirror like finish, from breech
through choke to muzzle without resetting the head. Use if
in 12, 16 or 20 gouge barrels. No overheating of barrels.
C;et a mirror like finish in a short time. Polishing head wth
34" long steel 'ad and 4 sets of polishing strips for only $4.75

Gunsmiths, this is the tool you have been
asking for. Send for it Now.

Send for 48 page illustrated
Catalog No 60 2S cents

~ F~u~m~~pp~~a~~~e~~~9~~R
3571 E Tremont Ave _ New York 65, N Y

Never bp·
(ore has an
achromatic te 1e
scope sold for any
Where near this amazin~
low pricel You ~et clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Var!-

:~~e~~ef~~:ratt~;~~~lee~~en;ilt41oror~~et
~~~Ol~~l§ ::;grt:

I
:1::da~~l~o~~~~~%ul}::f~i:eSo~e~~ot

.22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guarante~d to bring
distant objects, peo~le, planets etc. 60 times closer. 5

t:~:~~~ ~ec~~enC~Si~~ m~~rii~anp;i~~~nrtln~r;~~c~t~r~~~b~~
ditionally rtuaranteed. Carryinp; case included. Send only
'56.98. Cash, check or money order. We pay pORtage.
Criterion Co. 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-67

tive BM59, as with a small cost it is possible
to have weapons with the same character
istics, and even better from certain stand
points, than the most modern Fabriques Na
tionale 7.62 NATO. The Beretta armory in
Gardone has just been completely tooled up
to pennit the timely conversion of those
caliber .30 Ml Garands now in the NATO
European armies. . ."

The United States is a member of NATO.
Our 250,000-man army in Europe today is the
"sword and shield of NATO." But, its M-l
rifles are lacking. In open test, the FN is
granted to be superior, and in open contract
competition our American small arms indus
try and Springfield Armory appear to agree
on only one thing: that they can't make the
1\'[-14 on schedule. Springfield gives one rea
son, and domestic contractors give another_
The facts at the end are plain.

We need rifles now, and we need them
desperately. Laos in the East, Fidel in the
South, flare-up and brush-fire and limited

was a fetish with Quantrill. The Raiders
took weapons wherever they could find them,
and kept the best they could get their hands
on.

The James boys were firearms enthusiasts
also, and when the five of them got together
to form the most famous robber band in
the nations history, they made it a point to
out-gun the opposition. Good guns, good
horses, hard riding, straight shooting-and
the debts and hatreds of a war-torn frontier,
gave them a decade of notoriety. Nobody
knows how many banks and trains they
robbed, or how much money they stole; James
Horan, one of the West's better historians,
gives the former figure as roughly 17, the
latter as roughly 200,000. They were credit
ed with much more than that, in both cate
gories. Several times, they were "recognized"
as participants in crimes occurring the same
day, too far apart to be reached by less than
jet travel. '

They used every make and size and shape
of gun available to them in the years in
which they lived: Colts, Smith & Wes
sons, Winchesters, Remingtons, Sharps, and
others. This was true also of most of the
other old western gunners, and it is no won
der that guns attributed to Billy the Kid
and Hickok and the others crop up out of
every attic. They are a headache to collectors.
So many of them are "connected" only by
oral testimony or, worse still, unprovable
documentation, that seasoned collectors look
skeptically at most of the "big name" items.
Some of the James-Younger weapons are bet
ter connected. These men were captured, and
captured in places and circumstances where
the law took .fairly prompt and reasonably
efficient action, so that at least the guns they
had on them when taken can be accepted.

The end for some, and the beginning of
the end for all of the James-Younger gang
came on September 7, 1876, in Northfield,
Minnesota. It is a wry commentary on the
worth of big reputations that these feared
outlaws, these deadly fighting men, should
have been foiled and mowed down not by
gunmen, not by practiced warriors, but by
embattled citizens-by a student, by fanners,
merchants, clerks, some of whom had never

war and every pressure the Commies can
bring to bear is coming in a mounting wave
of "cold war" offensive against the U. S_

We need the immediate conversion as
rapidly as a plant can be obtained to change
existing M-l Garand rifles to the equivalent
of the M-l4--equivalent in all but price..We
need then to continue our development along
the lines General Trudeau mentioned: "I
doubt that any weapon or weapons system in
existence today is beyond improvement," he
told me. Quite obviously, our M-l can be
improved, leap-frogging the abortive, costly.
behind-schedule M-14 program.

If we adopt the carbinized version of the
M-l, call it BM59 or what you will, we will
have plugged that small arms gap. We can
then do what we should have accomplished a
decade ago: leapfrogged the designs of the
1920s with which Springfield Armory has
saddled us, and built a new rifle, light in
weight, for our armed forces. Johnny ~
has got to get his gun, and fast. Or else! ...

heard a gun "fired in anger." How can any
one who has heard of orthfield ever ques
tion the strength of an armed citizenry in
the war against crime? What if there had
been a law preventing Northfield citizens
from keeping guns handy?

Every town with a bank west of Chicago
(and many even less western) had the James
Gang jitters by this time, and Northfield wa
no exception. There were guns in the stores,

Carrying Winchester M73s once owned
by Jesse James and Colt that belong
ed to Cole Younger, Jesse Jal'J;les, Jr.
and H. C. Hoffman star in 1920 film.

guns in offices, waiting; and two or three
strangers riding into town were sure to
arouse suspicion. In Northfield, one of "the
boys," probably Jesse, started the ball by
shooting down the bank cashier, 1. L. Hay
wood_ Northfield was no Kansas trail town.
used to gunfire, and the sound of the shot
aroused the people. When "the boys" came
out into the street, they were in trouble. A
young student, Henry Wheeler, poured a
rifle slug into Clell Miller from an upstairs
window of the hotel. It was fatal. A hard
ware merchant, A. E. Manning, killed Bill
Chadwell. Bob Younger's horse fell out from
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Flaig', by
Sako, featur

ing Sako's
smooth-working

hinged floor plate,
with floor·plate

release button in·
side trigger gU01d,

completely blued. Will
fit any M-1903 Spr;ng

field, intluding .03-A3. in
creases resale value to you'

Sporterized Springfield. A
$15.00 value-$12.00.

NEW TYPE "c"
SPRINGFIELD STOCKS

FULL PISTOL GRIP
STRIPPED

POSTPAID, $4.00

SPRINGFIELD
TRIGGER GUARD

MILLED
STEEL

NEW SPRINGFIELD A3·03 2-Gr. Barrels.
each $3.00. Case of 10 ..•.•... $17.S~

SPRINGFIELD 4-gr. issue barrels. (A3-03
or 1903), with both sight bases, each
$9.00. Case of 10 .••••••...••$70.00

Springfield nickel steel bolts wjextractor
Collar .•••••••.•••••••••••••• $3.50
Same bolt. altered for low scope •• $8.50

ACE BARRELS for .338 Win. & .264 Win.
Your choice or 24" SporteT' weig-ht or 26" med.
wt•• fitted to your action. (Win. 70, Enfield, Hig"h
No. Spring-field. FN or 98 Mauser-no others).
Head spaced. :10<1 test fired ............•. $40.00
If we furnish FN Deluxe Action. • • • • • • • •• $84.00
If we fUl'nish FN 400 Action ..••••••.• ,. 89.00
45 Colt Barrels, New •••••••••••••••••• 4.50
45 Colt Slide, New . . . . • • • • • • • • . • . • . • .• 8.00
45 Colt Mag-azines, New .....•.••....••• 1.50

New Illustrated Catalog 25c
Write for FREE list No. 37.

OTHER TURNED AND SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS-BLANKS ALSO AVAILABLE
FRENCH WALNUT PENNA. WALNUT I CURLY MAPLE I OREGON MYRTLE
$25.00 to $55.00 $7.50 to $40.00 . $20.00 to $40.00 $20.00 to $75.00

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
$2.50

Specify gun.
ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER, 510.00

Fitted, $4.00 more

Rare Circassian Walnut-Imported from Turkey. For the first time In many years we now offer
this distinctively· attractive, light weight, yet very close grained walnut. Takes smooth finish and
sharp checkering. No other wood compares with Rare Circassian Walnut for stock making. Turned
and semi-inletted Circa,sian Walnut ,tacks, $16.50 to $80.00-Mannlicher length $5.00 additional.
Rifle blanks $15.00 ta $75.00. Shatgun blanks $10.00 to $50.00. Pistol grip blanks (pair) $2.50 to
$7.50.

RARE TURNED AND
SEMI·INLETTED
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT BLANKS

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ib,. 4 au.

ORIGINAL DWM Mauser mod. '98-09 is rare
collector's piece because of its unusual fine
quality. These are finest actions, bar none, we
have ever seen in forty years association with
Mauser, 7.65 caliber. Matched numbers, smooth
actions, V.G. bores, 30" barrel. Hinged floor
plate release in trigger guard. Walnut stocks.
A few rare Select .. .. .__ .. __ ... $40.00
Rifle with v.g. bore, complete 35.00
Rifle with slightly used bore, complete 30.00
Action, complete (in white) __..: 25.00
1909 SWM Stripped Receiver 10.00
1909 DWM Trigger Guard__ __ 10.00
Alter to .30-06, proof test __ __ 7.50
Alter bolt for scope __ __ 7.00
Ammo: 7.65 MC - $7.50/C; 7.65 S.P.- $3.45/20

Flaig's AUTOMATIC PRIMER POCKET
CLEANI.NG .T~O~•.Free Circular. $15.00
(Dealer InqUIrIeS InVIted) POSTPAID

JUCULAR JACKETED HANDCUN BULLETS swaged from pure lead for finest
accuracy, rifle velocities and shocking power. Locked-on jackets for controlled
expansion. Backed by over ten years' proving and testing.
Cal. .38-127 grain $4.55 156 grain $4.80
Cal. .44-180 grain $4.85 220 grain ....•...••.••.... $4.95

240 grain $5.1 0 270 grain ............•.... $6.00
Hollow point or solid nose. Prices per 100. Include postage on three pounds.

HANDLOADED AMMUNITION using the above bullets for hunting or for Law
Enforcement Officers. Write for prices and information.
SWACED ZINC BASE BULLETS, cal..38 140 grain, Solid nose or hollow point,
$2.00 per 100. Include postage on two pounds.
SHOT REVOLVER LOADS for snakes, birds, small game. Colleges & bird collectors,
write.
Cal. .38 special & magnum ...........•...........•••...... $3.50 per 50.
Cal. .44 special & magnum .......................•••...... $4.65 per 50.
Cal. .45 long Colt , , $5.00 per 50.

Above loads in your cases.
Mail 25c For Catalog and Special Loading Charts

SHOOTERS SERVICE. Inc.. CLINTON CORNERS. NEW YORK

ACE "BUTTON-RIFLED" BARRELS
(White), Each $24.00
For Enfield OnIY-$2.QO Additional. (If Your Action
is Sent to Us. We Char~e $6.00 to Fit HeadspaC'e
and Test-fire. Returned F.O.B. Millvale, Pa., Un
le!'l~ Postag:e and Insurancp Remittance Is En
closed) F.N.-Ace Barrel Action. (White) ... $72.50
Usang F. N. Supreme (Series 400) Mauser

action ..••..............•........•. $77.50

I

under him, and Bob dived for cover, firing
at Manning.

The fight lasted through a couple of dozen
minutes: shotguns booming, rifles and pistols
popping-the townsmen even threw rocks.
Charlie Pitts was shot down, dead before he
hit the dust. Why Jesse waited so long is a
mystery, but when he did call "the boys" off,
all three Youngers were badly wounded, too
badly wounded to escape capture. Sixty-three
days later, the three Youngers were sen
tenced to life imprisonment. The James
brothers escaped-Jesse on his way to his
appointment with the "dirty little coward"
who was to "shoot Mr. Howard." The West
was near to the end of an era.

Mementoes of the Northfield battle are
on display in the Schilling Museum and
Hobby House in Northfield. There is a re
volver labeled "Cole Younger's Pistol:" a
Moore, seven shot, single action, .32 rim
fire caliber, with a five-inch barrel. Its serial
number is 880. There is a revolver taken from
the body of Charles Pitts: a Smith & Wes
son .44 Russian Model, with 6%" barrel.
Pitt's cartridge belt is there, snake-coiled
against a wall, half of its loops empty.
Gruesome but indicative of the feeling in
Northfield (and elsewhere) about bank rob
bers is the section of Pitt's scalp and ear
which is prominently displayed and appro
priately labeled. One wonders what the
trophy board might hold if Jesse himself had
fallen!

Another revolver that Cole Younger may
have used is a Colt Army 1860 Model, per
cussion, caliber .44. It bears the chiselled
inscription. "C. Younger," on a piece of
brass set in the wooden grip. It was found
in a swap-shop in Missouri.

Still another is a Colt Navy 1851 Model,
percussion, caliber .36, in the Public Museum
in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. The donor of the
gun, Mrs. G. P. Hopkins. tells this story
about it: Her father, a constable in Osh
kosh in 1876, arrested a man for vagrancy in
August of that year. A revolver was con
fiscated and, when the man was released the
following morning, the gun was held. Two
weeks after the Northfield affair, the con
stable happened to see a wanted poster with
Cole Younger's picture. He said that Cole
was the man he had failed, the man from
whom he had taken the gun. (How he must
have regretted his haste in turning his
vagrant lose!)

On the grip of this gun are the carved
initials, "c. Y." On the flap of the holster
displayed with the revolver are the words,
"Presented to Cole Younger by Maj. Quan
trell 1864." (Note the spelling of "Quan
trell." This was common, although later re
search seems to prove the "ill" spelling.)
This Navy Colt carries the serial number
109168, which places its date of manufac
ture about 1860. The gun remained in the
same family until it was given to the Osh
kosh museum in 1950.

In the private collection of Miles Standish
in Kansas City, along with guns attributed
to Jesse and Frank James, is another Cole
Younger gun-a Colt Single Action Army,
.45 caliber, 7%" barrel, with walnut grips.
Its serial number is 70432.

Another Colt Single Action Army, caliber
.45 7%" barrel, with ivory grips, attributed
to Cole Younger, is in the Saunders Museum
in Berryville, Arkansas. This weapon was
sent by the Northfield sheriff to Belle Starr,
at the request of Cole Younger. Belle is said
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40/0 Sales Tax wire brush with metal sleeve
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INQUIRIES for larTtu~~R~~~l ::g~~rs.

INVITED 2425 W. 12th st., Erie, Penna.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS

his book, "Last of the Great Outlaws," gives
the date as February 21, 1916. Hoffman, with
Jesse James, Jr., made a movie in 1920 called
"Under the Black Flag," in which were used
two Winchesters, Model 1873, .44 caliber,
once the property of Jesse James, and the
Colt given to Hoffman by Cole Younger.

Cole Younger was released after spenq
ing 25 years in prison. He worked at various
jobs; finally went into show business with
Frank James. Younger never used a gun in
the show, though he did have a permit to
carry one. Frank James used a Colt Bisley
as a show prop. When they left the show,
Frank offered this gun to Cole Younger, but
Cole refused it.

Later, Cole toured the country lecturing
on the evils of crime. He lived to the ripe
age of 72, and died of an illness in bed,
without violence. This must have sur- Jill!!
prised him. ~

in advance the ideal combination of ammu
nition and rifle.

Carry clothing to suit the weather you may
find. At the inter·Service Pistol Champion
ships held in San Antonio, Texas, during
February, the weather may be nice. It has
been so the past three years. But be pre
pared for cold, wind, and rain. At Camp
Perry, you may wade through mud, choke on
dust, swelter in the heat, or sleep under two
blankets. You will shoot in the wide open
spaces following an unrelenting schedule.
Be prepared for anything. At large tourna
ments such as Camp Perry and Vandalia, you
may be on your feet and walk a lot. Wear
sturdy, comfortable footwear.

Select a place to live and eat during the
tournament well in advance. You may be
assigned quarters and have no problem or
choice. If the choice is yours, comfortable
not necessarily luxurious-quarters in pleas·
ant surroundings within easy reach of the
range will add to your happiness-and to
your score. Pick a clean, conveniently lo
cated eatery serving wholesome, palatable,
and plentiful food. A coffee shop or restau
rant adjacent to or near the hotel or motel
is particularly desirable for breakfast.

A hard day on the target range is gruel
ing to most people. In very few cases will
you find the time or place for a good lunch.
So make up for it at breakfast and dinner
(supper to you country boys). A complete
breakfast of juice, eggs, meat, and the~ac

companiments is a good start. Supper is the
time for leisure comfort and social ameni
ties. Enjoy yourself, but avoid overeating
late at night. Also, avoid intemperate drink
ing in the evenings. Eat, sleep, and drink
about as you would at home.

Arrive at the tournament site no later
than sometime during the day before the
actual firing begins. This gives you time to
arrange quarters, select an eating place, rese
from travel, look over the range, and collect
your squadding tickets.

Squadding tickets are the devices used to
give you a record of the firing point and re
lay (sometimes the time) at which you will
fire each event. Study them, and keep them
in a safe, handy place. It is even a wise pre
caution to make an extra copy and keep it
in your shooting kit. In every big match,

(Continued on page 48)

to have given the gun, in turn, to Texas Jack,
"for saving her life."

The revolver taken froni Cole at the time
of capture in Madelia, Minnesota, shortly
after the Northfield battle is a Colt Single
Action Army, caliber .45, 7lf2" barrel, nickel
plated and ivory handled. The ejection rod
is missing. This gun is now on display at
Missouri Resources Museum in Jefferson,
Missouri. It was donated to the museum by
Harry C. Hoffman of Oxford, Ohio, who was
a playmate-friend of Jesse James Jr., and.
who also knew Jesse and Frank James and
Cole Younger. Hoffman was called to the
bedside when Cole Younger lay dying. This
was March 19, 1916. Cole told Hoffman his
story of the Northfield affair and gave him
this revolver, along with a pipe Cole smoked
for nine years during his imprisonment in
Stillwater, Minnesota. According to Hoffman,
Cole died March 21, 1916. Homer Croy, in

A CHAMPION TELLS HOW TO WIN!
(Continued from page 21)

One morning during a pistol tournament,
I sat calmly in a Florida restaurant, enjoying
a leisurely breakfast, confident in the belief
that the Slow Fire matches would be fired
first and that, since each relay takes about
30 minutes and I was in the fourth relay, I
had an hour and a half of margin. Imagine
my embarrassment (and the terrific dent it
made in my score) when I sauntered over to
the range and found that the fifth relay was
already firing. The day had started with
Timed Fire matches, which go much faster.
The program clearly stated the sequence of
matches, and not studying it properly had
cost me my chance of winning.

The match program will always tell you
the time and method of entering the com
petition. Fill out your form completely and
properly, and mail it well in advance of the
closing date. In some of the critical matches,
ones likely to be heavily attended, it is wise
to secure a confirmation of your entry before
starting the trip.

The match program may also furnish infor
mation that will influence your choice of
transportation for the trip-by telling you
where the range is located, how far it is from
hotel or other accommodations, )vhether pub·
lic transportation is available and satisfac·
tory, or whether private transportation will
be provided.

Before leaving home, be sure that your
guns, ammunition, and equipment are com·
plete and ready. Spare guns or spare parts in
case of unexpected breakdowns are impor
tant. Guns should be clean and in perfect
operating order. In the .22 caliber team event
of the 1951 National Pistol Championships,
I fired a score of 258-with 26 shots. I had
two jams in the same match because of a
dirty clip. My average score with the other
four shots would have made our team the
winner.

Your dope and notes for various shooting
conditions should be complete, and you
should be completely familiar with the sight.
ing zeroes and shooting peculiarities of all
your weapons. Have on hand or available
plenty, including a safety margin, of appro
priate ammunition for each event that you
will fire. In skeet, trap, and some high power
rifle matches, you will use ammunition fur
nished at the range. In smallbore rifle
matches, you may laboriously work out well

G-B

230 Canal St.,
N.Y.C. 13, N.Y.

Union or Confederate Infantry __ $22.50
US or CSA Artillery or Cavalry 25.50

~:~f:de~~~e6ftic·e·rs···::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:~g t!
Individual orders 100/0 additional

Free trial offer!
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has· aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts •.• all at money

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

AUTHENTICALLY DESIGNED
·CIVIL WAR UNIFORMS
SPECIAL SKIRMISH,

ORGANIZATION
& TEAM PRICES

SAXONY UNIFORMS

~----------------~

I THE SHOTGUN NEWSI Columbus, Nebraska

J Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one

I year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
I completely satisfied.

I
I Name · •
I
II Address --- --- .

II City & State ~ .
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Col. Colt's Frontier

SIX SHOOTER

WOOD
RIFLE RACK

Holds 4 rifles
only $2.95
(Reg. $6.95

value) with any
purchase

Fresh from
u.s. Govt. cases
••• virtually

unfired. 30 106
cat. U.S. ARMY mode)

1917 Rifles. All milled
parts. All N .R.A. VG OR BETTER.
Only $29.95. Order gun and get a

(re~~~~}~u~r9n5f~~~ ~~,~ ~ol~~54£r~~
Sorry, only 1 gun rack per gun order.

With 4X scope and mount $37.95

Box 100........$7.50. 20 soft pL......$2.95

STAR
AUTO. $19.95

$39 95 An exact repr(',-
• duction of the

famous 1800's
single-action frontier slxshooter

most prized by the men of the old west.
Guns are exact size and weight as original
rowels. Beautifully blued and set off by
handsome plastic staA" grips. Shoots aU
three: .22 short, long or Long Rifle ammo.
(Regularly $47.50) at Seaport only $39.95.

Matched Pair only $79.90. Single fast draw holster set
with purchase of six shooter (reg. $9.95) only $4.95.

FIRES 38 & 9mm LUGER AMMO!
Fantastic buy from Spain. Official
handgun of Franco'S elite La Guardia
Civil (national police). Has Spanish
Crown Proof Marks. Extremely accu
rate; Features siae safety, crisp trigger
pull, big partridge sights half cocked
notch on hammer. Orig. factory grips.
Fast. easy takedown, 8 capacity magazine. Good condition!
wt. 38 oz. Comes in orig. new factory box with cleaning

&Jx ~f ~xlr9m~Pi.u;:;·A~~50$31.'8~: H~i~~ :~~9g.5. -,

MAIL COUPON
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Made in U.S. by Smith & Wessen, these fine
6-shot revolvers with swing out cylinder are
terrific buys. Fine condo inside & out. Fixed sig-hts. with
bright nickel or blue finish and sharp STAG grips. Fires
pop. American made .38 special S&W ammo. Only $39.9!J.
Holster only $3.95..38 Special ammo box of 25 $1.85

SEAPORT TRADERS,INC. ~::t~ ~:8~r.~~A;~ .. Call(.

Gentlemen: Please rush me the following:
Quan- Cost per
Ilty Product Item Total

.22 Derringer $16.95
Swords 7.50
Mexican Longhorns 24.95 11-
Muzzleloaders 39.95
Machine Gun 49.94
Argentine Mauser 19.95
Scope (2%. 4 or 6X) 9.95
.45 Colt Rev. w Iholster 29.95
.22 Lon~ Rosco 12.95
M-1 Carbine 79.87
.38 Star Auto. 19.95
30/06 Rifle 29.95
.25 Ital. Auto. 19.95
Frontier 6 Shooter 39.95
Cannon 12.95
.45 Colt Det. 39.95

FREE WATERPROOF WATCH with every
order of 12 or more assorted items.

TOTAL PRICE .

Enclosed ,. cash check or .
M.a. (COD's require % deposit.) (Be sure to
specify & give complete ordering info.) I under
stand all items are to be shipped F.O.B., L.A.
express charges collect. Calif. res. add 4% state
tax. For fast service when ordering pistols, please
sign statement: HI am not an alien, have never
been conVicted of a crime of Violence, am not
under indictment or a fugitive. 1 am 18 years or
over."
NAME .

(please sign)
ADDRESS .

CITy .....•.•....••••........... STATE........•..

~--------------------------

30/06 P 17 U.S. RIFLES
$29.95

BRIGHT
NICKEL
OR SHINY BLUE

S&W
.38 SPECIAL
2" BBL. REVOLVERS $39.95

POLICE
ORDNANCE

Supply Lim ited
51/2' _ 61h' 61/2' - 7 1/2'

29.95 34.95

'

U.S••30 Ml
CAR BIN E Just re-
$79.87 leased! SemI-

automatic u.s.
w,scope Air Force Carbines.
$84.95 Very good condo with

new barrel and brand-
new receIvers. Only $79.87

Complete with scope mounted
& boreslghted only $84.95. ammo

5c per rd. Extra magazine $1.50.

DETECTIVE

ITALIAN
POCKET AUTO.
.25 CAL.-$19.95
Imported direct by us from Italy's finest
gun manufacturer. Brand new! Trim,
compact weapon fires powerful and easily
obtainable .25 Cal. American made ammo. Also avail. cali
bers•.22 long, blue ... only $22.50. Original factory blue
finish. 6·shot capacity makes excellent home protection
weapon. Fixed sights. Weight approx. 13 oz. Only S19.95.
Nickel finish $22.50. Holster $2.25••25 cal. ammo box
of 25 $1.85.

Now in excellent "Iike
new" condition only
Last known supply. Model 1917 Cal••45 A.C.P.
Blued finishj tight actionsj 51/2" barrel. Free
Box .45 Ammo. Free holster w /Colt. Add'!.
ammo - $1.50 for box of 24. Select models
add $3. Colt .45 with handgun scope - 37.50.
Holsters for S&W .45, $3.95.

NEW
MODEL
.22 LONG
ROSCO
$12.95
With adjustable hammer and trigger
spring. This sensational NEW 6-shot
Rosco Vest Pocket .22 long revolver would
be a tremendous value at 3 times its price. Made in
W. Germany. it is a tight, well-made, exceedingly
accurate handgun. Fires .22 Long & Short ammo.
Features side gate loadin!;, trigger adjustment. screw
in ejector rod. Has STEEL RIFLED BARREL with
blade front sights. Terrific for target shooting,
varmint hunting or home defense. Only $12.95.
Gleaming nickel-plated model only $14.95. Leather
holster $2.25.

12GA.
BREECH LOADING

SALUTING

$12.95

Better buys from

SEAPORl

An out
standing
bargain!

7.65mm Mauser
Argentine Model

91 mIg. by Ludwig
Loewe Mauserwerks

prior to WW I under pre
war standards of fine gun

smithing. Unequalled to this
day. Mauser action with single
col., 5·shot mag. Straight bolt

handle cocks on closing stroke.
Wing safety - 29" bbl. Wt. 91/4

Cal. 7.65mm. (cal. 30 Mauser): Bea;uti.
fully blued with fine select Quahty h~ht

colored walnut stocks. (Note: Due to Argen.
tine law, Argentine crest was rem.oved prtor to

sale. Good to V.G... $19.95. Ltke New ..•
$24 95 Sporterized model with 22" bbl. & turn

down' bait (V.G.) ••• $27.95. With scope (2J,12, 4
or 6X) ••. $34.95

COllECTORS! ANCIENT PERCUSSION MUSKETS, CARBINES AND
MUSKETOONS OF DIFFERENT MODELS AND CARBINES. $39.95

CANNON • • •
This replica of a bygone era captures the thrilling excite·
ment of booming cannon of earlier wars with its tremen
dous loud report. Fires by single pull of lanyard. Of rugged
construction, built for years of fun and service by famous
European mfr. Breech loads - uses 12 gauge blank shot
gun shells. Only $12.95 while they last.

Imported from Europe. It is an exact
copy of famous Remington Derringer
popular in the late 1800's. Valuable
collectors' item. Fine "old world" gun

craftsmanship has been employed to give you a superior
handgun & still retain all the features of the original
Derringer. Accurate. Shoots .22 short, long or long rifle.
Checkered white grips. Only $16.95. Sparkling chrome·
plated model only $19.95. Western hand tooled holster
$4.50..38 Special nickel Derringer $31.95.

A BEAUTY! German-made

ARGENTINE
MAUSERS
(7.65mm)

$19.95

FOUND! SWORDS FROM THE CIVIL WAR ERA (100 yrs. old) ..•. $7.50
A collector's find. Just received new shipment of swords daU~g ~ac~ ~~ t~eit~i't::a~~a~ll~:i~o~~l~tr:sCa~~~h~1tt~:
~~:ri~ ;'~fue'SC~~~~J~~v:~~eS~j~ho~i~hG~::td~:~~uip~~geaWdriil

U
C:om:any or for commemorating a bygone era. Only

~7·Gea.tN'U5·14Nri4.95·ME XICAN LON GH 0 R N 5
These wild-eyed critters were introduced to the Amer- Each set has its own individual markings yet appears

leas back in 1521 at Vera Cruz, Mexico. Horns are approximately as set shown. Makes a w.0nderful
hand-polished to a smooth-as-silk surface. Leather conversatio~.iA~~f,~~::\511~~erdi~bg:~.flrePlace,

centerpiece is genuine hand·tooled cow- .Note these EXTRA Long H;orns are very
hidl~gh1hg~~~~fl~:[~e~.r rare. only a few avmlable.

.45 COLT
DETECTIVE
Revolver ••. $39.95
Choice: bright nickel or pol
Ished blue. Dependable.
compact. Makes excel
lent targ-et & protective
sidearm. Specs: Swinging-out cyl., 6-shot
3%" barrel, fixed sights, orig. Colt hard
wood grips, newly blued, good condition
inside & out. Fires popular .45 ACP am
mo. Only $39.95. Holster $3.95• .45 CQlt
ammo. box of 48 $3.40
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makes the active types sluggish, but rest as
much as possible between matches. A folding
chair is very handy for this. Rifle shooters
seem to favor folding canvas stools of the
type with pockets for various accessories and
items of equipment.

Sleep a little more at the big tournament
than you usually do, but do not spend so
much time in bed that you become sluggish.
You will probably find it difficult to go to
sleep on time the first night. After that
particularly at Camp Perry-you should find
yourself more tired than usual at the end of
the day and ready to go to bed early. One
former pistol champion used to hell around
until all hours. Another talked of suing the
proprietor of a night club because there were
not enough "fire exits" when his colonel paid
the joint a surprise visit one night after nor-

Before match, ex-world pistol champ
Bill Toney relaxes with a magazine.

mal bedtime. But the men who have won
the national pistol championship the most
lived moderately. One of them usually retired
about nine o'clock each night. Don't over
train. Just be reasonable.

Drinking, which used to be common at
pistol matches to beat the pressure, now
seems to be a thing of the past. Rifle shoot
ers, particularly the smallbore group, never
went for it. If you are going to shoot either
pistol or rifle, don't smoke. It has been
established conclusively and scientifically that
smoking a cigarette makes either a smoker
or nonsmoker less steady than he was just
before smoking it. If you are ~. regular
smoker, try abstaining during the shooting
day. One top-flight pistol shooter smoked
heavily but never between bedtime and the
end of the next day's firing.

Some tournaments permit pre-record prac
tice; others do not. If you have the chance
for practice firing, take enough of it to check
your sight adjustments and zeroes, familiarize
yourself with the target operations on pistol
ranges, and become accustomed to the traps
at trap and skeet tournaments. Don't let your
enthusiasm lead you into overdoing it. If
you have not learned to shoot by the time
you reach the big tournament, you are not
going to learn in the next day or two. Keep
rested, with a slight edge of eagerness, in
order to turn in the best performance of
which you are capable. If that is not enough,
work hard after the tournament and come
back next year.

Before your relay is called in each event,

Manufactured
in the
U.S.A.

*

(Continued from page 46)

some people miss their relays either by for
getting when and where they are to shoot or
simply by being late. One hot shot showed up
promptly for the National Individual Trophy
Pistol Match one year for his relay (the
third) with a squadding ticket in his hand
that belonged to a team mate who should
have fired on the first relay. Match officials
can have a surprising lack of sympathy and
understanding at such times.

On each day of the tournament, arise early
enough to have your breakfast, attend to any
other appropriate errands, and arrive at the
target range well in advance of the firing
time for your relay. Barely making it is bad
for blood pressure, pulse rate, and scores. A
few years ago, a strong contender for the
national pistol championship set his alarm
too late, made a hard fast drive of several
miles, and arrived for the first match of the
tournament just after the firing started.
Nothing is to be gained now by recalling
that the match officials could have permitted
him to fire with a reduced time limit. They
did not. The point is that the costs of travel
to and from the matches, living expenses for
about four days, the time and cost of practice
and training for the event and' the chances
of a national championship were blown by
about sixty seconds of tardiness.

Exercise may become a problem for you
at a shooting tournament. A moderate amount
of it, separated from your shooting by ap
propriate periods of rest, is good. A brisk
walk before breakfast helps to get your heart
started. The same treatment before bedtime
may relax you, get your mind off tbe tour
nament problems, and help you get to sleep
early. Overexercise or unaccustomed exertion
at anytime, and too much exercise during the
shooting day, reduces your steadiness and in
creases the pulse rate. Insufficient exercise

$5.95

PU RCHASERS; Please send signed statement stating that you are
21 or over, not an alien, have not been convicted of a crime, not
under indictment, not a fugitive from justice or a drug addict.

FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTI ER REPLICA for
collectors, quick draw practice.
Western TV fans. Looks and

. feels like real Itun.
Blue finish 54.00. Deluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc shipping.

VALLEY GUN SHOP +~r:n.~.ooJ~::::

Jungle Carbine $2388
Russian Model 91, Cal. 7.62 __ ..$ 8.881 *~f-l Garands 30.06 Cal. $74.95
*Italian Terni Carbine, Cal. 6.5 $13.95 *Mudel 1917 U.S. Army 30.06 C&1.. $28.S8
"·Italian Terni Carbine, Cal. 7.35. $13.95 Spanish 44-40 Lever Action Carbine $37.95
Italian Terni Long lUfle, Cal. 6.5...... .. $ 8.88 Take advantage of this introduction and save. Our
Model 98, Mauser, Cal. 8MM $24.95 loss is your gain. Globe will not be undersold.
Model 95, Mauser Cal. 7M~L.......... $22.95 Send for complete rifle, shotgun and ammo list for
*Swedish Mauser, Cal. 6.5........ . $28.88 unadvertised specials.
*Those with asterisks like new.

Dept, G·2, 136 Ferry street, Newark, New Jersey
All guns shipped Railway Express Collect. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Send check
or Money Order. Money back guarantee when merchandise returned prepaid
within 10 days.GLOBE SPORT SHOP

STRATHMORE
REAMER and DECAPPER

For G.I._ Brass

Per Set
The Strathmore decapper and reamer is a doubly handy
tool born of necessity when reworking 30-06 GI brass.
There are many tools on today's market for reaming primer
pockets and many more for decapping, but ours is the only
one we know of that combines both operations in simple
handy foim. To take care of GI brass just drop your case
in the proper end, insert decappinliC s~em and pin and tap
out those swagged in primers. Turn the tool over and
accuratelv ream the primer pocket to properly accept new
p.rimers. List only $5.95

MAKE IT YOURSElf

STRATHMORE
GUN SPECIALTIES

P.o. Box-3GB Strothmore. California

SAVE ON INTRODUCTORY ADVERTISEMENT

Professional Fast Draw Model. Very Finest in Quality, Work
manship and Material. All Steel Construction. Genuine
Solid Brass Back Strap and Trigger Guard. Lighter Hammer
Pull. Smooth, Fast Action. Deep Tone Blue Finish.* ORDER DIRECT SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

DEALERS SEND FOR INFORMATION
GREAT WESTERN ARMS SALES CO., Dept. G, 12438 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, California

GREAT ""ESTERN ARMS
CUSTOM QUALlTY{1'

15" BOWIE KNIFE
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(Good to V.G.)

$12.50

Standard of the
industry. G,,",~an·

teed accurate to
a tenth grain. Ca·
pacity ;325 grains.

Master Powder Measure
All caliber tube; microm
eter setting. Capacity lf2
to 100 grains.

$18.50

Standard Powder Measure
Removable metering cham
ber. Capacity 0 ta 100
grains.

.303 and .22 lee-Enfield
S.M.l.E. Rifles in

MATCHED SETS

FOR ONE LOW PRICE!

p o~~ $2495
THE MOST
SENSATIONAL PRICE REDUCTION
EVER! ••• 2 SUPERB RIFLES

Here is the once-in-a-lifetime oppor
tunity to own and shoot two world
famous Lee-Enfield S.M.L.E. rifles in
TWO GREAT CALIBERS .•••22 for
low-cost plinking and target practice
(shoots all standard .22 ammo) and
easy-to-obtain .303 for hunting, pro
tection, and full bore target shooting.
~mprove your marksmanship with the
Inexpensive .22 ••• get your buck

~it~~ythgNh~d-~l~!~~,.~0~~r·2l3~~88;
.303 Separately ONLY $9.50, 2 for
$17.50; Se'ected Models $2.50 ea.

;~~~~~n:1fo~al~~i~~ ~~~rob~~~e:i~r,:~;
qet Receiver sights for both rifles,
$4.75, 2 for $8.00.

10-shot, detachable
magazine. Precision calibrat
ed Enfield sights. World's

fastest bolt action. Currently in use.

~Os~~G~r. h~~;:r~:~e,:-::~r!~s~~~~··~W~,~~
Only $12.50. 2 for $22.50. Selected
models $2.50 each additional. Ori~inal

bayonet $1.00 with rifle. MagaZInes:
10-shot new, for all .303 Short Lee
Enfield models, $2.95 each; 2 for $5.

.303 LATEST ISSUE ENFIELD #4

Other Redding Reloading Equipment

Standard
Reloading Press

$16.00
All rifle and pistol cartridges

Shell Holder $1.80
Primer Post $1.50

Master Case Trimmer
One-pass trim and chamfer
any caliber rifle or pistol

case. $14.50

RIFLE Only $2950 a
2 flor.olnl

l
Y

1I$5114.1150_.....~

Only hand loading
gives you precision

"loads for your BEST
shooting. --

Here is the first choice scale
for the beginner or the veteran
handloader. Ease of operation
combines with accuracy, at
tractive appearance and low
cost. Over-and-under scale per
mits checking of .variations of
powder charges or bullets with
out further adjustment after
setting.

Powder and Bullet Scale $14.00

SPECIFICATIONS: Caliber: 6.5 Mann. Schoen. (Sporting and militarY
ammo readily avaiJable). Barrel Length: Hifte 2S"-Carbine 20". Sights:
V-Type. rear, adjustable. Magazine: Famous Mannlicher-Schonauer enclosed
rotary 5-shot magazine. Safety: Positive. manual. at rear of bolt. Mark
ings: Original Stcyr or Breda markings. N.R.A. Fair to Good.

CANADIAN
BUYERS:

Write or see the
largest display at

1011 Blcury,
VERMONT Montreal, Que.

CARBINE Only $3450
2 for Only $59.50

MATCHED SETS 1 Rifle $5950 $3.50 EXTRA FOR REFINISHED
& 1 Carbine ONLY... . STOCKS (Rifle or Corbine)

These fine arms ... except for military stocks and sights .••
are virtually identical to the world famous line of Mannlicher
Schonauer Sporting Rifles and Carbines of which the modern
commercial models currently sell for over $200.00.

* MaLiTARY COLLECTORS TAKE NOTE! *
FOR FIRST TIME IN AMERICA!

POPULAR CAL. 6.SMM MANNLlCHER SCHONAUER
1930 System Rifles and Carbines

(Made by STEYR for the Greek government)

locate yourself and your equipment properly
back of your firing point. Keep alert, and
pay attention. Some people have missed re
lays while sitting directly back of their firing
point because they were engrossed in conver
sation or some other diversion. When yOll are
called to the firing line, check your firing
point against your squadding ticket, stamp it
in mind, and be sure you are on it each time
yOll fire. Shots fired on the wrong target are
of little help.

Worry, anxiety, buck fever, stage fright,
whatever you call it, takes its toll of both
new and old shooters who are good in prac
tice but blow up in the big match. A shooter
brings most of this upon himself. He may be
afraid he is going to shoot an unusually poor
score-or an unusually good one. Actually,
he may expect his average score minus a
reasonable allowance for strange ranges,
larger crowds, strange officials, and the im
portance of the event. To anticipate a great
difference is unreasonable. A smallbore shoot·
er with a 99 average has mathematical odds
of 99 to 1 that on any given shot he will
score a ten or an X. The trapshooter who
averages 24 out of 25 has a 24 to 1 chance
of breaking any bird. Nothing he can do at
the moment will improve those odds for the
25th bird after he has broken 24. Trying to
force himself to nail that last one is more
likely to lIpset his timing and bring on a
miss. He should accept his odds and be con
tent with them until he can improve. Forcing
yourself during the tournament will not in·
crease your ability. That has already been
determined before you got there.

Do not keep a close running account of
your score and standing in the match. There
are exceptions. In one .45 caliber pistol
team match, Capt. Bill McMillan, Marine
anchor man, sent a runner to check the
strongest contender and advise what he need
ed to win. The word came back, "YOll need a
perfect score." His Rapid Fire string was
coming np. Here it is usually wise to make
sure of firing all five shots of each string on
time, and hope for a good score between 95
and 100. McMillan knew that 98 or 99 was
not enough for a win. He took a little more
time to cinch each shot and ran It calculated
risk of being late and losing one shot. His
goal was win or nothing. He won. But, un·
less you are a McMillan, shun that practice
like the plague. Many a good score has been
ruined in the last few shots because the
shooter knew he was about to win a match or
set a record. Shoot each shot as well as you
can when you co~e to it. There is nothing
you can do about the one already fired, or
the one to come. Do not anticipate your
score. Count it up at the end of the match.

Scoring procedure varies with the different
types of shooting. High power rifle targets
are usually scored in the pits, smallbore rifle
targets in the statistical office, pistol targets
on the frames, and trap or skeet as each shot
is fired. You may be scored by either another
competitor or a match official. If you do not
agree with the score given you on first scor
ing, declare your difference of opinion in the
prescribed manner for a challenge then and
there. There need be nothing personal or up
setting about such things. Some people will
be unable to see the chip you just shot out
of a clay pigeon or will be able to see space
between the edge of your bullet hole and
the next higher scoring ring that you cannot

(Continued on page 52)
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City Zone__State _

Address _

Name _

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

c-~

Okay, send me the 3-book library of Gun Lore (worth
$3.00), absolutely free and start my one year subscription
to GUNS immediately. $6 enclosed to be refunded if not
completely satisfied.

I
I
~

~~~~~_~=~ ~ ~_~~ ~_J

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

We're making this amazing free gift
affer at na risk to you )Ofhatever!
Listen to this! S'ubscribe now and
we'll send you your free set of Red
books and the next issue of GUNS
immediately. T"'en, if you're not
completely satisfied, just tell us.
We'll c~ncel your subscription and
refund payment ii, full. In either
event, you keep the 3-book set of
Redbooks without any cost or obli-
gation. So you ou have nothing
to lose and e ing fo gain. Act

r order todayl
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PAUL JAEGER· JENKINTOWN. PA.

~• 01·.
reloads

with

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to:

H-- ~. HEINRICH F. GRIEDERilmmer P. O. Box 487,
Knoxville, Illinois

(Continued from page 49)
see. That does not mean that he is trying
to cheat you, and your challenge should not
be taken as an impeachment of his honesty
and integrity.

The rules for most types of shooting pro·
vide that a competitor may "challenge" the
value given a shot fired by either h,imself or
another competitor. He may "protest" an
injustice which he thinks has been done him,
the conditions under which another competi·
tor has been permitted to fire, or the equ ip·
ment which another competitor has been
permitted to use. Pwper procedure for either
is set forth in the rules for each type of
shooting. Do not challenge or protest without
good reason. Then do so courteously, objec
tively, firmly, and effectively.

As soon as the scores are likely to be
posted on II preliminary scoreboard, and well
ahead of challenge time, check your score for
accurate posting. If there is an error, you
need not be excited. It is probably adminis·
trative and can be cheerfully corrected. The
rule books and programs prescribe the ac·
cepted challcnge and protest procedure. Start
tbe procedure and state your case. Other·
wise, ignore the scoreboard. Once it is accu·
rately posted, there is nothing you or anyone
elsc can do to change it.

Safety is a must at a big tournament.
Thousands of people are involved in some of
them, and each person may fire hundreds
of shots. All of them must be fired safely.
This requircs constant attention on the part
of everyone. When safety is not brought
about by self·discipline, it is the duty of
range personnel to enforce discipline, and
the duty of competitors to assist in such
enforcement.

Officials, in return, may be expected to
carry out their various duties fairly and im·
partially. They should not molest competitors
nor allow such practices by other officials or
competitors. When disciplinary action against
a competitor becomes necessary, it should be
taken in such a manner as to cause the least
inconvenience to all concerned.

Not everyone can become the champion,
but we can all be fair and honest sportsmcn.
Fairness and honesty are self.explanatory.
Their absence make it difficult for you to
look yourself in the eye as you shave each
morning, and may result in your expulsion
from the tournament. Sportsmanship involves
honest rivalry, courteous relations, and grace·
ful acceptance of results. The true sportsman
wants all that is his, and no more. He will
strive for a high level of performance, and
will assure his opponent of the ~pportunity
to achieve the hi,ghest performance of wh'ich
he is capable. He is modest in victory and
dignified in defeat. It is gratifyingly amazing
how very, very few participants in competi·
tive shooting fall short of these ' ~

standards. ~

the dry, white, powdered lubricant
Ideal in case neck resizing, reduces split necks,
saves diego harmless to powder charge. Works like
graphite, but can't smudge reloads or hands. Slick
for gun actions, immune to cold. First ask your
dealer. It not available, send $1.50 for 5-oz. com.,
PLUS 25c postage. Free sample on request.

SCIENTIFIC LUBRICANTS CO., DEPT. GG2
3469 N. Clark St. Chicago 13, III.

CLEAN

t1TERATURE
ON REQUEST

l3lf2" Long
FIRES CAPS! SHOOTS
CORK "MINIE BALLS"!

Muzzle-loader ... set with ramrod.
Authentic action and craftsmanship

-$2.98

and
shotgun stock designs along with
the ti me tested favorites. It·
pictures and describes Gomplete
gunstock service from semi
finished to completely custom
made. Shows many carved game
scenes and carved border checker
ing. Whether you buy a stock or
wish to make your own, this new
book catalog wi" be a real guide
and an authoritative source of in
formation on gunstocks. Send $1.00
Now for your copy, sent postpaid.

PARRIS MFG. CO.
SAVANNAH, TENN.

# 5 FULL-SIZE MUSKET

~
JiHN.W;·Pi+9Sihtii

-~~;~- rPARRIS MFG. CO.-:SAVANNAH. TENNl
68'" Long with bayonet PLEASE SEND

Authentically Crafted of Wood and I QUAN. ITEM EACH TOTAL I
Steel. Cap-Firing Musket Shoots Cork 1 # I MUSKET $3.98 I
"Minie Balls"-$9.95 #2 PISTOL $2.98

I. #5 MUSKET $9.95 I
1 NAME I
I ADDRESS I
l..9ITY STATE' ~

# 1 MUSKET "'"'"" __ .....

~~.~ #2 CIVIL WAR PISTOL

37" Long (49" with bayonet)
SHOOTS CORK "MINIE BALLS:' In
cludes: Rubber Bayonet. Adjustable
Web Sling. Civil War Iradet Handbook
-$3.98

Over 100
Gunstocks

pictured in new
36 page book
catalog just
published.

Many fancy grades
of Walnut, Maple,
Myrtlewood shown,
in brilliant full

i
life-like colors,
with easily under-

~
stood standards of
grading.

Distributed on West Co••t by ~J

Rigid but light weight. Made for S & W, Colt and Ruger
Revolvers with adjustable rear sights. Price $22.00.

Not a makeshift but especially designed for Handguns.
Eye Relief 10·24 inches. Made in three magnifications:

1X$49.50, 1hX $51.00, 2X $53.00

New JAEGER HANDGUN MOUNT

New NICKEL SUPRA HANDGUN SCOPE

HANDG·UN SCOPE
AND MOUNT

Mm ,•• ,. $9~,~
NEW SIGHTMASTER "101" RIFLESCOPE.:
It's here at last' The most sensational scope value 10 a lifetime In your choice of power - 21.J2X, 4>t or 6X Its got _
all the deluxe features you've been looking for preCISion glass OptICS throughout, color corrected, & With Internal

:~~uSf~~:rgt~ ~lflfser:~;I~~i~~sE~f~~:~~mg~~y B$e:~~f~IJ~.b~~~~ S~~~lntlO~:n~y~;:~~e~h;~~yot~ f2~al~ 61~.,~v~~:l71~eU$S5 •
depOSIt. Add $1 for Air Mall. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. When ordering specIfy scope
power, mue ana moael of nfle. Dealers Inquire. PAN TECHNICS, INC., 1230" Pan Technics Bldg., Encinitas 114, Calif.
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GUN RACK
(Continued from page 6)

Additional
shells SOc ea,

For ;lalice or civilian •
defense against robbers,
mashers, etc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly

Nickel Plat.d polished heavy nickel
Peerless Type case with spring-steel

HANDCUFFS pocket clip.

$15.00 value; Special MON~~NgR~~~~~~~OD'S
$7.9S pair Registered Colt Oisllibutors
Deluxe leather Suppliers for

carrying case $2.50 Official Police Equipmem

This product Is not Intended (or sale In states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

I'RDTECT YDURSELF
with this Fa.nlain Pen-lYIII POCKET

TEAR GAS

Public Sports Shops, Dept. G, 11 S.16th St., Phila. 2. Pa.

53

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colo.·s.
beautiful desir.-ns. hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest lIst.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD. MASS.

•

LEUPOLD & STEVENS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
4445 N, E. G1I5AN 5T•• PORTLAND 13, ORE.

LEUPOLD
Sportsman

Professional forester type
sighting compass in com·
pact pocket size for out·
doorsmen. Accurate and
easy to use for locating
your hunting camp and
following map courses.
making p~eliminary.s~r·
veys. staklOg out IDlntng
claims, etc. 2Yz" diam.;
wt. only 4 ozs. At your
dealer or order by mail.

I
Complete with illustroted

Dealer $9 95 guide showing how to make
Inquiries • full use of sighting composS"..
Invited Send check or m.o. (No COD's)

••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••

have not tried either one of these items, but
have always found that things that come out
of Charlie's shop do just fine on my loading
bench.

Dick Lyman of the Lyman Gun Sight
Corp. was kind enough to give me a sneak
preview of the new Ohaus 505 powder scale
back in January. He tells me that scales
will be shipped sho'rtly to dealers, and that,
the preliminary demand for the scale is
amazing. I can well understand that. The
scale is self-contained with hinged lid, has
a magnetic damping action, and weighs up
to 505 grains. With the box closed, all parts
of the scale are stored so that there is no
chance of upsetting the accuracy of the
scale or getting it out of whack in any
fashion. The extra large pan is most weI·
come, especially to me since I like to check
my loads for my shotshells every so often
and the smaller scales don't give me enough
room or, for that matter, weight tolerance.
This scale is sensitive to within 0.1 grains.
Lyman also has some new sights available
for various gun models and a new die for
bullet casting.

Markell of San Francisco is beginning to
market their new gas check bullets in .38
and .44 caliber. They are designed for mag
nums as well as for the standard guns, and
are specially lubricated. The gas check sup
posedly prevents leading when hot charges
are used. As yet, I have not tried these
bullets in any of my guns, but will be inter·
ested to see how these cast bullets compare
with those I make on my bench, and with
some of the commercial ones. Markell has,
however, a very good reputation and I have
found some of his other bullets to be highly
accurate.

For some time now I have been trying a
load of new CCI Magnum primers. Let me
summarize right now: they work fine and
have never let me down. Now something
about the technical aspect of these primers.
Reduced charges will be more uniformly
ignited with Magnum primers because of
the maximum heat duration and the fact
that the shape and placement of the powder
charge in the case is not a critical point,
since the available heat is sustained for a
long enough period to ignite the powder
charge properly, even though an excessive
amount of air space is in the case due to a
reduced load. Regular primers very often do
not fire a very reduced load. Moreover, some
of the light powders used by handloaders
today are heavily coated with a deterrent.
The maximum heat produced by the Mag
num primers assures complete burning of
the powder load. With the Magnum primers
a greater degree of uniformity of velocity
and an increase in velocity occurs and that
point can be of considerable interest to
those of us living under extremely cold con
ditions. I think that the CCI Magnum
primers will prove valuable to a lot of the

WORLD'S
lightweight dllsign. high Monte Carlo comb. cheek p.iece and 'Ye"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 45° forend tip of contrastinG hardwood.
Nearly perfect inletting with outside needing only light final sand.ing.
Choice of walnut, myrtlewood, cherry or maple. For Mausers. Sprlng
fields. Enfields. Sakos, Mark V. Mod. 70, HVA, 88 Win., 721, 722,
Brevix. Mex•• Swedish and Japs.
ROYAL ARMS Inc.,3274 EI Cajon Blvd.,San Diego, Calif.
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Carved Stock $32.50
Plain . $19.50
Recoil Pad Instld $ 7.50

Please Add $1.00 Postage & Handling .•

Ear Protectors-
A Good Investment

Shooting as much as I do, I am always on
the lookout for something that will effectively
reduce range noises. The Straightaway Ear
Protectors are made by David Clark Co.,
Worcester, Mass. This company has been
making these Ear Protectors for industrial
uses for many years, and I managed to latch
on to a pair. Despite all the kidding about
"bunny ears," my loud-mouthed shooting
buddies soon stopped their kidding, and
now the range abounds with the green bunny
ears. Pistol shooters, long known for their
deafness due to much shooting, are in favor
of them, and several of my friends who
shoot competitively every week of the year,
claim that the bunny ears have helped to
boost their scores, since the next guy's gun
no longer interferes with their own con
centration on the target picture. Personally,
I'd rather wear the Ear Protectors and keep
my hearing than be a deaf hero.

Paul Haberly at the Chicago Gun Center.
Triggers are custom made and installed, and
can be fitted to practically all shotguns. Stan
Golik is one of the outstanding shotgun re
pair specialists in the country, and has fitted
guns for many of the greats and near-greats
of the trapshooting fraternity.

Some Personal Gloating
For over two years, I had been looking

for two actions. One was a BSA Martini for
conversion to a plinking cartridge; the other,
a Winchester High Wall. Last week I found
both, the Martini in fair condition, although
the stock is somewhat battered, the Win·
chester action in a box with more actions of
the same kind than I thought were in ex·
istence. I am planning to convert that one
into a 6 mm. Friend of mine in Texas has
one in .22-250 that does incredible shooting
at unbelievable ranges. Of course, my side·
kick is an ex-Marine sniper and can shoot
rings around most of us, including me. I
am perfectly willing, however, to make a trip
to Texas when my Winchester is finished,
and see whose gun is more accurate-from
a bench of course.

Handloading News
This is perhaps the most prolific and most

productive field in the whole gun business.
Every time you turn around and think you
have all techniques down pat and your load
ing shop geared with all the latest, a truck
load of new stuff shows up.

Charlie Heckman of C-H Die Company
told me at the recent N.R.A. meeting that
he now has seaters for swaged bullets. These
seaters are designed to prevent damage to
swaged bullets, and will fit into seating dies.
He also has a star crimper for the plastic
shotshells that holds the crimp firmly. I
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handloaders, -and I can only report here
that they performed very well for me.

Winchester will market a new .22 Magnum
Rimfire cartridge in the very near future.
This will be a full metal case with a 40
grain bullet. Velocity at the muzzle is identi
cal to that of the hollow-point, that is 2000
fps from a 24-inch rifle barrel, and from a
6% inch revolver barrel the muzzle velocity
is 1550 fps. With the 4% barrel, it is 1420
fps, and 1780 fps with a 10 inch barrel.
Predictions right now seem to be that this
will make a good turkey round, since little
tissue destruction occurs; but some of the
died-in-the-wool turkey hunters I know have
been yelling for more power and heavier

bullets. Most certainly, however, it should
make an interesting varmint round and small
game load.

The new MEC 500 by Mayville Engineer
ing is another step forward in shotshell
loading tools. The shell is only handled
twice in the entire operation of loading, and
an experienced operalor can produce 500
rounds per hour. Because of the demand,
Ted Bachhuber has to back-order the new
tool, but he hopes to be caught up with
production in short order. I saw the MEC
500 at the N.R.A. meeting and made several
rounds with the greatest ease. They cham
bered perfectly in a pump, double, ~
and autoloader.-Bob Steindler ~

We Buy Your Guns

Quickly installed
sight set. Stream
lined front ramp
with sight. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation
built in. Both in
stalled by simply
tightening Allen set
screw. Front .560
i.d.• Tear .775 i.rl.
Plenty of wall thickn'ess for reaming to all popu_
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.95
for complete set!

NEW LOW PRICE
.22 CONVERSION KIT

(Continued from page 12)

HANDLOADING BENCH

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ... beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back

3 GUN SiZE $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint $7.50 ppd.

Mii~
[p5'©~ffi'li](\JJ[b~ ~~=~@

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~)))])))))JjjjJjj}jjjl)&othD,I~~~;:es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

BUY •5ELL •-5 WAP CRAZY
BRING TRADING MATERIAL BARGAINS!

27" long x 15/16" dia. Used for .44 Special, Mag..

~i~~te/~':,O·lgrJ~hM:~:~: ~~~fs. a~~p~I~;vetorl6Y~~:
ideal for custom pistol barrels etc. $8.50 plus 70¢
post.

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL
HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS
{.'

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS, for use
as barrel blanks or on Remington guns in the 500 series,

~~~'m~~;~gJ f~~/~26~' l~i~~e~r,gr~~~eP~:h1~~~ ~c?~ ~~~~~i
trued. tested and serial numbered by Remington. The
pride of Remington's barrel makers. Even if you do not
NOW have a gun for rebarreling. you will in the future
-may we sug~est you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
exceptional pnce before they are gone? High sLren~h
steel, suitable for center fire calibers. fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Targetrifles Special $4.95 plus 50¢ post.

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS
Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of
your favurlte rifle. even after bi~ game season is past.
Inexpensive practice (or htllltin~ & pJinl<lng) now pos
sible with a real, man sized .22 winch not only shoots

~~~~ertob~fHl~;:~sh~~r{tero":3g~otf~0~~~rSi(~~j.t ~~i~eSh~~~
actIng holt. with precision rined harrel liner gives
super accuracy. Each unit, in display box, contains
.22 bolt, barrel liner, trigger guard & 7 shot magazine.
Bolts have adjnstable headspace feature guaranteeing
years Qf accurate shooting. Over 2,000 happy users.
Volume sales tumble price to a LOW, LOW $19.95 ppd.Extra magazines $1.75 ppd.

Full 1 1/16" diameter, straight, rifted blank-6
groove for super accuracy. 27/1 long-large diameter
makes adaptable for most rim or center fire actions.1 turn in 14" onIy $7.95 plus 70¢

(Chambering for .22 L.R. ~nly. add $1.00)

ON11Yj 90 minutes from NewYorkCityvtaN.Y.S.L :~r~:~~: ::. ~.iles west of Exit 19 at

NEW HOURS: 10 A.M. to 6 P.M •• except Friday 10 to
9. Closed Sunday and Monday.

One picce safety firing pin, with crisp speed lock actton.
Just seconds to install, no Jaborious taking apart of old
firing pin. Really safe, does not depend on tiny wire
clips. True Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mainspring ofspecial Austrian steel $3.75

others I haven't tried. C-H plans to make
quality cups soon.

The excellent "Book of Pistols and Re
volvers," by W. H. B. Smith, that I revised
and brought up to date, has at least one
error that was called to my attention. On
page 678 the starting serial number of the
S & W .44 Magnum is too high. I own two
guns with lower numbers. Errors in print
glare like a neon sign. Sometimes it's my
typewriter, and sometimes ignorance. Any
way I'm checking the correct number. Walter
Smith knew more about handguns than any
man I ever knew. Walter's errors were re
markably few for a work of this nature. The
new text is greatly enlarged, with about 100
new pages and over 100 new photos. The
new edition of Smith's book is without equal
or competition. At many dealers, or $10.00
postpaid from the Stackpole Co., Harrisburg,
Pa., and worth every cent.

We loaded excellent ammo on a Kodiak
Shotshell Reloader. It's made by the Jeffer
son Corp., who make fine sporting arms, Box
185, North Haven, Conn. It-sells for $59.95
with a Universal Measure_ Bar for light and
heavy loads. My 12 gao is for 1% and I'%, oz.
shot, and bushings for a variety of powders.
It loads both primers and caps, has two open
stations, and a single stage crimper with
adjustable stop. A wad pressure indicator
has an adjustable stop. Shells stay in the
sizer for all operations. You can change to
other gauges quickly. This is not the fastest
machine, but it's versatile, sturdy and good.

Checking I'%, oz. loads with Illinois chilled
shot, and Alcan wads, patterns equalled
factory ammo, using a Hi-Standard Trophy.
With identical loads, except using Illinois
Long Range Copper Plated Lead Shot, pat
terns were more even and dense, with greater
penetration than the same make of chilled
shot. No duobt this is because fewer pellets
are deformed in the bore to give flyers. The
name "Long Range" is quite descriptive.
Shot pellets kill by penetration and pattern
density on the terminal end. The "shocking
power" of the old soft "drop" shot was a
myth, a hangover from black powder daze.
Perhaps rifle and handgun shooters of yester
year started it, because their soft lead bullets
delivered more shock than hard alloy~
types. ~

with excellent results, cutting playing cards
and splitting bullets on an axe blade, break
ing targets on either side.

Most handloading problems can be traced
to cheap, inferior equipment. The major
trouble is shoddy workmanship, with dies or
frames out of alignment, or incorrect dimen
sions. Some cast iron is good, and does the
job well. Some does not. In no other field
is a respected brand name so important. The
best brands are generally highly advertised
and well known, with modest claims for top
quality. But the products are of high uni·
form quality. Prices are apt to be higher
than cheap merchandise, but so is the quality
and satisfaction.

A friend nearly blew his head off with
cheap "bargain" scales that registered 4
grains light, for his particular charge. Three
makes of scales that we have found accurate
and. dependable, with good quality control,
are Webster, Redding, and Pacific. All I've
tested were excellent.

A chap showed me some of his reloads
that had scored the bore of his shotgun. He
had bought "bargain" steel shot. Evidently
they were surplus shot, probably used for
ballast rather than for reloads. The shot in
his loads were non-uniform, many having
tails, and were covered with red rust. I al
ways recommend shot and other components
that are designed especially for reloading.
Some "bargain" lead or'chilled shot are non·
uniform, as they are made for ballast or for
shielding atomic installations.

B. E. Hodgdon, the powder man, Merriam,
Kansas, is making what he calls self-lubri·
eating half-jackets for swaged handgun pills.
They appear to be made of plastic. I made
a few .38 pills in a C-H Swag-O-Matic. They
shot well with 3 grains Bullseye. Heavy
charges caused leading. I believe these are
okay for light or moderate loads. The .38's
are low priced, only $3.50 per 500. Hodgdon
tells me he will soon have .44's.

Some lads use Lyman gas checks in place
of jackets. They are generally satisfactory at
low or moderate velocity, but a few guns
give bore leading. Painting the bases with
melted bees wax helps. I haven't found a
substitute for half-jackets of the best grade
for normal or Hi-V loads. Three fine makes
are Bahler, Harvey, and Speer, and perhaps

See Big New Subscription Offer-Pages 50-51

Numrich Arms

RETAIL OUTLET
West Hurley, N. V.
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These barrels are
rifled in the same
way our now fa
mous round muz
zle loader barrels.
Not broached or
"buttoned" but ac
tually rifled. Guar
anteed hard
straight shooters.
the very best blanks
available anywhere.

BRAND NEW
For Model 92 & 91

.32 rim or center fire. 24"
round, 26" round, 26" full
octagon or 28" round.

Qu t ckly installed
sl~ht Aet. Stream·
lined front ramp
with shtht. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation

:~Uedin·byBO~~m~~;' As found on Colt
tightening Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
t.d .. rear .775 i.d.
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to all popu·
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.95
for complete setl

45-70 BARREL BLANKS
(FULL OCTAGONAL)

For use tn .rchar<relin~ \Vinchesters. Marlins, Spri!\g.
fields, Kennedy's, \Vhitney's, Remington Rolling
Blocks, Hepburns, Ballards. etc., etc.-4 AToove.
1 t1.-trn in 22", 15/16" across Oats. Full 32" long

. ONLY $14.50 plus 85(:.

NEW TAPERED BLANKS

.357 Cal. or .44 Magnum
(Also 9MM Luger, '38 Special & 44/40)

Used for conversion or '02 \Vinchestcrs, '94 Marlins,

~~~~ a~~ib~:~~Y1\~~~~r f~~ICI~ ;:~~:Ilo,,o~a~a~~~~
blanks (which are of the best 6rdl~ance Ste~l), thcy
are carefull~' dril!ed. reamed and rifled to elLher the
.357 (9Mi\-1 Luger is the samC!) or the .4;4,Ma.gn~m.
Each harrel is 6 groove rifled. standard 03 Sprll1ft"
field taper & contour, 24" long. \Ve ha.ve left the
Springfield thl'C!ad on for colwenic!'cc Ul ~oldlng,
turning etc Actual rifled length inside «hscount
ing old chainber an'd threads of Springfield) 21ll'.l"
State caliber-Only $7.50 plus 50(: pp.

For Model 93 & 36
32.40-26" '12 Octagonal. 32_40-26" Full Octa
gon. 32-40-20" Carbine. 38·55-26" Octagon
al. 38-55-26" '12 Octagon. 38-55-26" Round.
38-55-20" Carbine.

For Model 94 & 89
32-20-24" Round. 32-20-20" Carbine. 38-40
-20" Carbine. .
• Note, 32/20 interchanges with 25/20 and
38/40 with 44/40 with 110 alteratioll.

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS

MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS -' Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56". 045 cali
ber . Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long. ONI_Y
$14.85 + 85¢ - OR
FULL 42" long • . •
$19.50 + $1.10 ship
ping.

Marlin

•....
. .

Permits forging Mauser,'
Springfield, Jap, & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport
er appearance. Takes only
minutes & produces a far
better job than cutting &
weldinSl' No need to cool
bolt WIth water-blocks ab·

sorb heat so bolt is unharmed. One set lasts for hundreds
of jobs. Our own make & design-equal to usual $17 to
$20 sets. Fully guaranteed-with instructions, ONLY $9.95
plus 55¢ pp.

RIFLE BARRELS

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobaceo) proof rubber cap
given WIlL magazine.

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting. fits
flush with guard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not u raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some arB selling $"2.45

• 15 shot. in original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot. Hbanana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

PLEASE NOTE: Due to the hu~e inCJ'C!asC! in corre
spondence and the shortage of technical personnel to
answer it .•• IF YOU DO NOT HEAR FROM US IN 10
DAYS on odd parts requests-it means we cannot supply
items requested ... at least at the time inquiry was
received.

"""""i_~"""" ' EXTRACTORS
'92 Model, 25 & 32/20 $2.50
'92 Model, 3B & 44/40 $2.50
Hi & Low Wall, for small or large calibers

-state which-none for rimfire $2,95

+

CARRIERS Model 92-25 & 3:~~905
92-38 & 44/40,

$4.95

complete with slide &
screw $3.75

4·",. ~ FIRING PINS
'92 Madel ...............••............. 52.95
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls 53.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls $3.75
Hi & Low Wall, state if rim or center fire ..$2~

k~-------F"lI 26- k>ng-------+l,1
.32 Win. Special-26", full magazine. Not made for

~~~~:nea~:;-~t"~: ~~;~~,~~-:'~lloii~1~=I.re.?i~~aralrr~:d~r94's. Only $14.95
SAME, only "take-down" 30.30 $18.50 ppd.
Model 69 Barrels, new-also fits Mdl. 75 .22 sporter,

Model 67 .22 barrels w/recejver-:l~o95fjf~u~:~¢Kg;
GOA, 67 & 67A-20'" $5.95 plus 70¢ Postage.

LINKS FOR '73
WINCH ESTERS

Brand new, either right or left. State which.
$3.75. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50.

(Discontinued for some years)
12 gao barrels-Last Available supply In "shooting"

:;L8t~AT~~J~es~~~U~kiof~dfr.~o~~-~~~: :n~:~l~A;:
in 28" Full. 28" Imp. Cyl., 26" Full. 26" Med., or 26"
Imp. Cyl. SPECIAL PRICE $12.50 ea. plus 50¢ pp.
TAKE DOWN '97 Barrels. Save $10.00 from old list
price. last available-12 gao FULL CHOKE, FULL 32"LONG. Duck barrels $17.95

WINCHESTER

'52

BARRELS FOR WINCHESTER '97 PUMPS

*

adjustable for Windage &
I:!levation, fits all U, s. Car
bines, slides into receiver
dovetail - 2 minutes to tn.
stall. as iSSUed. $1.85 ppd.

CARBINE REAR SIGHTS

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES I
WITH FREE CASE

made 1954 of new steel specs.
superior to any made pre
viously. New, in oriR'. wrap·
ping-s, $1.95 ea.-2 for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 arc ordered.
new web carrying case FREE.
DOUBLE LEATHl!:R CLIP
CASES, as issued, cxc., Russet color, NOT black $2.50

BREECH OIL
& THONG SET.

For Spring"fleld, Garand, Enfield & Krag, fits in butt,
nickeled brass. not plasUc, as issued, excellent, complete
with cleaning brush. thong, oil applicator $1.00 ppd.

FULL 48" long-.45 callher, rifled 1 turn in 56",
straight length hlanks, ItA!" O.D. These harrels
are rifted-(NOT buttoned or hroRc'hed) which is
the only way to obtain proper groo\'e depth. J<~ight

RrOO\'es make for SUller accuracy.ONLY $17.95 Illus
$1.50 pp. & hdig.
SAME, ONLY 32" LONGn~-"__$9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

L-O-N-G i45t~~~' 1~~.toT~~C) o~J.r~~s~~an~~r
experimental work, Heislng Model 60's etc.• etc.
20'" long, $9.75 plus 7:i¢ pp. (RA:\1E O~LY 12"
long for pistol. ctc. $5.95 plus 50t.

Add $2.50 for chambering to .45 auto

THOMPSON BARRELS
New, .45 cal., 10'14" long, $10.95 ppd. Magazines,
30 shot, $4.00, 20 shot, $3.00. All other parts and
service available, write for quote.
38 SPEerAL-.3:;:'5===7~M::CA:':':G"=N-:::l=JM:-=----'9=--=M=J\O-::l

LUGER BARREL BLANKS
BeautifUl 6 groove. .357 groove dia., 1 turn in
16". full 26" long•.940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
.38 special). custom barrels for Colt. S&W.
Lugers. etc. $8.50 plus 70¢ post., or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.

BUY· SELL· SWAP CRAl1
BRING TRADING MATERIAL BARGAINS!

FOR ENFIELDS-THE BIGGEST IMPROVEMENT IN 46 YEARS!
SPEED ACTION-COCKS ON OPENING

"'~0
SIMPLY INSERT IN YOUR BOLT

The Enfields (both 1914 and 1917 Models) are fine actions. Thousands have been made into
Magnum calibers; hundreds of thousands have been made into sporters, or used as "issued".
They are one of the strongest actions in the world. However, there are two serious drawbacks:
a "schlumpy" firing pin fall and a "cock-an-closing" action. NOW-our high speed unit cor
rects both of these faults. Lock time, the great occuracy improver, is reduced 72.8%-and
action now cocks on the upturn of bolt handles just as in the Winhcester, Remington, Spring.
field Mauser and 0.11 other fine actions. This gives for better feeding, for better extraction.
Regular safety works as usual. Normally at $15 to $18 conversion-OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES, SEllS AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (State model). For 1914 & 1917 Enfields only. Not for British SMLE models.

NOT $5.00 t:::\II f':::\
ONLY $7.49 W W
HOODED TARGET FRONT SIGHTS

Standard doveLall_intC!rchnngeablC! inserts included.
For I-li·power or small bores. From discontinued
Target rifle ot largest U. S. maker. At a 700/0
dlscountl_ ~1.4.~ ca. ~--$12.00 per do_zen

45/70 BARREL. BLANKS
straight rifted lengths, 32" long, 1%" o.d. 1 turn
in 22.... beautiful 4 groove ritling, used for re
barreling Winchesters, .Marlins, Whltneys. Silring
fields etc. Vnheard of price of $9.60 plus 95t.

MAINSPRINGS FOR 45/70
SPRINGFIE.LDS, 50/70
SPRINGFIELDS and 1863
MUSKETS. Our make, iden
tical to original. $2.25 each
or $20.00 per doz.

~~(Q)~~ ~ MORE

·~MORE
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those sights cut up through the target ,on
firing, seeing how the rifle "bedded" my
shoulder during recoil and while I cham
bered another round for a second shot.

I started this part of the "lookin' in"
process by using iron sigbts-a Williams top
scope mount, with an Ace-In-The-Hole-Peep.
I would walk through my hilly reforesting,
pick out a target at 50 yards, snap my rifle
to my shoulder, and without waiting, get off
the shot. Not surprising, I got good killing
groups at this distance right from the very
first.

After many sessions with iron sights, I
removed the aperture for awhile. I would
snap my rifle to my shoulder, fire-all with
out the benefit of the rear sight. I wanted
absolute assurance about the rifle's fit, the
balance. The off-hand groups didn't widen
too much at 50 yards, the average brush
range for deer. They could have been easily
contained in the vital area of a buck, even
though I made them without the benefit of
a rear sight.

Each time I fired this rifle, I put it through
the routine of reloading, snapping the bolt
back, chambering another cartridge. This
part of the familiarization process is very
important in a deer rifle, for it always leaves
a brush hunter with a load in his rifle, ready
for the next shot. A rifle which hasn't been
thoroughly "looked in," strange in the hands
of a hunter, is likely to remain unloaded
after the first shot-until the hunter con
sciously attends to the details of chambering
another cartridge. Usually, the routine stops
with the fired shot, leaving a precious inter
val when the hunter may be confronted by
a trophy buck, only to find that he has an
empty gun.

During the evening, when I returned to
my study, I had my deer rifle on my desk,
where I could pick it up frequently, snap it
to my shoulder, feel the heft of it, the bal
ance, become better acquainted with it. Even
the sling got its share of attention.

Ordinarily, a sling for a rifle is equipped
with swivels the width of the strap. Using a
Boyt rifle sling, I had the family shoe repair
man sew two swivels on the respective loops
at either end of a carefully measured carry
ing strap. The strap selected was an inch
wide, for easy carry"ing. But those swivels
were seven eighths of an inch inside their
bows. In pulling the strap ends through, be
fore the sewing, they wedged firmly, can
celing out any tendency of the swivels to
rattle in the woods.

I ended my familiarization period by care
fully sighting in the rifle with a 4X scope
at 200 yards. I already had sighted in with
iron sights at 100 yards-both sights adjust
ed to 200 grain Hornady soft point, round
nose bullets, driven at 2450 feet a second
an excellent brush and open burn combina
tion. The scope would be used mostly for
the more open shooting, the iron sights used
in the brush. At those 50-60 yards woods
ranges, I could see no reason for scope
sights-nor iron sights either, when I come
right down to it. More important than the
sight option in either case was the "looking
in" this rifle had been subject to all during
the summer.

To emphasize this particular rifle caper,
make a test with your own deer rifle. After

SUMMER WORK FOR WINTER GUNS
(Continued from page 27)

Patent Pending

_ Only measure of this type made
with micrometer setting. Has two
built in baffles that actually take
the weight off from the powder.

~?!1..S Shpg. Wgt. 4 Ibs.

I began to get a feeling of familiarity as
I worked on comb and cheekpiece. My rifle
was becoming something less than a stranger
to me. Finally, one day, using a doe as an
aiming point, I arrived at an ultimate fit
the place where I found it hard to not look
through the sights when I snapped my rifle
to my shoulder.

Now the final "lookin' in" of my rifle' began
in earnest. On all occasions, when I walked
the hills during the summer, I had this rifle
in my hands. I would pick out some object
for an aiming point-then, with eyes on it,
snap my rifle to my shoulder. It came up
beautifully, down hill, across ridge, uphill.
Where I looked, those sights were on.

But I was still not ready for the autumn
deer woods. Not by a long shot. I began
smoothing out the cycle of aiming, firing,
reloading. (Before you "look-in" your rifle,
be certain of game law and firearms regula
tions concerning loaded rifles afield during
closed seasons.) That means coordination of
trigger pull, sights, rifle balance, and rifle
inertia. The balance has to be felt, made an
integral part of the whole, dominate the
ritual of gun mounting. I felt a kinship for
the balance of this Mannlicher, with its
slight muzzle heaviness, right from the first.
But the rifle did require handling-plenty of
handling to get the feel of all dimensions.
I had to feel it in hand until I knew that
this was my rifle, responsive to my every
whim.

Eventually, I began using live ammo on
my hill targets, feeling the recoil, seeing how
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NEW!

Use any Herter too' or die for three months and if in your opinion it is not
superior in all ways to any you have seen or used return for a full refund.

~
~ I"

I. 1:'''>:=

lr/--~~ ~~n -"
!!" /1 .

Our 13th Public Sale is Aug. 19th.
Catalogs SOc. Mail order bids ac
cepted. Details: write ED HOWE,
Coopers Mills 8, Maine.

Harvey core moulds to cast proper
size cores for any make bullet
swaging dies. 38, 357 & 44 cals.

Moulds for all Prot-X-Bore zinc
base bullets, 38, 357, 44 & 45.

Leve r-ej ection handgun bullet
, swaging dies, jackets & zinc bases.
Jacket crimping dies.

HARVEY KAY-CHUK conversions of
S&W 22 cal. revolvers, incl. M.R.F.
to centerfire.

25c for complete information.

LAKEVILLE ARMS INC.
Lakeville, Conn.

g
R
~
~
~ Patents Pending
II Shp. Wgt, 4 Ibs.
I] _ Has patented "Instant Stapilizor." Gives you
II instant accurate reading for the first time with
tl a touch of your finger.

9
~ •Has two leveling screws eliminating need to

shim up one side of sea Ie.
. _ Has hydraulic dampener to use if desired.
II- Guaranteed 1/10 grain accurate 325 grain
J1 capacity.

B .
_ Finest precision machined, hardened polished.

All popular calibers. Standard Conventional
Type Marlr I Reloading dies we have made these

II for years. Hard chrome plated.

11 1& Sh t 2 Ib Guaranteed for your lifetime.pg. wg . s. translucent white or red.
II Price per set: 2 pc. rifle Price for any pistol or riflen die sets $4.79; 3 pc. pistol cartridge. 42¢, Shp. wgt. 8 oz.
II die sets $6.49. Price for any shotgun
II shell 49¢. Shp. wgt.

II Standard Conventional Type Send for famous free booklet. How
Ll M k II R loading dies to Reload by George Leonard Herter.
" he:~ treat fi:ish not chrom~ Send 25¢ for giant 400 page reload-
II plated. Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs. ers catalog. Dept. 2 AGn 2 pc. rifle die sets __ $5.49 ~...."",,,,IM.MEDIATE DELIVERY

a~=;:~e;;-$17~!!!:j ~!!!!::\ a~~u~
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rWORL";.'S fiNEST "iUTOM;TiC!
The "TIGER" by Armi-GoleS'i

I S-Shot-.25 CaJ.-4" long
ThiS tompact, ceadly repeating Auto- .
malic is beautifully encineered by

I world-famous gunsmiths lor personal
protection, target practice. Accurate!
Pearliled handle. Sell·ejecting clip. Adjust·
atlle firinc spring. BRAND NEW! $25.00. DELUXE

i CHROME Model $30.00. FREL- Genuine leather
HOLSTER! Send $5.00 deposif-Bal. C.O.a



Luger
Mouser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

LAHTI
TANK RIFLE

Browning
Czech
Dreyse
Schmeisser
Llama

Others

Chicago 40, III.

Colt
Great West'n
H&R
Hi-Standard
Iver-Johnson

LANCHESTER
Rare British sub machine gun, cal. 9mm.

Complete, $29.95; Select, $39.95

Caliber 20MM and gas op
ated. Made in Finland and

ri
s
n
e
a4 b~f~r~';,~a~a~:.m~~rs lIY~~~ste~r,as~~c~~l i~d~~Y:i~~1

heavy duty ~hest, with e~se~tial re'plac('ment parts and
accessories Included. Shipping weight about 250 Ibs.
F'lB price white they last, only $119.95. AMMO AVAIL_
ABLE: 20MM armor piercing rounds, $75.00 per 100.
Minimum order, 10 rounds for $10.00.

LEWIS
Light machine gun, cal. .303.

Complete $29.95 Select, $39.95
Accessory kit $9.95

SUPPLY LIMITED

ROBERTS WOOD PRODUCTS
14720 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 30, Oregon

MAXIM

German MG '08 machine
gun, with brass fittings.
Complete with tripod.
$125.00.

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

FLARE PISTOL and
3 FLARES

ONLY .........$6.95

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT. Send $20.00 minimum for COD express collect shipment.
For free list of shooting equipment, enclose large envelope.

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 35 - 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 3, Virginia

(We buy & ',ode. All types of firearms.)

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

For
Remington
Ruger
Savage
S & W
Walther
And Many

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-8

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable model Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Block and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$B.OO~See our complete catalO<}!

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

UNSERVICEABLE MACHINE GUNS

For All American, Many Foreign Cun.

BROWNING
British air cooled aircraft machine gun; same as
U.S. Browning except .303 British caliber.

Complete price only $59.95

!lI Cal. .45 ACP

Potomac Arms now offers a variety of non-operational machine guns, available through no other
source, to collectors and arms students. All weapons listed below are available for immediate delivery.

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding. Internal parts function. Con be used for instruction
purposes, or as a prized decorator for colledors.

A "must" for collectors of military weapons. The
only specimens available anywhere-and they are
in unused condition. While they last-Only $49.95.

seeing that your rifle is unloaded, cock it,
put the safety on. Now snap it to your
shoulder, eyes on a target. Rel,~ase that
safety as the gun is mounted, and get off the
shot. Now, how did you fare? Be honest
with yourself. That interval between the time
when your sights settled on the target and
the simulated shot-did it seem right? Did
you have to reach for a second aim, steady
the sights a bit? How about the second
shot? Did you take the rifle down from your
shoulder to reload? If you have to answer
yes to anyone of those questions, better
begin that familiarization course, the "lookin'
in" of your deer rifle.

All this is much more essential for a clean,
humane kill than caliber, velocity, or bullet
weight, important as they are. It's no casual
undertaking, either. Rifles are individuals.
No two are exactly alike-not even when
they are the same model, the same caliber,
have the same barrel length and stocking.

You go to the range, sight in YQur rifle.
In the process you examine it, have it in
hand, snap it to your shoulder, maybe re
membering how a big buck looked in those
sights. All this helps, making the rifle a bit
less strange in your hands. It is part of the
essential routine of "looking in" a deer rifle.
But it isn't enough. Get your hands on that
rifle at every opportunity-on the range, in
your home, until you l,<now that any other
rifle would not "feel" as this one does, or
"look" the same through its sights.

Broken down into its component parts, the
ritual of "lookin' in" a deer rifle give you
subconscious control of that trigger. When
you will the shot, you'll not be conscious of
trigger pull. It makes those sights so famil
iar, there is no conscious thought in align
ment. Working the bolt to chamber another
round is also a subconscious routine.

During the process of making my gun
trail-ready, I became so familiar with its
shooting that I found no trouble in taking a
deer with it without the rear sight, when the
aperture was accidentally broken. That par
ticular day, I hunted in a downpour of rain,
easing along a fern ridge toward camp, the
broken rear sight in my pocket, my gun
looking strange with the aperture missing.

A beautiful three point buck came smok
ing out of a clump of fern. I snapped the
rifle to my shoulder and fired as he touched
the ground the third time-27 feet from his
bed. He went end over end, to fetch up
under a sheltering hemlock. I dressed him
out and left him hanging there to cool. He
had a broken neck.

Another time, I was hunting the brushy
Lampa Mountain ridge with Al Lyman. I
wanted a big buck, one which would give
point to the breaking in ritual of my new
stock. A beautiful forked-horn hit the trail
running, angled along the hillside. I caught
only momentarily glimpses of him for the first
35 yards, but then he hit the ground in a
small opening. I don't remember sighting,
or the actual ritual of firing the shot. These
factors were so much a part of the over-all
routine that they scarcely registered with me.
What I do remember is the deer going head
over heels to crash in a clump of huckle
berry. He had a broken neck.

When Al Lyman came down through the
brush to the sound of my shot, he paused
and watched me dressing out my deer. He
stooped and pulled the head around, examin-

(Continued on page 6()
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IMPROVEMENTS have been added to
Pneumatic Rifles of Sheridan Products Inc.,
1234 13th St., Racine, Wis. A semi-beavertail
forearm for Blue Streak and Silver Streak
models, called "King-size Forearm," and a
wide flaring, better-looking, safer Trigger
Guard add to beauty of high-velocity rifles.
Sturdy Exhaust Valve, coupled with last
year's improved Intake Valve, makes tough,
enduring valve combination. Rifle line geared
to controlled power for safe shooting.

30X TELESCOPE engineered by United Bi
nocular Co., 9043 S. Western Ave., Chicago
20, Ill. Compact 7" size when closed, only
14" long when fully extended. Made of a
special aluminum alloy, all-metal telescope
weighs only 8% ounces. Brings any object
30 times closer. Precision ground 30 mm ob
jective lens gives image fine clarity. All
parts have threaded fittings. Com«& with
plush lined dark pigskin carrying case. Sells
for 9.95 (no federal tax). Backed by United'
30-day free trial money-back guarantee.

---"-j

LOW-PRICED .32 caliber revolver avail
able 5-shot double action with loading gate
only 19.88. A lightweight real .32 that can
slip into pocket or car, for use in hunting or
trapping. Lightweight with solid steel barrel
to give close-up accuracy. Form-fitting han
dles make it easy to hold. Priced at 19.88
express collect from Godfrey Import Corp.,
67 Reade St., New York 7, N. Y.

SHOOTERS' GUN CASES with heavy-duty
Talon zipper, separate adjustable carrying
sling. Attractively embossed design of two
deer in crimson red. Cases are available in
lengths of 39" to 50". Will accommodate all
types of rifles and shotguns. Of fine water
repellent duck material with saddle leather
trimming. A product of International Fire
arms Co., Ltd., 1011 Bleury St., Montreal 1,
Canada.

STRAIGHTAWAY EAR PROTECTOR can
mean bulls-eyes for pistol shooters. Enables
firing without loud noise. Lets nerves stay
steady. Keeps ears from ringing and hear
ing protected throughout match.

Winner of more than 100 trophies, Profes
sor Walter A. Kistler, currently New Hamp
shire State Gallery Pistol Champion, is great
advocate of Straightaway. The exceptionally
high attenuating Straightaway Model 372-9A
is Professor Kistler's favorite. This same
model is used by West Point Pistol Team.
Manufactured by David Clark Co., Inc., 360
Park Ave., Worcester, Mass.

PISTOL SHOOTERS reference book and
catalog available from Gil Hebard Guns,
Knoxville 6, Ill. 116 packed pages devoted
to competitive pistolman; over 450 illustra
tions. All latest products and prices. Pistol
shooters "Bible" and standard reference
book. SOc, postpaid. Orders accepted now.

SHOPPING

jf

I
Il""..~

GUN CLEANER POLISHER TIP with neo
prene discs designed to clean gun bore
thoroughly. Discs have built-in oil reservoir
to hold oil or cleaning solvent for 12-16-20
gauge shotgun in each package. Takes mini
mum time by giving proper pressure to patch
against bore. No brush needed. Easy to use,
fits all rods. Self-locking plastic case. Sells
for $1.00 a box. From the line of Stella
Products Co., P. O. Box 822, Chicago 90, 111.

MEC 500 SHOTSHELL RELOADER easily
processes 500 shells per hour. Economical in
terchange of parts and dies without mini
mizing quality. One stroke of press handle
performs up to 9 different operations on six
separate shells. l11ustrated is exclusive Re
size-Deprime station which resizes shell
to original diameter and head spacing,
making possible to load any shell in
cluding new plastics. Shell is deprimed in
same operation. Mechani-trol Wad Guide
permits accurate feeding and positive seat
ing of over powder and filler wads in com
bination. Final Crimp Die adjustable both
for depth and radius of crimp. Priced at
$89.95 complete in 12 gauge, the MEC 500 is
manufactured by Mayville Engineering Co.,
Mayville, Wis.

CLASSIC GUN CASES in hand-rubbed rus
tic walnut, complete with glass lid that
locks securely with hasp and key lock. Felt
lined mounting clips in satin brass finish
included. Matching brass hardware. Choice
of red or green felt lining. Over 50 cabinets
available in different finishes and styles.
Fully guaranteed. Send 25c for complete
catalog to Fort Dearborn Trading Company,
1027 Woodbine Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

STAG GRIPS custom hand-carved in gen
uine pearl or ivory for revolvers and auto
matic pistols. Such subjects available as
steer head American eagle, Mexican eagle,
Buffalo, Deer, Elephant head and others.
Prices for carvings only $11 to $14 each,
grips extra. 25c brings famous 48-page Gun
smith Catalog #60 fully illustrated. From:
Frank Mittermeier, 3577 E. Tremont Ave.,
New York 61, N.Y.
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WITHGUM
------._-_....._--._._--_.

WITH FILTER

REGULARLY $295

$125 W;'h
Leather
Case &
Stri\ps

BAUSCH & LOMB
7xSO NEW
BINOCULARS

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from allover the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc.. all differ
ent ea,ch issue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!
Subscription Just $1. 00
per Year. Send now to:

NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-8

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

P. O. BOX 5327
El PASO, TEXAS

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

FREE CATALOG

7x35 Bird Watcher Bin·16x30 Imported Centre fo
ocular. Centre focusing cusing Binoculars with

:,~~h &1 es~:.~~.r $12.95. :~~::er ...~.a_~_e...~ $29.95.

U.S. Govt. Surplus. Standard size and weighi,.
individual focusing, latest model. Extra wide
field. Adjustable filter. Limited supply.

HQuick-Draw" Holsters

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

GUNSTOCK CATALOG in color issued by
Reinhart Fajen, Inc., Warsaw, Mo. Shows
complete line with nearly 200 pictures of
latest rifle and shotgun stocks, semi·finished
and custom made for domestic and foreign
guns, along with stock-making tools, com-

ponent ideas, accessories, fitting instructions,
and other valuable information. Fancy grades
of walnut, maple, and myrtle wood shown
in accurate, natural, full color. Available at
$1.00 postpaid from Reinhart Fajen, Inc.

NEW OUTFITTER'S RIG called Trail-Pac
is all-aluminum pannier completely water
and airtight. Duds and food stay clean and
dry in any clime or place. Non-corrosive,
completely seam welded to insure maximum
strength and long life. Features air pres
sure equalization valves for adjusting to
various altitudes. Holds 152 Ibs. of gear in
2~i cubic foot compartment. Fits any pack.
horse. Approved orange-yellow hunting color.
Priced at $65.50 each or $125.00 per pair.
Details from TA Mfg. Corp., 4607 Alger St.,
Los Angeles 39, Cal.

.30 H.P. COMPETITION BULLET. 190
grain Matchking Hollow Point, now perfected
for long range match shooting. 30-caliber
competition bullets part of distinguished
line of 52 bullets in wide selection of cali·
bel's, weights, designs. The 190 gr. H. P.
incorporates ballistic advantages of line's
180 and 200 gr. International. Complete in
formation available from Sierra Bullets, Inc.,
600 W. Whittier Blvd., Whittier, Calif.

CONSUMER CATALOG No. 61 now avail
able by O. F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc., New
Haven, Conn. Describes in detail complete
line of rifles, shotguns, telescope sights,
Targo guns, Targo traps, and Covey hand
trap. Realistic cover illustration depicts gun
room scene of typical shooting fan. Painting
executed by Norman Adams, well-known
illustrator and gun enthusiast.

STAR LITE moisture-removed light-weight
foods allow outdoorsmen to knapsack beef
steaks, boneless pork chops, ham patty mix,
open hearth stew (with beef), chicken stew,
rice and 'chicken dinner, and cooked scram
bled eggs. Freeze-Dry Foods can be prepared
in 2-15 minutes by adding water. Packaged
in two- and four-person servings. Outdoors
men, and stay-at-homes can eat nutritionally
balanced, naturally flavored meals that need
no refrigeration and are carefully packaged
lor complete protection. Star Lite Freeze Dry
Foods introduced by Armour & Co., 1355
W. 31st St., Chicago 9, Ill.

ADJUSTABLE SINGLE CAVITY Swaging
Core Mould. Now scrap metal can be melted
and swaging core poured for fraction of cost.
Length and weight of bullet to be swaged
can be accurately predetermined with Core
Mould. By adjusting base screw, a core of
any desired length and weight can be cast.
Adj ustable Core Moulds offered in .22, .30,
.38, .44" and .45 caliber sizes. Cost of Ad·
justable Swaging Core Mould is $13.50 com
plete, or $10.00 for Mould Block only. Direct
inquiries to Lyman Gun Sight Corp., Middle
field, Co~n.

1
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INC.
DEPT E.8, P.O. BOX 729 OROVILLE, CALIF

HUNTERS!
GUN RACKS, "HUNTERS SEAT"

FOR JEEP AND TRUCK VEHICLES

"TRAILERS" for JEEP Vehicles
Write for Free Colorful Brochures

San Angelo Die -Casting & Mfg. CO.
P. O. BOX 984 SAN ANGELO, TEXAS

THIS GUN HAS A GEAR SHIFT
(Continued from page 30)

The gun has the traditional high, bright
finish, and a beautiful blue job. Like all the
fine Smith &Wesson Magnums, it is a custom
job of gun building, carefully fitted, inspect
ed, and finished. Stocks are the big S & W
target type as furnished on the .44 Magnum
and the .357 Combat Magnum. (Not liking
the big stocks for my short fingers, I prompt
ly substituted regular Magnum S & W stocks.)
It is a real gun from every angle, and of tra
ditional S & W Magnum quality.

In addition to the usual cleaning tools and
screw driver, the new .22 Magnum center fire
comes with six auxiliary steel cases that take
the standard .22 L.R. perfectly. You can in
sert these cases into the chamber fully loaded
with .22 L.R., short, long, or even c.B. Caps.
Then flip up the rimfire striker and you
have a perfect .22 rim fire revolver of finest
target class.

This gun shoots the .22 L.R. beautifully
and almost to same point of impact as the
Remington high velocity center fire Jet cart
ridge. My groups seemed to center' a trifle
higher at close range than the full powered
load, but not enough to require an)" change
in sight setting for small game shooting. I
found that you could open the cylinder and
simply flick the empty .22 L.R. cases out of
the chambers with the finger nail alone,
leaving the auxiliary cases in the chambers,
ready for reloading. I had a little pouch that
just held these six cases, so I carry them
loaded with Long Rifle hollow-point high
speeds, and it takes but a moment to dump
out the center fire loads, insert these six .22
auxiliary cartridges, pull back the firing pin
shift, and there you are-all set to kill a mess
of bull frogs, cottontails, or grouse with
cheap low powered ammunition.

This feature alone is bound to make the
new S & W Model 53 a very popular and
versatile gun. Smith & Wesson also furnish
an extra cylinder bored for the .22 L.R., in
case anyone wishes to convert the gun to a
fine target revolver on short notice. 'Fhe new
cylinder is, of course, at extra cost.

With this gun and the six steel auxiliary
chambers one can get in alI the cheap .22
rim fire practice he wishes, and yet be able
to switch it back to the powerful high speed
center fire load in a minute, by dumping out
the six auxiliary cartridges and flipping the
firing pin shift forward to center fire. AlI
told, this is one of the most versatile and in
teresting sixgun developments that has been
produced during my lifetime.

Next, let us look at the new Remington
Jet .22 center fire round. It is made from the

Any gun worth powder
is worth HeRS
reloading equipment!

(Continued from page 57)
ing the neck wound. He looked up at my
rifle. "You know, Spud, that rifle of yours
is fairly well under control. Given time, you
should do fairish brush shooting with it.
Next time, get up a bit closer to his ear.
You lost about four inches of good stew
meat, shooting him back on the neck that
way."

I said, "Go on, you damned old woods
fraud. You know that's a good shot." Al
Lyman began to chuckle. He sat down, back
to a huckleberry brush and began the ritual
of loading his ancient briar. I glanced at my
well looked in rifle. It was good to be
hunting.

Sometimes, in the stillness of the night,
with the storm winds keening around the
eaves of my cabin, long after the deer season
is past, I think about deer rifles, wonder why
such a small amount of their actual clean,
humane killing potential is used by the
average once-a-year hunter. I think, too, how
the recommended power of deer rifles have
been upped without a corresponding increase
in clean killing. Then, as the poets say, a
vision flashes on my inner eye, and I see
AI Lyman, his ancient Krag at the woods
man's carry, the charred side of the stock
conspicuous in the half light of tho'se dense
vine maple thickets. I can almost hear him
explaining the gunning virtues of "lookin'
in" a deer rifle. I wonder how many deer
rifles are actually uncased during the summer
-how many get any "lookin' in" at all.
That's what they need-more than they need
extra power, extra range, or even extra
accuracy.

Try it, and see.

IIJR." PRESS
Price includes Removable Head-Type Shell Holder,
Primer Catcher. Universal Primer Arm, and New
Handle Position Control. Rugged Block "0" Frame
eliminates springing. Converts to up or down stroke
in minutes-no extras to buy. Standard 'l'a" ·14
thread fits 011 popular makes of dies. Ample lever·
age to handle all reloading ond case forming. Primer
Arm has flat r.e turn . spring to pre~ent $31 50
primer from lamming or clogging. •

Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

FREE CATALOG

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

GOLD BOND
Guaranteed Unbreakable!

Sold By
The Best Gun Shops

Brochure & list 25c
(FREE ONLY to Dealers)

FITZ -Box 49702-Los Angeles 49, Colif.

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a top Quality orig.
G.I. SNIPER SCOPE fo! sptg. or militar>: rifle. 2lhX
coated optics. 5%" eye rellel post & cross-hurs. h~drogen

filled, Y," tUb~A-iiiTA"AiiiA"C-uiii·ROO-M-...._$22.o0 ppd.

P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.

WORLD'S FINEST

PISTOL CiRIPS~~

Beautiful
90% finished
shotgun and rifle
stocks by BISHOP ...
for three generations, makers of
the world's most famous gunstocks!
Ask your dealer for your free copy of
the all-new Alaskan 90% finished shotgun
and rifle stock catalog ... or write direct.
E. C. BISHOP & SON, Inc., WARSAW, MO., Dept. J4L

.------------- -.• FAST-DRAW cit DERRINGER I
J :~;ad~ ~e~p~n~c~mp~c~ ~s~:t~n~:a~d~4~" long,

I lightweight-for personal, home protection. Real gun' I
~~a~~~~~n e~~~noer~rr~~ ~ho~tO;I~iimt~l~ I

I Short, Long, Long Rifl~. Amazingly .accu.
rate dependable, built to last years.
BRAND NEW,-exact replica of onginal

•
Remington Derringer. Double Barrel.
BLUE STEEL $17.95. DElUXE CHROME
FINISH $22.95. Send$5deposit,Bal. COD.I You must be 21 or over. Police use as setoniil gun••
NATIONAL PRECISION SALES (0, O~pl; 0-19 . .

I 606 MAIN ST., EAST ORANGE, N. J. (MONe., UtK GUARANTEE I)-----------
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$8995
COMPLETE

12 gauge
only

co Service Armament CO.8 EAST FORT LEE RD .• BOGOTA. NEW JERSEY

EDITION /J/11-/11/1'1
OF ITEMS FOR THE HUNTER, Vklulilj
SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AND COLLECTOR.

Service Armament Co. has done it again, by
offering you its new enlarged catalog.
This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
of fire arms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
to Minie Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present-
ing the most diversified line of arms found.
anywhere including the World's largest supply
of shooting ammo

SEND ONLY $1.00

Here's a new "progressive·type" re
loader with engineering and design
features that enable you to turn 'em
out at better than 500 per, that loads
any hull including the new plastics
accurately and efficiently, that is safe,
and that makes reloading economical.

NOW ••• A REAL PRODUCTION LINE SHOTSHELL RELOADER
AT A PRICE THAT MAKES THE INITIAL COST OF
"ROLLING YOUR OWN" WORTHWHILE

the all new 100

I shot eight jacks myself; did not keep track ~'r
of how many Jack shot. Two of mine ran off ltotn the ordinol'V
and got away after receiving hits broadside ' ,
through the lungs. Two more ran for 100 to
ISO yards, then kicked up the dust. Four
were shot through the body endways, as near
center as I could hold, at from 30 to 60
yards. These stayed where they were but
kicked around for a long time and had to
be knocked in the head.

Like the first lot of Remington .222 I
received, these .22 Jet bullets slipped through
everything with very little expansion and did
not seem to kill as well as a high speed .22
L.R. hollow point. The first lot of .22 Rim
Fire Magnum I received from Winchester did
the same thing; but the next lots of ammuni
tion in .222 from Remington, and next lot of
Rim Fire Magnum from Winchester, expand
ed beautifully and killed very well. I expect
the same thing from the Remington Jets,
once they have worked out the proper length
and thickness of bullet jacket and the proper
amount of lead exposure.

Certain it is that this first lot has far too
stiff a jacket, or not enough lead exposed, or
both. I shot one jack through the lungs as he

(Continued on page 62)

.357 Magnum case, and is shaped much like
a milk bottle. The shoulder has a very long
taper;. too long, to my way of thinking, be
cause this throws all thrust back on the re
coil plate. Both Remington and Smith &
Wesson warn the shooter to clean the cham
bers free of all grease or oil by use of lighter
fluid or gas before using tIle powerful Rem
ington cartridge. The new cartridge throws a
40 grain, pointed, soft point bullet at 2460
feet velocity from an 8%" barrel.

I believe if the body of the case was ex
tended forward another one fourth inch and
given an abrupt shoulder, so that the parallel
sides of the case was about one-fourth inch
longer, that it would have been a far better
shaped case and would then throw far less
thrust on the recoil plate. Like the ;348 Win
chester, it has too much taper to properly
lock the case walls in the chamber from the
pressure of firing, and this can only result
in more set-back on the recoil plate.

I received some of the first lot of experi
mental cartridges, and found extraction diffi
cult for the first two gun-fulls of hulls. I had
to tap the extractor rod with a soft pine block
to loosen the cases in the chambers. After
that, extraction was better; but with this lot
of cartridges, extraction is sometimes easy
and sometimes difficult enough that a blow
with the palm of the hand is needed to
knock the cases out of the cylinder. Accu
racy was excellent from th~ start, and it is
by far the flattest-shooting revolver load I
have ever fired. It is so fast and so flat that it
is very difficult for the shooter to see the
strike of his bullet even out to considerable
range, as the bullet seems to be there the
instant the hammer falls; and though there
is no recoil in any adverse sense, the gun
does jump enough to obscure your vision of
the target and the strike of the bullet. Once
sighted in, there is no need for any hold up
of front sight out to at least 125 yards and it
seems to shoot to center hold at anything
from 30 yards to 100 and beyond.

Muzzle blast is terrific, the worst I have
ever endured from any sixgun. Shooting out
a car window is absolutely painful to the
left ear unless you use cotton or plugs. Stand·
ing alongside a car or building also throws
the muzzle blast back in the ear nearest the
car or building. Out in the open with gun
fully extended, it does not bother me at all.
Inside a big slaughter house, where I killed
some eight head of beef cattle with it, the
blast was disagreeable to all of us. It seemed
much sharper to me and harder on the ears
than the .44 Magnum.

Jack Nancolas, our local Government hunt·
er, and I took the little S & W Magnum up
the Pahsimeroi Valley and over into the Hat
Creek country, and shot jack rabbits with it.

OLD GUNS and SWORDS

•
ifS You don't want to miss this absorbing
~ catalog. Fascinating background and
~~ 1.498 photographic illustrations of au·
~ thentic old guns, daggers, swords, andfB armor. For your Cata log No.3 L just sendfa $1.00 to cover handling and postageII with your name and address.
~ ROBERT ABELS Inc 860-U lexington Ave.
~ , I New York 2J,"" N.Y.
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TEMPO P.O. Box 918, Orla Vista Br.
PRODUCTS Orlando. Florida

ORDER FROM THIS AD-OR WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED FOLDER.

~
MANUFACTURERS of exclusive products for the~

JOBBihRo~tco'"f'i~~~et:~re~tfi~~~~t~rfor the South-~
west-Dealer inquiries invited.

This is, so far as we know, the first and
only report to date of the effect of the .22
Jet bullet on live game. Keith is now test
new lots of .22 Jet ammunition, will report
on it in an early issue.-Editor.

loaded with the same lot of bullets. I am
going to save a box of this stuff for shooting
treed lion and let Nancolas try them on his
big cats next winter. They will also be use
ful for headshots on beef or any large animal.
I have given Remington the dope on the per
formance of this ammunition, and they say
it met all their expansion tests in inanimate
medium such as gelatin, soap, etc. Ilut there
is no substitute for living flesh and blood
and no inanimate mediums will ever give the
same results. I know Remington will correct
this fault with the ammunition, and I would
then expect this gun and load to kill jacks,
house cats, and bob cats, coyotes, similar game
neatly with any well placed shot. The bullet
must, however, blow up to make this little
22 caliber effective on such game. As soon as
Remington gets expansion and blow·up like
their .22 Hornet and .222, then this gun and
load will take all such pests cleanly with one
shot each.

I have tested bullets and ammunition on
game for Remington for 40 years and they
have always been' quick to change a bullet
jacket that was not right for the game in
tended.

As a further instance of what a soft point
bullet will do on wood and game I give the
following. I have fitted a great many .32-20,
.38-40, and .44-40 soft point bullets into green
lodgepole pine. In every instance, unless
knots were hit, the bullet jacket did not
rupture at all and only the soft point smeared
back and mushroomed in front of the jacket.
I have shot a good many deer with all three
cartridges, and almost any body hit on a liv
ing mule deer, caused those same soft point
bullets to expand beautifully, with at least
half the jacket ruptured and furled back. In
many cases, the jacket was spread out to its
full diameter, like a hotcake. This shows the
difference between striking. green wood and
living flesh and blood.

The retail price of the new cartridges is
$6.50 per box of 50.

Ted McCawley of Remington informs me
that they have not shipped any of this
Remington .22 Jet center fire magnum am
munition to the trade, and will not do so
until the bullet jacket problem is licked and
the ammunition performs perfectly on all
small pests. The Remington engineers know
the problem and are waiting the reports
from men like myself who are testing it on
game. When the final bullet jacket design
gives the desired explosive effect on such
pests, then they will load for commercial
sale. Another experimental batch~is now be
ing loaded, using a much more fragile bullet
jacket. I will test this lot also on jackrabbits
and similar game as soon as it arrives, and
will then report in my columns in Gu 'S.

Suffice to say, the prospective huyer of this
fine 5 & W gun and Remington 'ammunition,
can be assured hy the time they are both on
the market the ammunition problem will be
licked and will expand properly on all such
pests. The cases are solid head and heavy,
and no doubt all tool makers will bring out
dies for the new round.

So, gentlemen, here is your .22 ~
center fire magnum gun and ammo. ~

.2"
1.0"
5.7"

18.0"

JET
Mid-Range
TrajectoryEnergy

535 ft.lbs.
390 ft.lbs.
280 ft.lbs.
150 ft.lbs.

90 ft.lbs.

FOR .22

Velocity

2460 fps.
2100 fps.
1780 fps.
1280 fps.
1020 fps.

BALLISTICS

Range
(Yards)

o
50

100
200
300

NEW LIST EVERY MONTH

ANTIQUE &MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND STAMP FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, etc. will
Trade.
(HET FULMER, BOX 792, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

Labrador after bim. The dog ran him into a
bunch of willows, and over ran him. Before
the dog could get turned around, the cat went
up a tree. I shot the cat through the luugs
back of the shoulders, and he still sat there,
so I gave him a third shot through the
shoulders that brought him out of the tree.
Examination showed that all three of the tiny
high speed slugs had gone right through with
very little expansion. The exit holes were not
larger than .44 or possibly .50 caliber.

Expansion tests by shooting into mud or
paraffin or other non-living substances may
give comparative results, but they do not
prove what a bullet will do in living tissue.
To test these Jets further, I next tried them
on eight head of beef cattle at the local
slaughter house, giving them brain shots in
center of forehead. Examination of the
skinned skulls showed the tiny bullets, when
centered in line with the scapula, went on
back into the spinal cord of the neck. When
slightly off center after penetrating the brain,
they stayed in the back of the skull. There
is no doubt that this load has ample pene
tration. This experimental present Remington
loading would do for brain shots even or a
brown bear or grizzly. But it does not have
proper expansion for small game.

Ted McCawley and Earl Larson of Rem
ington say they have a new batch of ammu
nition on the way that will always extract
freely and easily, but sad to say it is also

stood up broadside at a little over 100 yards,
using both hands and shooting in a stiff
breeze. When the sights came on, I increased
the pressure, and when the wind and my
wiggle moved them off the big bunny, I
simply held the pressure and endeavored to
get the sights to bear on him again. I was
lucky to get the shot off perfectly. I had just
shot a rabbit through lengthwise at 50 yards
a few seconds before, so turned my attention
to him as I did not want him to get up. I
asked Jack to watch the one I had shot at as
he ran off. When I knocked the first' one in
the head with a stick and retr.ieved him,
Jack remarked, "You got that long shot also,
I saw him kick lip dust over in that sage
patch." We walked over there and found him
down but not dead.

Rollin Westfall and I jumped a wild house
cat while going fishing. He ran into some
dense bushes, but I finally made him out and
slipped him one of those 40 grain soft points.
It went in the back just to one side of the
spine, and out the center of the chest. The
cat took off in high gear, with my yellow

NEW!
CUSTOM

MADE
PISTOL
CASES

A really handsome
belt with distinc
ti ve rifle sling

clasp design. Polished Solid Brass or Silver
Plate. For sport or dress.

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
FINE TOP GRAIN LEATHERS in Cordavan or
Black Polished Brass ." $3.95; Sliver ' .. $4.95.

Be sure to include waist CALIBER.
Enciose $1.00 with each C.O.D. Orders shipped
without deiaY. Dealer inquiries invited.

(FREE 1COLDER)

Various Types-$19.95 up.
Here's Beckelhymer's answer .to t\1e demand
for a dependable. but inexpen~.lve Pl~tol carry
ing case. This new "JUN10.R box IS m!'de of
the same top Quality matenals as used In Qur
larger and more costly boxes. Same endurIng
beauty. ruggedness and appearance. Just the

~y~~ga~~rot£ti'~ii'riial~~t~p~aJg~-1u&~u"'poIWl:,"g
scopes. Hoids 4 guns. ONLY $19.95.

DELUXE PISTOL CASES

Not'y~;-§c"o'b";~u~.~~se .fo.r t~~. ~:g~~ $31.75

N0t'y~;-§d6~~gU~ ?~s". ~or .t~.e. ~.r.g.~s $39.95
No. 3-Four-gun Case for the Baiscope

Sr. (New B & L spotscope) $39.95
No. 4-Five-gun Case for the

Baiscope Sr. type Scope $43.50

Extra EQui pment for Pistol Cases
• Adjustable leather carrying- strap $5.50

• g~~~l~iJ',le~'t~~?~artii~~o~~n·;'~hJ~s.~I.l~ .o.n $4.50
• Carrying strap $5.50
• Lid holder (not for Jr. Box). . $7.50

All prices quoted are f.o.b. Laredo.

Belt with One Hol
ster
Tan $36.50 Rlack $38.50
Partly Carved with
one Holster
Tan $45.00 llIack $47.50
Fully Carved with
one Holster
Tan $53.50 lllack $56.00
Tan with Black Inlay

NOTICE: $61.00
When ordor- DesIgn of this Holster
lng send has proved to be by
waist, hip fllr the beRt design
~~ri~~,ro- for fast walk and
length of gun draw. It docs not need
barrel, cal.. make a tie-down, but is sup-
of gun. Include plied. Workmanshio is
$1.50 for oostage the finest. Quality of
and 4 % Sales leather is the very
Tax in Calif. best obtainable.
Send for Free Bro- Maker of "'lVorld's
clmre of various tvpes Fillest" holsters tlwt
of holsters. 11lstruo-t1oJ1s have no equal for
free with FIRST ORDER. fast-drawing.

EDWARD H BOHLIN 931 N. HighlandAve.,
• Holywood 38, Calif.

m~~~
No. 1919 WORK AND DRAW HOLSTER

Pat.
£2970727

Wifh
Stainless

Steel
Buckles
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Write for FREE Brochure in color with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

Best Shots Demand
HERRETT'S HANDGUN STOCKS

STOP FLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion s"ooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists 05 the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR·VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, parented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, los Angeles 27, Calif.

world's original
shotgun compensator

Only the Cutts gives precise pattern perform
ance even at extremely short or long ranges
... greatest recoil reduction. Vents at top and
bottom do not disturb fellow shooters. Choice
of 6 interchangeable choke-tubes makes your
favorite shotgun a multi-purpose sporting arm.
Choose either steel or weight saving alloy mod
els. Learn how CUTTS can make you a better
shot, up target scores, bring in the game from
grouse to goose with one basic gun! Your
Lyman dealer will demonstrate _ •. or write
direct for free literature.

l1errtffs STOCKS
Box 741 TWIN FALLS. IDAHO

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters
• Field Shooters
• Quick Draw
Stocks carved for all popular
American guns, individually
custom fitted. Genuine walnut wood!

CUSTOM HOLSTERS
for FRONTIERS and
GREAT WESTERNS
Hand fitted, made from heavy
weight saddle leather.
Colt & G.W. as shown..$7.00
7% in. Bbl's $8.50
Sheriff's Model Colt ..$5.50
Black or brown fits belts up to
2%. in. Send cash or M.O. No
COD's.

PROTECTOR BRAND HOLSTER CO,
509 Hacienda Dr, Monrovia, Col.

Beautiful,

custom~finiShed::!~~~'Il.~shotgun stocks by
BISHOP ••. for three gen
erations, makers of the world's
most famous gunstocks! Ask your
dea ler for your free copy of the
all-new finished shotgun stock catalog
... or write direct!
E. C. BISHOP & SON, Inc., Warsaw, Mo., Dept. J2l

(Continued from page 14)

PULL!

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
lOX 7292-L, EL PASO. TEXAS

Think publicity will help attendance at
your club's shooting events? "Trap & Field"
reports that two radio stations, one TV
station, and a local newspaper helped plug
a shoot at Ft. Dodge, Iowa, Gun Club on
March 12. A total of 41 shooters from 23
cities entered, driving from 16 to 134 miles
to attend. What's unusual about the turn
out? There were 21 inches of snow on the
ground! PULL! offers a 21-gun salute to
the power of publicity.

• • •
Fall Creek Valley Conservation Club,

Markleville, Indiana, announces that its
traps will be open each Wednesday evening
during the summer for practice and mer
chandise shooting, and that there will be
instructors on hand to assist beginners.
(Other gun clubs take note.)

• • •
United Sportsmen's Club, Jefferson City,

Missouri, will hold a Ted McClung Memo
rial Shoot, September 9-10. PULL! salutes
a great gesture from a great club to my for
mer co-worker, Ted McClung.

• • •
Over in Michigan, the South Lyon Sports

man's Club announces that the club's trap
field will be open to the public each Sunday
at two P.M. The club is located on Pontiac
Trail at Martindale Road, near Kent Lake_
For another happy note, the club promises
1hat all visitors will be made welcome by
members of the South Lyon Target Busters
Club. And perhaps even shown how to
"bust" a target?

• • •
Northbrook Sports Club, Northbrook, Illi-

nois, has a fine gimmick for shooting pro
motion that is wortby of attention from all
trap and skeet clubs. Reasoning that coun
try club members can make fine converts to
the games of trap and skeet, especially dur
ing the winter months, Northbrook sent in
vitations to 18 area country clubs (Chicago
north and west suburbs) to participate in a
50-target skeet event early this year. 102
shooters braved sub-zero weather for the
event. Has your club tapped this excellent
source for new shooting interest?

• • •
The 1961 NSSA World Championship of

skeet moves from its 1960 site in Virginia
to Reno, Nevada. Harold's Trapshooting
Country Club will host the top event in
skeet July 30 through August 5_

Another big skeet program for 1961
the S20,000 pot-a-Gold Skeet-a-Rama. at
the Golden Valley Gun Club, Pacoima, Cali
fornia, August 11-12-13. This 1961 event wiIl
permit the skeet gunner who fails to crack
the big one at Reno another chance at glory
and a pot of gold, one week later. Shooters
have always wondered who would win if a
big event was repeated one week later.
Here's a chance to find out.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date October 1961 issue (on sale

September 1) is July 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine, 8150
North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

COLLECTORS

LARGE ILLUSTRATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords, war relics, armor, military gear. Excellent
reference book-$l.OO. Brick House Shoo, New Paltz 4,
N. Y.

AUTHENTIC CIVIL 'War Bullets from Virginia Battle
fields $1.00 ca. Postpaid. Virginia Home and Hobby
Center. P. O. Box 37, Triangle, Virginia.

CIVIL 'VAll And Other Antique Firearms. Hundreds of
items always on hand. Latest catalogue, 50 cents. Charles
'V. Moore. R. D. #2, Schenevus, N. Y.

GUNS - SWORDS - Knives - Daggers - Flasks. Big list
25c coin. Ed Howe, Cooper Mills 10, Maine.

ENGRAVING

GUN ENGRAVING of unsurpassed qu"ality. }1"older $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme. 302 Ward Bldg., Shreveport. La.

FOR SALE

.243 \VINCHES'£ER :MODEL 70 Varmint. IUfle perfect
condition, price $100. 20x Unertl 11;2" objective target
scope with mounts perfect condition, price $75. Stephen
Hill, U..F. D. # 1, West Redding, Conn.

FOR SALE; Hammerli "Frce" Pistol, Model 101; and
Schultz-Larsen "]'ree" Pi.:itol, Model 51, Serial # 1D8.
Fired less than 300 rounds. G. Casten, 1307 Southeast
lrirst, Evansville: Indiana.

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia.• waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft .• $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. \Villiam Zeller, Kell
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.

'VINCHESTER .405 good condition. Price $125.00.
\Villiam Moyers, Ernest Cranmer Building, Denver, Colo
rado.

GUNS (;, AMMUNITION

u.s. M1 30-06 Garand rifles. Very good-$79.95. Excellent
-$8£1.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield'rifles. Very good-$29.95. Ex
ce11ent-$34.50. u.s. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles.
Good-$39.95. Very good-$44.95. Excellent--$49.50. U.S.
45-70 Springfield riftes. Good-$39.50. German Mod. 98
Smm Mauser rifles. Very good-$34.95. German Mod. tiS
7mm Mauser rifles. Very good-$29.95. German Mod.
1871/84 Umm Mauser rifles. Perfect-$24.95. Czech Mod.
98 810m Mauser rifles. Very good-$29.95. Ji;xcellent
$34.95. Chilean Mod. H5 7mm Mauser rifles. Very good
-$24.95. Excellent-$27.H5. Chilean 1\'Iod. 95 7mm Maus-

Ma~:~~in~~rb~~i. gOG~~!:~i2~95.Spa~~~~ ~~d-=-~2Z.95~
Spanish 44/40 Tigre carbines (replica of 'Vin. Mod. 1892)
Good-$39.95. Swedish Mod. £14 6.5mm Mauser carbines.
Very good-$29.95. Excellent-$34.95. Persian Mod. 98
8mm Mauser ritles. Good-$24.95. Very good-$29.95.
Persian Mod. 98 8mm -Mauser short ritles. Good-$29.95.
Very gooct-$34.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser car
bines Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. New-$49.95.
Russi·an Mod. 1938 & 1940 7.62mm Tokarev ritles. Very
geod-$49.95. Excellent-$54.95. 30-06, 303 British,
8mm nrlauser, 6.5mm Swedish, 7.62 Russian. 7.35mm
Italian military ammunition at $7.50 per 100 rounds. Free
gun list. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row, New York,
N. Y.
NOBODY UNDERSELLS IU.JEIN'S! New and used Guns,
Golf, Camping. Fishing Equipment. Colorful Bargain
Circular FREE: or send 25e for 144 pg ALL-SPORTS
BARGAIN CATALOG. KLEIN'S-G, 227 W. Washington,
Chicago 6. Ill.
BUY, SELL & trade all kinds of guns. Largest selection
in Cheshire County. Makers of the famous Sacco powder
measure adapters. GUN'S ADAMSON, Troy, New Hamp
shire.
DISCRIMINATING SHOOTERS' Supplies, quality re
loads loading equipment. wholr.sale and retail. Lists free.
Trad~s accepted. Joe F. Frye, Gunsmith. Box 2202,
Memphis 2. Tenn.

10.000 GUNS!! !-ANTIQUES, Moderns. Swords. Armour
-every description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agramonte's,
41 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.

6 SHOT TEAR Gas Automatic. Eff'ective personal protec
tion. Not sold to minors. $6.95 ppd. 20th Century Dis~
tributors. 570 Fifth Ave.. New York.

ONCE FIRED Cases-8mm-270-30.3O-32 'Vin. 300
Sav.-30.40-35 Rem.-30.06-303 Brit.-308 6c ea. ppd.
Micaroni, 65 Taylor Ave., E. l\'leadow, L. I., N. Y.

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
CQmes complete with all nec
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by 8.
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.-----_._---,

I ~~8~ B~;d1::~,Dp~FG. CD. I
IName _ _ I
IAddress _ 1
I I
~C~:::.=.~_=:~~e.;.:;:.:.:.:.::.._,

NEW FIltEARMS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories. Quick Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
"Walter Oliver, Box 55, Auburn. Indiana.

"WAR SUHPLUS Guns, ammo, accessories, relics. 24-page
catalog describing 450 items, 25c. Martin B. Retting,
Inc.. 11029 'Washington, Culver City 9. California.

W'INCHESTER It-:l88 243, lIke new $n950 Winchester
M62 22 pump. New $65.00. Jeff Trader. Pocomoke City,
MarYland.

GUNS. NEW, Modern. Antique, Illustrated List $1
J. M. Powell, Gunmaker, Reigate. England.

NEW 1001-1 CARBINES. $74.95. Ammunition $5. hundred.
Sloper, Westwood. California.

DEALEHS: FABULOUS discounts on new M-1 Carbines.
Island Enterprises. P.O. Box 93, Altoona. l:»enna.

GUNS. ALL Kinds. None over $20.00. Bargain List 25c.
Miller's, P. O. Box 2393-GM-8. Santa Rosa. Calif.

GUN EQUIPMENT

USED M-l CARBINE stocks wiih metal $2.95 limited
supply. handguarcJs $1.00. Include postagl::. send stamp fo!
list. L. A. Funk, 9404 \Voodland Rd, Puyallup. Wash.

PISTOL GRIP Blanks. Cherry & Maple U/16x2lhx5"
$1.00 pro postpaid. Tripoli Lumber, Ridgway Rd.,
Johnsor.hurg, Penna.

MESQUITE FOREND and Grip Cap Blanks $1.00 Set.
A, Johnson. 203 E. Frazier. Roswell, New Mexico.

GUNSMITHINC

GUN SCREWS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New Micro-Dial). Low Safetys
etc. Maynard Buehler Inc.. Orinda, Calif.

SHOTGUN SPEClt\.LISTS: Complete Refinishing from
$20.00 up. Restocl{ing. Rebluing, Hepair all mal{es. lte
boring. change chokes, lengthen chambers. New rarker
Barrels. Frank Le Fever & ~ons, Inc., Custom Gun
smiths, Frankfort. New York.

LITTLE GUNS: Reproduction work up to lh scale. ritles.
pistols. Calibers ... 201m., 4mm., .22 BB. CB ... Un
sealed quality. 'Vrlte wants to: Little GUllS, Box 6514,
E. Germantown Sta.. Philadelphia 38, Penna.

SHOOTERS-If interested in gunsmithing and will work
a few hours in our shop for handsome. accurate .22 target
pistol, send 4c stamp for illustrated information. Box 362,
Terre Hautl:, Indiana.

MARLIN 336 O'VNERS Only-Remove your bolt for clean
ing and emergency field repairs without toolS-Quick take
down screw only $1.25 p.p.-Brentwood Gun Mart. 67 vVal
ton St.. Brentwood. New York.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing. rebluing. con
\'ersion work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop, Berry Creek. Calif.

INDIAN RELICS

3 IKDTA~ 'VAR arrowheads. Flint Scalping Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood, Arkansas,

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE HDO-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog, Tandy
Leather Company. Box 791-P40, Fort \Vort.h. Texas.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

FREE ... CATALOG. 170 pages, Save on Reloading
Equipment, Calls. Decoys, Archery, Fishing Tackle. Molds,
Tools, Rod Blanks. Finnysports (G), Toledo 14. Ohio.

RELOADERS $6.50. THOMPSON'S Reclaimed shot
$]5.00 per hundreu. Homedale. Idaho.

SELL OR TRADE

TRADE IN your used Smith & Wessons, Rugers, Win
chesters, Colts, Remingtons, etc. Top trade in allowed
towtlrds Sako, Mauser, rifles, barreled actions. C-H Re
loading Equipm~nt and dies, Redding Scales & Measures.
MEC presses. Please describe your guns accuratelY, advise
your needs, enclose self-addressed envelope. Fred Thacker
"Guns", Box 5334, EI Paso, Texas.

HANDCUFFS
LEG-IRONS .
Modern. & anti~ue \:
restrclnts, Crime

\oIIiiiiI"'IIIiil~L books bou9ht, sold. \
Illus. cotolog, 25c..~"""""'1Ilil

FLORIDA HUNTING and fishing campsites lOOx135 only
$295 each. At Manatee Springs on the Suwannee Riyer.
Will accept guns in trade. Send for Free Plat terms and
pictures. !Jaul Vonn, Belleview. Florida. '

SIGHTS (;, SCOPES

ZUIHO RIFLE Scopes, 4x $27.50. 6x $29.50, 2.5x-7x
Van-Power $35.50. \Vrite for specifications to "'VEICO"
5318 Chenevert, Houston 4. Texas. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

MISCELLANEOUS

'VYOMING COl\ffiINATION Antelope Muleys Hunt
Trophy Deer~Antelope. Established hunting camp. Even'
thing furnished (but bedding) for cf)Jnplete hunt. Licensed
guides drive vehicles furnished-bY bonded outfitter Ites
ervations after October 10. Rates 3 days hunt $·120.00.
'Vrite- Harry Hysham. Gillette. ':Vyoming.

"KARATE" JIU JITSU fighting serrets. jl"ear no man
knives, guns. clubs. '.rhirty-six knockout blows without
fl.sts. Forty lessons, 96 ph?~ographic illustrations, copy
l'lghted by world-famous lVllhtary and Offlci&l Police In·
structor. Amazing. simplified homestudY course. complete
$1.00. Jorgensen, Box 5023-871, Seattle 7, 'VashingtolJ.

DEALERS SEND license No. for large price list New
Ii'irearms - Scopes - Mounts - Reloading Tools - Compon
ents - Leather Goods - Binoculars - Shop Tools. 3821
different items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland
Hardware, Hoagland. Indiana.

MINIATURE CROSSBO\oVS! 18" in length fiberglass
bow, rayon bow string. 20 lb. draw wt.. four a:rows either
rubber or steel tipped. Price $3.12 state sales tax in
cluded. Send chcck or money order to: Nittany Crossbow
Co.• Box 87 -C, Pennsylvania Furnace, IJennsylvania.

\VHOLESALE-ARCHERY Equipment, tents, binoculars,
tape recorders, radios. office equipment. Send 25c for large
g~~~~rated catalog. Hinkle's, 119 North First, Trenton.

CHEnWNS-PVT., Cpl.. Sgt. 1930's. Pro 06c. Flight,
Wings-Pvt.• Cpl., 12e. Sgt. 18c. Master, Tech. Sgt. 30c.
Large Buttons, Eagles-Navy, Staff' Off'. , N.Y. ea. 13c.
List 10c. Fahey. R. 2, Huntington, N. Y.

]'AST DRA'V Fans. All new Fast Draw Catalog con
taining guns, holsters, timers, clothes. boots. etc. Send
}~~ J~~~~e. Glauser's Guns, 4510 'Voodvi11e Road, Toledo

HANDCUFFS, $7.95·; LEG Irons, $12.95; Leather re
straints. Collector's specialties. New catalogue 50c. Thomas
Ferrick. Box 12G, Newburyport, Mass,

"HOMEBREWED WINES, Beers"-Highest. Powered.
Complete instructions. formulas. recipes-$1.00. Dean's,
109-GNS, 'Vest 42nd, New York 36, N. Y.

THOUSANDS OF used guns listed. All kinds, priced right.
Published twice monthly. Sample 25c. Yearly $2.00.
Shotgun News, Box 57 F. COlumbus, Nebraska,

STOP PAYING dimes and dollars for gun catalogs. Get
them free. Buy, wholesale. Become a dealer. Instructions
$1.00. Gunsco. P. O. Box 291, \Vindsor. Calif.

NAZI 'VEAPONS-'Var relics, bought. sold, traded. List
#3-$.25. Lindy's Guns, 318-57th St., 'Vest New York
NewJers~, '

SPECIAL OFFER-Send $1.00, receive the next 4 issues
of Shooting ·Times, the gun world's fastest growing pub
lication. Dept. GM, Box 1500, Peoria, Illinois.

SALE - BEAR Rugs (Polar, Grizzly, Black) Tiger
Zebra. Hofmann-Taxidermist. 1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21'
N.Y. '

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only. 1 piece or col
lection; "lists 25c"; Lenkel, 812 Anderson, Palisades, N. J.

CROSSBOWS I HUNTING Bows! Factory-Direct-Prices J

Jay Co.• Box 1355. \Vichita, Kansas.

ELECTRO-SCRIBE! Engraves all Metals. $2.00. Beyer
Mfg., 10511-Q Springfleld, Chicago.

DECAL CHECKERING PATTERNS
Do-it-yourself hobbyists are not the only ones
who use our pallerns. Professional stock
makers are finding that a beller checkering
job in one third less time is possible through
the use of Decal Checkering Pallerns.

PATTERN No.5
Designed by Monly Kennedy, notion.

ally known custom slock maker a·nd
outhor of the book "Checkering and
Carving of Gunslocks." Due 10 the di.
vided forend design this potlern will fil
o wide voriely of slocks ond is nal lao
hord for Ihe novice 10 checker,

Price $1.25

STAN DE TREYILLE
P. O. BOX 2446 SAN DIEGO 12, CALIF.
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model

340·

.. . you've drawn a bead
on him with a Savage 340!

Curtains for a bad actor

When your sporting arms dealer hands you the 340, you
like the well-balanced feel of it. You find the trigger pull
clean and crisp; the bolt action fast and reliable.
You expect to see a prSltty hefty price tag on this ac~u

rate high-power rifle. Then you find that the Savage 340
and a good scope, too, cost less than you'd expect to pay
for the rifle alone!
It's made in 3 calibers: .222 Rem. and .22 Hornet (5 shots)
or .30-30 (4 shots) . Tapped for aperture sights and side
mount scopes. A terrific value ... see the Savag'e 340 to
believe it!
Write for free catalog of fine Savage, Stevens, Fox fire
arms. Savage Arms Corporation, Westfield 53, Mass.
All prices subject to ch!mge. Slightly higher in Canada.

$61.50

35 40
yds. yds.
54.2 29.7

Average Per Cent Pellets In 30" Circle
At Given Yardage

20 25 30
yds. yds. yds.
85.6 71.2 66.1
83.3 69.3

SHOTGUNS
Remington M 10
Stevens M 620

SHORT SHOTGUN ,BARRELS
(Continued from page 19)

Barrels for the Ithaca M 37 and the
Remington M 31 do not use such extensions
and are ready for use as they come. The
Stevens M 520, M 620, and the Remington
M 10 barrels will have to have the magazine
tube and action bar assemblies fitted to them
before they are ready for use. This takes
only a few minutes and the assemblies can
be placed back on the original barrel if the
need should arise. The barrels for the other
models, if complete with extension, can be
used simply by replacing the original barrel.

In order to verify what results can be ex
pected from such a gun the author patterned
a Remington M 10 with a standard 20"
cylinder bore barrel and a Stevens M 620
with 20" barrel, which had been fitted with
a Herter's Vari-Choke with Recoil Elimina
tor, giving it a total length of 23".

Because few people would attempt to use
such an open bored gun at the 40 yard range
patterning was also done at shorter ranges,
but still using the 30" pattern circle. The
results were surprising. True, at 40 yards
the average of 29.7% of the pellets in a 30"
circle tends to confirm the factory figures of
25-35%, but up to about 35 yards these short
barrel guns can account for a lot of game.
There were no open areas on any of the
pattern sheets, but beyond' 35 yards the pat
tern begins to open considerably.

The Stevens M 620, with the Herter Vari
Choke set at Cylinder, was patterned at :10
and 25 yards only. The average of its patterns
at the respective distances confirmed the
results obtained with the Remington M 10.

The pattern load used in both guns was
a standard one of 3 dram equivalent with
l:1,f; ounce of No. 7% shot. The author has
used this load on both quail and rabbit with
good results, although some people prefer
No.6 shot for rabbits. Here in the Midwest,
most of the bouncing bUlmies are collected
between 10 and 30 yards, ranges at which
yOll can't beat the short-barreled shotguns
for results.

The pattern results appear below:

~
EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT

"The Baker's Dozen Plan"
Send 50c for list and year 'round mailings

~ • • RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept. G, &844 GOlsten St., Philadelphia 19,Pa.

By this time someone will be saying:
"Sure, it seems reasonable enough in cost
and pattern results, but won't I lose a lot of
velocity from such a short barrel?"

Yes, you will lose some muzzle velocity,
but this is compens~ted for by the added
ease in swinging, allowing you to get on
target faster. And the loss is not as much
as you might think.

Wait, we're not finished. These short-bar
reled shotguns also make good slug guns.
At forty' yards, with only the regulation
front bead, they do well enough to down any
deer. A blade front and peep rear sight
would be better yet, and a Weaver ~
Kl will give you a deer gun deluxe. .~
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ELMER KEITH SAYS
(Continued from page 8)

weighs but 5 pounds. Additional features are
the hinged two-position fore-end of black
Tenite, and the adjustable, black web carry
ing strap on the left of the stock. Retail
price is $39.88.

The new lever action Palomino Carbine,
Model 402, is the same mechanically as
Mossberg's Palomino rifle, the 400. But, in
the carbine design, it weighs only 4%, pounds
and is only 37%," over all. Other notable
points are custom hand checkering on pistol
grip and fore-end, tubular magazine that
holds 20 Short, 15 Long, and 13 Long Rifle
cartridges. Stock is fitted with sling swivels
and a barrel band at the fore-end. The 402,
like its companion model, the 400 Palomino,
retails at $68.88.

lIeavy .30 Caliber Spitzers
D. B. Hufnail, Town Line Road, Rutland,

Vermont, makes a line of .30 caliber, heavy,
flat base bullets in Spitzer form. These are
very well and accurately made bullets, with
tapered jackets to give expansion at most
any range, yet heavy enough in the base to
prevent blow-up. The heaviest is the 265
grain, and it has plenty of lead exposed to
insure expansion, yet has a very thick,
tapered, heavy jacket. We would expect a
charge of around 45 to 47 grains of 4350 to
be about the limit with this bullet, with a
resultant velocity of around 2000 to 2100

feet. It will require deep seating and a long
magazine, owing to its extreme length, but
it should be a killer from all .30 calibers,
particularly on the heavier game. The 220
grain Spitzers are made with heavy jackets
and some with double jackets, of which I do
not approve as double jackets never did
work out well for me. For those owning the
larger case .30 caliber, long-magazine rifles
and wanting long heavy Spitzer bullets for
extreme long range shooting of big game,
these Hufnail Spitzers in 220 grain should
work very well. .

Shotgun Boring
V. M. Starr, of Eden, South Dakota, is

the best man I know to rebore, rechoke, or
polish shotgun barrels, or to fit them to any
particular load. Many waterfowl shooters
have had trouble getting good patterns with
foreign made Magnum 10 and Magnum 12
bore guns, and I have referred a lot of them
to Starr. He says I am slowly killing him
off account having to pattern the big ten
bores so much, but he gets results and gives
his clients the kind of killing patterns they
want. He must have the whole gun, and
should also be sent a supply of the particular
load you want to use. I have recommended
him for this service for a great many years,
and I have yet to hear one single gripe on
his work. If you want more or less choke,
less forcing cone, or a better polish so the
barrels won't lead, V. M. Starr is the man
for the job.

Primer Pocket Cleaners
S.A. Springs

E. R. Cook, 1824 Neat Lane S.W., AI·
buquerque, New Mexico, can furnish hand
made coil springs for the bolt and trigger
spring of the S.A. Colt. These springs are
practically unbreakable. He also makes a
small primer pocket cleaner that is really a
small, square-ended hand drill. It is not
only very good for cleaning the bottom of
primer pockets, but it can also be used to
deepen them to attain a perfect fit with
primer below flush with the cartridge head.
These primer pocket cleaners are made in
small rifle and pistol and large rifle and
pistol sizes, and do a very good job.

Cook also makes a fine rifle sight drift for
driving front or rear rifle sights back and
forth in sighting guns without damage to
the sight. It has a steel body with soft
copper end where it contacts the sights.
These little tools and springs are hand made.

Santa Fe Ammunition
Santa Fe, a division' of the Golden State

Arms Co. of 386 West Green St., Pasadena,
now offers new brass or loaded ammunition
for some of their foreign military rifles in
7.5 Swiss or 6.5 mm Swedish, and also in
.30-06. Unprimed brass runs around $2.52
retail. They intend regularly furnishing many
of these European military calibers. They
plan also to furnish in the near future
caliber .50-70 U.s. Govt., 7.62 mm Russian,
.303 British, 6.5 Carcano, 7 mm, ~
and .308 Nato. ~
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TRADEWINDS, INC~
P.O. BOX 1191 TACOMA 1. WASHINGTON

Worldwide popularity has made Husqvarna the largest.
selling bolt·action, hi-power lightweight in the world.
Classically crafted of finest Swedish steel and European
walnut by gunsmiths famous for matchless workmanship
for over 300 years. Perfectly balanced for outstanding
accuracy and performance. Available in calibers .243,
.30-06, .270, .308, 7 mm, .358 Magnum - with strong HVA
Mauser action. Write for details.

Mereurv
PISTOLS.

Compact and trouble free,
with "fixed-barrel" accuracy.
Blue or chrome engraved fin
ish in miniature or full pocket
size. Finest Belgian workman;
ship. .22 LR and .25 cal.
Priced from $29.95 to $49.95

rt& f!
r(l/ttmflltJ-A;;

gives HUSQVARNA

world recognition

Finest German optics. Larger
field of view, greater light
transmission, binocular focus
ing, lightweight 1" tube. Dot,
post or crosshairs.
TW-4- 4x Power
TW-Zoom- Variable Hx to 4x
TW-Vari - Variable 2~x to 8x
Priced from $49.95

.XJt~.i!t~. --,-

TRADEWINDS
VARIABLE POWER SCOPES



z

*SEND FOR OUR FREE ILLUST)lA'TED BROCHURE SHOWING ALL NAVY ARMS CO. PRODUCTS

DISPLAY CASES

BUCKLES

BULLET MOULDS. ~-

• "Reb" Army Revolver
• Remington 36 Cal. Belt

Revolver
• "Reb" Sheriffs Model

• Engraved Models

SNIPER SIGHTS

CAPPERS

PERCUSSION CAPS

/ ACCESSORIES

POWDER F~m , ~

• "Yank" Navy Revolver
• Remington 44 Cal.

Army Revolver
• "Yank" Sheriffs Model

• Leech & Rigdon
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